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1.1

Chapter 1. Introduction

Relevance and motivation of the study

Spectroscopy, the study of the dependence of physical quantities on frequency, is the
primary tool for remote sensing of physical conditions. Through the spectra emitted
or absorbed, substances can be identified, and detailed information about structure and
intramolecular dynamics can be inferred. If all of the relevant molecular processes are
understood, the observed rotational/vibrational/electronic excitation can provide valuable
information about the density, kinetic temperature, and the intensity of the radiation
field in the probed volume. This structural and dynamical information is not only of
fundamental interest, but is also valuable in many branches of physical, organic, inorganic,
and astrochemistry. It gives insight into the chemical processes occurring in the probe by
providing information on the composition of the matter.
Plasmas, flames, and chemical vapor deposition processes are all prominent examples
of environments. Given the hydrocarbon nature of the precursors usually used in these
fields it is not surprising that these environments are rich in carbon containing compounds. The study of these (often transient) species is necessary for acquiring a thorough
understanding of these complex chemical environments, and a detailed knowledge of their
physical and chemical properties is important for understanding a large variety of chemical systems. In addition to such practical considerations, carbon clusters are fascinating
examples of the richness and variety of carbon chemistry in itself. Due to the enormous
bonding flexibility of carbon, namely its unique ability to form stable single, double, or
triple bonds, carbon clusters appear in a wide range of structural forms that are synthesized spontaneously in hot carbon plasmas. For example, researchers have been puzzling
for more than a decade over the ability of a molecule as symmetric as the icosohedral C60
cluster to form in such a spontaneous way [1]. Elucidating the evolution of carbon cluster
structure, from linear chains to rings to closed spheroidal cages to nanotubes, that takes
place as the cluster size increases constitutes a major scientific challenge and requires an
intimate interplay of state of the art experimental and theoretical techniques. While great
progress has been made in recent years many unanswered questions still remain [2].
Another field taking advantage of remote sensing is astronomy. Here spectroscopy
serves as the only probe of the physical and chemical conditions of interstellar clouds,
which represent the starting material for the formation of stars and planetary systems.
Diagnostics of the ongoing processes in the Universe, its evolution, composition, and
physical properties should provide us with essential information for the verification of
fundamental theories in physics, such as general relativity theory, and refining our understanding (or aggravating our incomprehension) of nature. With laboratory spectra
obtained in the gas-phase at low temperatures in hand one can use the techniques of
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astronomical spectroscopy to measure the concentrations of molecular ions and neutral
molecules in the interstellar medium using powerful ground-based and space-based telescopes. The observed concentrations can then be interpreted using models based on
chemical kinetics to serve as a remote probe of both the chemical and physical conditions
in interstellar clouds [3].

The most abundant element in the Universe is hydrogen. It is followed by helium which
is 10 times less abundant. These were supposedly produced in the first 17 minutes after
the Big Bang [4]. The rest of the elements have been formed inside of stars billions of years
later [4], and their presence in space is considerably lower in fractional abundances. Next
most abundant elements - oxygen, carbon, and nitrogen - are represented by another
two orders of magnitude less. However they play an important role in the interstellar
chemistry.
More than 130 molecules have been detected in the interstellar medium or circumstellar
shells, ranging in complexity from molecular hydrogen (H2 ), through other familiar ones,
such as water, hydrogen cyanide (HCN), nitrous oxide or ”laughing gas” (N2 O), and
ethanol (CH3 CH2 OH), to esoteric carbon-chains known as cyano-polyynes, the biggest
known of which is HC11 N (figure 1.1). About 100 of these (i.e. ≈ 75%) contain carbon. The
percentage increases among the polyatomics: ≈ 88% of molecules larger than diatomic,
and ≈ 96% - larger than triatomic. This must be related to the peculiarity of the carbon
atoms in their ability to create easily covalent bonds with themselves and form chains,
and hints that the others, yet unidentified molecules, could also possess carbon skeleton,
(capped, terminated, or ) augmented by other members of the periodic table.
Yet perhaps one of the most astonishing developments in astronomy in the past twenty
years has been the realization that very large organic molecules may be highly abundant
in diffuse clouds. ”Large” refers to molecules containing tens or hundreds of atoms, rather
than the diatomics and several-atom molecules discussed above - and in fact much more
massive than the largest species yet identified in dense molecular clouds [5]. Demonstrating a serious gap in our understanding of space chemistry, this assertion is based on the
existence of so-called diffuse interstellar bands (DIBs).

1.1.1

Diffuse interstellar bands

Diffuse interstellar bands are absorption features seen in the spectra of astronomical objects in the Galaxy (figure 1.2). They are caused by the absorption of light by the interstellar medium. Their interstellar nature was shown by the fact that the strength of the

8
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Molecules in the Interstellar Medium or Circumstellar Shells (as of 09/2005)
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http://www.ph1.uni-koeln.de/vorhersagen/molecules/main_molecules.html

Figure 1.1: All molecules have been detected by rotational spectroscopy in the radiofrequency to far-infrared regions unless indicated otherwise ( * indicates those detected by
their rotation-vibration spectrum, ** detected by electronic spectroscopy only). As of May
2006, there are 134 molecules listed as detected in the interstellar medium or circumstellar
shells.
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observed absorption was roughly proportional to the extinction1 , and that in objects with
widely differing radial velocities the absorption bands were not affected by Doppler shifts,
implying that the absorption was not occurring in or around the object concerned. The
name diffuse interstellar band was coined to reflect the fact that the absorption features
are much broader than the normal absorption lines seen in stellar spectra and interstellar
in origin [6].
The first notice given to diffuse unidentified features in the spectra of distant stars
came in 1922, when Heger reported [8] a pair of ’stationary’ features at 5780 and 5797 Å in
spectroscopic binaries. More than a decade later Merrill [9, 10] began the first of many
systematic studies of these features, by then dubbed ’diffuse interstellar bands’ or DIBs.
Later spectroscopic studies at higher spectral resolution and sensitivity revealed more and
more DIBs; a catalogue of them in 1975 contained 25 [11], and a decade later the number
known had more than doubled. Today over 300 have been detected in the optical region
between 0.4 and 1.3 µm, but none - identified. The great problem with DIBs, apparent
from the earliest observations, was that their central wavelengths did not correspond with
any known spectral lines of any ion or molecule, and so the material which was responsible
for the absorption could not be identified. A large number of theories were advanced as
the number of known DIBs grew, and determining the nature of the absorbing material
(the ’carrier’) became a crucial problem in astrophysics.
At typical diffuse interstellar cloud densities (1−100 particles per cm3 ), it was thought
very unlikely that any significant population of even triatomics could be maintained, much
less the larger species that seemed to be required. For this reason the most popular
theories in the interval between the 1930s and the 1970s considered dust grains with
impurity centers instead of gas-phase molecules as the most rational explanation. However
with the emergence of more precise and higher resolution observational data it has been
recognized that dust cannot be the carrier. The most powerful arguments favoring gasphase carriers are the observed constancy of DIB wavelengths and profiles from sightline2
to sightline (these should vary if solid state transitions were responsible) [12] and the
existence of fine structure in some DIBs [13]. Concurrently it was realized that rapid
molecular formation through ion-neutral reactions was possible and the notion that DIBs
are formed by molecules regained favor.
As many of the molecules proposed as possible carriers have accessible electronic tran1

extinction - the reduction of the intensity of radiation as a consequence of absorption and scattering.
Interstellar extinction varies with wavelength resulting in blue light more strongly absorbed than red
light. The longer the path through the dust, and the denser the dust, the more the starlight is dimmed
and reddened.
2
sightline - An imaginary straight line between the earth and the star absorption of which light by
interstellar matter is studied(/whose light become absorbed by interstellar mater)
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Fig.
1. A synthetic spectrum of all 226 DIBs confirmed towards
3906 Å and◦ 6812 Å. Stellar lines have been removed through division by the spectrum of
BD+63
3906absorption.
Å and This
6812object
Å has the strongest DIBs yet
a similar star1964
havingbetween
little foreground
measured, and is cited as a prototype for the DIB spectrum (taken from [7]).

1995). BD+40◦ 4220 is a hot star (spectral type O7) with
a fast rotation which is ideal for detecting weak DIBs, especially in the visible and infrared. HD 164353 was used
to identify stellar lines and remove telluric contamination
in HD 183143, and HD 188209 was used as BD+40◦ 4220’s
telluric standard. Due to slight reddening in the standards
HD 164535 and HD 188209, the large DIBs at 6284 Å and
˚
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sitions in the UV, useful insight into the nature of the DIB carriers may be gained by
extending the study of DIBs to ultraviolet wavelengths. However, several obstacles make
this difficult: far-UV extinction rise limits studies to much lower total visual extinctions
than optical observations; hot stars have intrinsically complex UV spectra; and other
atomic and molecular interstellar lines create confusion, especially below 1108 Å where
strong H2 bands begin to dominate the spectra of reddened stars. Two general searches
for UV DIBs have been carried out [14, 15] without any significant detections [16].
Although the exact nature of the molecules responsible for the DIBs is still not known,
some clues can be gleaned from observational evidence. The salient characteristics of the
DIBs in short are [5, 17]:
• There are at least 300 DIBs (200 in October 1998 [7]) within the 0.4 to 1.3 µm
range;
• the DIBs are definitely interstellar;
• their wavelengths and profiles are invariant (except possibly for fine structure features);
• they do not correlate perfectly with each other;
• the density of DIBs increases towards the red and near-IR;
• the line widths are not uniform; some DIBs show fine structure that is best explained
as due to rotational and vibrational substructure [13, 18, 19];
• a few DIBs have been seen in emission in special environments [20].
It is widely assumed that the DIB carriers are composed of cosmically abundant elements (such as H, C, O, and N), out of concern that molecules containing trace elements
may not be abundant enough to account for the large number of DIBs [7] and their overall
strength. It is also widely assumed that DIBs are ’organic’ in nature, because carbon has
a sufficiently rich chemistry to support the wide variety of individual species probably
needed to explain the DIBs [16].
Much of the speculation about which specific molecules form the DIBs is centered on
two classes of molecules: polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs) [21] and carbon chains
[22–24]. The speculation about PAHs is motivated by the likely aromatic nature of the
UIB 3 carriers and their probable presence in diffuse clouds; while the speculation about
3

UIB - Unidentified Infrared Bands are observed in emission toward sources in which interstellar dust
is irradiated with UV light. The general mechanism invoked to explain the UIBs is, absorption of a
UV photon, followed by relaxation to an excited vibrational state of the ground electronic state, and
subsequent emission of IR photons as the molecule transitions to the ground vibrational state [25].
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carbon chains is motivated by the fact that many of the molecular species observed (see
figure 1.1) in cold dense molecular clouds are carbon chains 4 . None of these propositions
can be preferred at the time as they both have weak aspects (some of which will be
highlighted below) and are used (while) lacking something better. Therefore, ”...we should
keep in mind the rich diversity of chemistry, and consider the likelihood that we have
simply not yet thought of the best candidates for the DIB carriers” [16].
Eventually our understanding should include the names and structures of those species,
their concentrations, and their mechanisms of formation and maintaining steady state
equilibrium. As such the solution should be approached on all of these fronts simultaneously and success on any of them will assist the others.
Formation considerations
So far a ”complete” model of a diffuse cloud - that is, one where the complete physical
and chemical structure is solved self-consistently - has not yet been attempted. Such a
model would require treating the equations of hydrostatic equilibrium, thermal balance,
radiative transfer, ionization balance, and chemical processes [16]. The first comprehensive
model of a diffuse cloud [26] in many ways came close to the ”complete” model, in that
it utilized pressure, thermal, electrical, and chemical balance equations. Yet, like most
of the models that followed, it was a one-dimensional model and it assumed steady state
(that the formation rate for each species equals its destruction rate). It did not make an
assumption for the total number density but instead treated it as a free parameter, subject
to pressure balance with an assumed external pressure. Although modern models of gasphase chemistry of diffuse clouds [27–29] are quite advanced in terms of their treatment of
physical processes (especially radiative processes), they are still in a relatively immature
state in terms of the number of chemical species and reactions considered.
They do not address the formation of large species such as PAHs or carbon chains
though some work on modeling their effects on the chemistry and heating of clouds has
been done [30, 31]. One possibility is that these large organic species form in the gas
phase in dense molecular clouds, and are then cycled back into the diffuse ISM (e.g., [32]).
But it is not clear if sufficient quantities of these species, to account for the DIBs, can
be produced in this way. Another possibility is that the large organics are formed in
the outflows from carbon-rich giant stars late in their evolution [33–36]. Under highly
constrained conditions (density, velocity law of the outflow, and initial temperature) it
may be possible to form the observed quantities in this way, and it is widely accepted
4

though carbon chains represent only a small fraction of the total molecular mass in these clouds the apparent preponderance of carbon chains is in part a selection effect, because these species have high
dipole moments and are therefore more likely to be detectable than other classes of molecules [16]
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that carbon star atmospheres may be a major source of large organics in the general
ISM. Yet another closely related possibility is that large molecules in the diffuse ISM
are the result of shock-induced destruction of graphitic or carbonaceous grains, some of
which may have initially formed in carbon star outflows. For example, graphite essentially
consists of stacked layers of fused carbon rings with very weak bonding between layers.
When such a grain is shattered in a shock, the fragments will be planar fused carbon
ring species, which, if they acquire peripheral hydrogen atoms, would become PAHs. Any
discussion of the origin of the large organics in diffuse clouds is necessarily speculative at
this point [16]. The models are hampered by our lack of a good physical understanding of
clouds, and especially of processes such as turbulence and their coupling to the chemistry.
Therefore all their consequences could be treated only as advisory but not binding.
In order to unravel a knot we need to find a beginning of a rope - several molecules
which have an established presence and carry some of the DIBs. Once ’the ice will begin
to break’ then the full solution will be inevitable. Rigorous identification will only come
through laboratory studies showing precise and specific spectral matches with the observed
astronomical features.
Observational constraints
Blind laboratory searches are unlikely to work. There are about 107 organic molecules
known on Earth and ∼10200 stable molecules of weight < 750 containing only C, H,
N, O, S could exist in isolated conditions (under vacuum) [37]. To reduce the number
of possibilities additional constraints should be placed based on observations. These
(criteria) could be formulated as follows:
• Composing elements should be abundant.
• They (or one of them) should be able to make covalent bond with itself to build a
skeleton
• Finite number of carriers ∼ 102 (300 DIBs are generally not correlated with each
other)
• Carriers should have electronic transitions in the optical range (0.4 to 1.3 µm)
• Robustness against UV radiation (photostability)
• Carriers have molecular rather than atomic nature (lines are 1−100 cm−1 broad)
• Lifetimes of its excited states should not be too short. Generally not shorter than
∼1−10 ps to comply with the uncertainty principle and absorption linewidth. As a
consequence of that:
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• An electronic transition involved will likely be the lowest possible electronic transition in this molecule. This should normally minimize effects like non-adiabatic coupling of electronic and vibrational degrees of freedom (caused by proximity of other
electronic states) that lead to fast intramolecular energy redistribution processes
and, hence, lifetime broadening.
• This electronic transition should probably be dipole-allowed to ensure maximum
absorption with minimal concentration.

Interesting implications could be formulated here. Thus, for example, many carbon chains
fail to meet these requirements. The C2n family of linear chains can be eliminated because
of the absence of electronic transitions in the visible for reasonable chain sizes. In turn,
1 +
odd-numbered chains C2n+1 can be ruled out since the strong transition 1 Σ+
u ← X Σg
proposed to cause the enigmatic absorptions is far from being the first one and thus
will be likely lifetime broadened in larger extent than necessary. Generalized partially
hydrogenated chains or/and capped (or doped) with non-carbon elements are still within
the play as there are not enough experimental data on their account. (Though some
combination, for example, C2n H, C2n H− , C−
2n+1 , HC2n H, HC2n+1 H were already tried and
rejected, vast number of them are still ahead.)
On the other hand, the ”PAH theory” also has its weaknesses. Thus, for example, the
requirement of restricted set (∼300) of generally homotypic molecules may not agree with
virtually infinite number of PAH, PAH+ , PAH− , H−PAH+ , etc. Other criteria, like the
requirement of ”first electronic transition - allowed” and/or ”photostability” could help.
Indeed not all of PAHs are photostable [38–40]. Presumably produced in the circumstellar
envelopes of carbon-rich red giants [33], PAHs spread out in interstellar space and become
exposed to harsh UV radiation. Under that, depending on the photon flux, many of
them may loose some of (or all) their hydrogens, fall apart, etc. This will result in a
wealth of unsaturated PAH skeletons that will be subjected to ring-openings, ring-loss,
etc. reactions (see introduction to the chapter about rings (C14,18,22 ) and discussion in
experimental section of the C5 chapter) and will eventually end up in a variety of linear and
quasilinear, bare and partially hydrogenated chains, rings (monocyclic and polycyclic),
PAHs (ionized, protonated, and partially degydrogenated), and fullerenes.
These molecular radicals, both neutral and ionic, are highly reactive in normal terrestrial conditions and can be difficult to produce in the laboratory in the quantities
necessary for spectroscopic study. Much work was done using frozen rare gas matrices
(where large number densities could be accumulated), but such ”matrix spectra” suffer
from wavelength shifts and band broadening which are difficult to quantify with sufficient
precision to unambiguously compare with interstellar (gas-phase) absorption features.
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Identification of the bands in space will only come through gas-phase laboratory studies
showing spectral matches with the observed astronomical features. This involves cuttingedge laboratory laser spectroscopy techniques combining supersonic expansions molecular
beam techniques (to produce cold molecules) with ultra-sensitive spectroscopic methods
(which will approach the limit of single-molecule absorption spectroscopy).
Results of the powerful combination of the REMPI technique with supersonic beam
expansion, time-of-flight mass spectrometry, and nonlinear generation of coherent UV
radiation towards neutrals rings C14,18,22 and chains C5 , C6,8 NH2 , C9,11,13 H3 compose the
body of this thesis.
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REMPI

The realization that an atom or molecule can undergo a coherent (i.e. simultaneous)
multi-photon transition if placed in a sufficiently intense radiation field is almost as old
as the original ideas of quantum mechanics [1]. However it was not until the discovery of
the laser in 1960 that sufficiently high optical fluxes were available to compensate for the
intrinsic weakness of these transitions. Another 20 years passed before lasers themselves
were sufficiently robust and stable enough to allow multiphoton excitation experiments
to become commonplace [2].
The first experiments to illustrate at least some applications of MPI methods in molecular spectroscopy appeared in the mid-1970s. Specifically, it was shown that the MPI
spectra (i.e. the excitation spectra for forming positive ions and/or photoelectrons) of
diatomics such as NO [3] and I2 [4], obtained using visible laser radiation, were structured. This structure arises because at the appropriate wavelengths the MPI probability
is enhanced by the presence of resonant intermediate excited states of the neutral molecule. This is what constitutes resonance-enhanced multiphoton ionization (REMPI). Such
processes are often described as an [n+m] MPI, implying that the excitation involves a
coherent n-photon absorption to reach the resonant intermediate state of the neutral and
that a further m photons is needed to cause the ionization process. This intermediate
state does not have to be particularly stable; even predissociated excited states will provide significant resonance enhancement provided the rate of the final ionization step is
comparable to, or greater than, the rate of all other population loss processes from the resonant intermediate state. In this respect the REMPI technique is far less dependent than,
say, LIF upon the lifetime of the excited state giving rise to the resonance enhancement.
Like most spectroscopies, the technique is also highly species specific. In a well designed experiment MPI will occur only at those frequencies which correspond to a one- (or
multi-) photon resonance in the neutral molecule. This specificity can be further enhanced
if the experiment is coupled to a mass spectrometer thereby allowing determination of
the mass of the ions resulting from the REMPI process. Another advantage of REMPI
as a detection method is its sensitivity. This is due to the eventual products arising in a
REMPI process are charged particles (ions and electrons) which, unlike photons, can be
detected with unit efficiency.
However, compared with most one-photon transitions, multiphoton ones are inherently
improbable, i.e. their cross-sections are small. Typical cross-sections σ for two- and
three-photon absorption are 10−50 cm4 s and 10−82 cm6 s2 , respectively [5]. In comparison,
a typical value for the cross-section of an electric dipole allowed one-photon excitation
]
between two bound states of a molecule is 10−17 cm2 [2]. Very high light fluxes I [ photons
cm2 sec
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are needed in order to achieve a significant transition probability, σI N , therefore lasers
are the only real option to use as light sources. Typical modern pulsed dye lasers have
powers of around 1 mJ/10 ns pulse (105 watts in 10−8 s, or about 1023 photons/s or
1016 photons/pulse). These powers within a 1 mm2 spot will give only ∼10−8 transition
probability in each laser pulse for two-photon resonance. In turn, focusing to a focal
radius of about 100 µm increases the probability of a two photon absorption to 10−2
in each laser pulse, whereas a typical one photon transition is already saturated by two
orders of magnitude.
Such intensities are normally achieved by focussing the output of conventional (nanosecond pulse duration) tunable dye lasers. Side effect of it is the localization of the multiphoton excitation events in small space region (i.e. the focal volume) which makes the
technique ideally suited to use with molecular beams.
The photoelectrons formed in the REMPI process may also carry certain information. Their kinetic energies can be measured, as in conventional photoelectron spectroscopy (PES), and information derived about the energy levels of the partner cation.
One distinction should be noted: in cases involving a bound resonance-enhancing state,
the REMPI-PES experiment [6–9] will yield the photoelectron spectrum of the resonant
intermediate state, not of the ground state as in the more traditional one-photon photoelectron spectroscopy.
Another form of photoelectron spectroscopy - zero kinetic energy (ZEKE) photoelectron spectroscopy [10,11], may also benefit from REMPI. The difference from REMPI-PES
is that photoelectrons are formed with zero kinetic energy. For that electrons detected in
such an experiment are actually produced by pulsed field ionization of very high Rydberg
states belonging to a series converging toward the threshold of interest [12–15]. Detecting
the appearance of electrons instead of their kinetic energy distribution can be done much
more accurately and offers typically an order (or more) of magnitude improvement in energy resolution (i.e. cm−1 resolution) however this also requires a tunable coherent light
source. Excitation of the Rydberg states requires high photon energies, and therefore
is often done via resonance multiphoton excitation (or one-photon, if tunable vacuum
ultraviolet radiation is available).
Detecting the threshold ion instead of threshold electrons constitutes the mass analyzed threshold ionization (MATI) spectroscopy [16, 17] - an alternative and high resolution route to measuring ionization thresholds and deriving information about the internal
energy states of cations. In contrast to ZEKE-PES, this technique offers both wavelength
and mass information and finds particular application in the study of cations of radicals,
clusters and complexes where, because or the production method, species identification
might be ambiguous [2, 18, 19].
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REMPI is an especially suitable tool for studying the spectroscopy of the atoms and
diatomic molecules. A multiphoton excitation provides means of populating an excited
state lying at energies that, in one-photon absorption, would fall in the technically more
demanding vacuum ultraviolet spectral region. It also provides access to a manifold of
states complementary to those allowed by selection rules for electronic dipole transitions
and that can be accessed via one-photon absorption spectroscopy.
Though, as it was already mentioned, the resonant intermediate state does not have
to be particularly stable, the efficiency of the ionization step still depends on the relative
magnitudes of the ionization rate and the rates for all other population loss processes affecting the resonant intermediate level. Obviously in those cases where the excited state
of the neutral molecule predissociates at a rate comparable to, or greater than, the ionization rate, this competition must lead to a reduced ionization probability and a relative
diminution of the eventual ion yield. Thus, multiphoton excitations proceeding via such
predissociated levels will appear with reduced relative intensity in the REMPI spectrum.
In extreme cases the lines may show lifetime broadening as well. Careful analysis of
such discrepancies between observed REMPI transition intensities and those predicted
through use of the appropriate multiphoton rotational line strengths have provided much
insight into the detailed predissociation dynamics of a range of hydrides, e.g. H2 O [20,21],
H2 S [22], CH3 [23], and NH [24].
As a molecule’s size and mass increase, dynamical aspect becomes more and more
important. Middle sized closed shell stable molecules often possess relatively large energy gaps between their ground and first excited states. Therefore nonradiative decay is
slow. Particularly popular systems for study using REMPI techniques were substituted
benzenes. Their first excited (S1 ) singlet states are generally stable; they have low first
IPs - less than twice the S1 -S0 energy separation (the S1 -S0 transition is thus well suited
to study by [1+1] REMPI); and the S1 -S0 transition has a large oscillator strength and
falls in an experimentally convenient wavelength range. However spectroscopic study of
already S2 is restricted in relatively low resolution due to lifetime broadening. The situation generally worsens with every next electronic state. Increasing density of vibronic
states, generated by lower lying electronic energy levels, leads to increasingly efficient
intramolecular processes that removing the molecule’s excitation induced by the tunable
laser at the first step of REMPI. In extreme cases this depletion may occur on time scales
shorter than delay before arrival of next laser photons and REMPI effectively proceeds
on N-scheme (figure 2.1) [25].
Through use of a variable time delay between the excitation step and the subsequent photoionization, it is possible to derive kinetic information about intramolecular
vibrational redistribution and vibrational predissociation in selected vibronic levels of the
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excited state of the molecule (like in chapter 6). Often, however, the timescale provided
by conventional (nanosecond) pulsed lasers is not appropriate. To compete effectively
with these ultrafast energy redistribution processes a change from nanosecond to subpicosecond time scales is required. One of the first such attempts were made while
studying nonradiative decay processes in the aniline-CH4 van der Waals complex [26].
Now, more often in the form of PES, this field has ”exploded” under the femtosecond
time resolved photoelectron spectroscopy (TR-PES) name - a useful tool for the study of
non-adiabatic dynamics in isolated polyatomic molecules [27, 28].
In astronomical/DIBs observation relevant context (see previous chapter) a few lowest,
if not the only one, electronic transitions of middle sized and large molecules are of interest
(since the rest are lifetime broadened). The electronic transitions in the visible and near
infrared regions become readily accessible with one photon of a conventional dye laser. In
turn their subsequent ionization often requires more energy. The speed of this step should
not be limiting [5] and thus resonant processes that govern it should be of no higher order
resonance than was the excitation. Therefore it is necessary to do [1+1’] REMPI with
second photon in UV or even VUV (vacuum ultraviolet) spectral region. Thus, the studies
described in this thesis were done using an [1+1’] scheme with 5.8 eV (212 nm), 6.4 eV
(193 nm), 7.9 eV (157 eV), and as high as 10.5 eV (118 nm) ionizing photons.
Another reason for using the [1+1’] scheme for a space relevant study comes from the
fact that, apart from regions in stars proximity, the photons flux in interstellar space is
low enough to expect mainly one-photon absorption processes. Therefore one attempting
the laboratory ”simulation” of the moieties in space should probably be concerned mostly
by the one photon processes governed by corresponding selection rules.

Figure 2.1: REMPI in polyatomic molecules.
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2.2

TOF mass spectrometer

Time-of-flight mass spectrometry (TOF-MS) is a separation-in-time technique, unlike
magnetic sector and quadrupole mass analyzers in which ions are spatially separated.
A time-of-flight mass spectrometer uses the differences in transit time through a drift
region to separate ions of different masses. It operates in a pulsed mode so ions must be
produced or extracted in pulses. An electric field accelerates all ions into a field-free drift
region with a kinetic energy of qV , where q is the ion charge and V is the applied voltage.
Since the ion kinetic energy is 12 mv 2 , lighter ions have a higher velocity than heavier ions
and reach the detector at the end of the drift region sooner.
K.E. = qV
1
mv 2q= qV
2
v = (2qV /m)
The transit time (t) through the drift tube is D/v where D is the length of the drift
tube.
q
q
2V
) = √D2V ∗ m/q
t = D / ( m/q
Thus the mass-to-charge ratios can be determined from this equation if the exact drift
length and acceleration potential are known. Unlike magnetic sector and quadrupole
calibrations, though, the direct relation is rarely used. In most cases, calibration of the
TOF spectrometer is performed through empirical determination of the time-of-flight
of
q
a pair of known masses. This allows constants a and b in the equation ti =a (m/q)i + b
to be determined and, afterwards, any experimental time-of-flights t to be converted to a
m/q value to identify the unknown ions.
The resolution of the mass spectrometer is defined broadly as the ability to distinguish

Criteria
sensitivity
speed
mass range
mass accuracy
selectivity
versatility
performance/cost

Notes
higher mass analyzer efficiency than scanning MS (scan mode)
hundreds of spectra per second may be acquired
analyzer transmits ions of very high m/z
very stable calibration in many cases
resolution of ∼10 000 FWHM now attainable without loss in sensitivity
many ion sources may be coupled with TOF MS
digital control and processing

Table 2.1: The key strengths [29] of TOF are the reason why its adoption has proceeded.
However, only in recent times many of these strengths have become tangible due to the
availability of supporting technologies.
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two ions of adjacent masses, and is usually scaled to the mass range under consideration,
such that
m
R = ∆m
where R is the resolution, ∆m is the difference in mass of the species, and m is the average
mass of the two ions.

If all ions were formed in a plane parallel to the electrodes (i.e. in the same plane
perpendicular to the TOF tube) and with zero initial velocity the flight time would be
same for all ions which had the same m/q, and the resolution would be limited by the
detecting equipment. In practice, however, the resolving power of a TOF spectrometer
depends on its ability to reduce the time spread caused by the ever-present initial space
and initial kinetic energy distribution [30].
Ions of the same mass formed at the same time with the same initial kinetic energy,
but at different locations in the extraction field will receive different kinetic energies from
the electric field. This initial spacial distribution will therefore result in different arrival
times for otherwise identical ions.
Yet ions formed at the back of the source will reside under the accelerating potential
longer, acquire larger velocities, and even though they will enter the field-free region later,
they will eventually pass the ions formed closer to the extraction grid. It can be shown
that there exist a plane, called ”spatial focus” where all the ions arrive at the same time
at the detector independent of their starting positions. Ideally the detector should be
placed at this location. Yet this approach does not give one much flexibility in designing
a spectrometer.
ta =

v
a

=

q

sdm
qV

tD = D/v = D

q

dm
sqV

q
√
T = ta + tD = v/a + D/v = mq Vd ( √Ds + s)
then the space focus requirement can be expressed by setting the first derivative to zero
∂T
∂s

=0
which results in the constraint: s = D independent of mass of the ion. This is a very
disadvantageous trade off. The drift chamber D has to be long in order to gain resolution
but the acceleration region should be short to allow for uniform electric field and for using
reasonably low voltage.
A much better solution for space-focusing employs a more complex, dual-stage ionization region of three electrodes, (figure 2.3) as was proposed by Wiley and McLaren [30].
This type of spectrometer possesses two acceleration regions (separated by a grid) and a
drift region. Using a second grid and an appropriate potential distribution of the ion extraction field allows one to move the spatial focus plane at any given distance (figure 2.4).
The position of the space focus is a function of the ratio of the extraction and acceleration
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fields. Keeping total voltage fixed by powering all grids via a potential divider (figure 3.7
in chapter 3) and varying the ratio allows one to match the space focus position with the
detector without changing the times of flight and, hence, mass calibration.
2

Higher order space focusing ( ∂T
= 0, ∂∂sT2 = 0, etc.) can be achieved by using more than
∂s
two field regions. A general solution for a n-order space focusing in an m-field regime can
be found in [31]. There they demonstrated quantitatively that if higher orders of space
focus are employed a significant improvement in the mass resolution can be achieved,
provided that the initial velocity distribution of the ions is sufficiently narrow.
The double stage acceleration scheme is also less sensitive to the distribution of initial
kinetic energy of ions. A double-field system brings the ions to their maximum energies
in about 5% of the flight time compared with 50% in the focused single-field source.
Thus, the disturbing effect of U0 is reduced because U0 is a smaller percentage, on the
average, of the energy which determines the velocity at each point. Further improvement
in minimizing this effect could be gained by utilizing longer field-free regions (a longer drift
length increases the magnitude of the time-of-flight; this reduces the effect of turn-around
time on resolution) or, more radically, by employing reflection type TOF spectrometer
[32–34]. In our experiments, however, this last pivotal arrangement is unnecessary as in
the supersonically expanded and skimmed molecular beam of neutral molecules advancing
in the direction orthogonal to the TOF spectrometer axis the spread in velocities parallel
to the TOF tube axis is low enough.
d

s

D

L
Figure 2.2: Basic geometry of TOF mass spectrometer.
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5. TOF mass spectrometer

Figure 5-1. Basic geometry of the Wiley-McLaren TOF mass spectrometer [39].

When ions of the same mass with the same initial kinetic energy have different
location at the moment of extraction pulse, the ions initially closer to the detector (and
smallergeometry
s value, Figure
experience a smaller
potential
and be
Figure thus
2.3:ofBasic
of 5-1)
the will
Wiley-McLaren
TOF
massgradient
spectrometer
[30].
accelerated to lower kinetic energy, than those which have larger initial s values. The
ions located further from the detector (indicated as “●” in Figure 5-2) will enter the
field-free drift region later, but will eventually pass the ions located closer to the
detector (indicated as “○” in Figure 5-2) due to having larger velocities. By adjusting
the extraction field it is possible to achieve a space focus (SF) plane, where ions of
any given mass arrive at the SF plane at the same time. The location of the SF plane is
independent of mass, but ions of different masses will arrive at the SF plane at
different times (Figure 5-2).
(a)

s0

DSF = 2s0

(b)

s0

d

Adjustable DSF

Figure 2.4: Figure
Space
focus
forfor (a)
single-stage
and (b)
TOF.
5-2. Space
focus
(a) single-stage
and (b) dual-stage
TOF.dual-stage
The focus condition
for theThe
single- focus condifield system is the purely geometric condition, DSF = 2s0. In dual-field configuration,
tion for the single position
field system
is theonpurely
condition, DSFgrids.
= 2s0 . In dualof SF plane depends
the voltagegeometric
applied to the extraction/acceleration
field configuration, position of SF plane depends on the voltage applied to the extraction/acceleration grids. Illustration from [35]
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2.3

Vacuum Ultraviolet1(VUV) generation in gases.
Background.

2.3.1

Introduction

The REMPI technique uses photons to promote an atom or molecule above its ionization
potential to create an ion. Through being an extremely sensitive method, yet with the
vanishing concentrations of the studied transient molecules the resonance enhanced multiphoton ionization method is restricted almost exclusively to the [1+1] (i.e. one color,
two photons) or [1+1’] (two different photons with different colors) resonant processes
involving one or two lasers correspondingly. The typical IP of the small molecules studied
varies from 8−12 eV. Therefore studies in the visible and, especially, near-infrared spectroscopic region (1.5−2 eV) require the flexibility of choice for the second-photon energy
in the range 6−10.5 eV to be able to ionize the excited molecules. The most energetic
source we have in our laboratory is a F2 -excimer laser which provides 7.9 eV photons
(157 nm). Probably the only commercially available source of more energetic coherent
radiation would be a synchrotron radiation light source, which, though existing (for example, Advanced Light Source (ALS) in Berkeley), was not considered here (our machine
should have been built in the proximity of such a source, not vice versa). Therefore
alternative approaches must be considered.
Coherent light can be generated via nonlinear up-conversion (harmonics generation,
mixing, etc.) of the available laser sources in nonlinear media. Whereas in the visible and
the infrared spectral regions this is generally done by sum- or difference-frequency mixing
in suitable nonlinear crystals (widely available commercially), in the vacuum ultraviolet
spectral region most solids become opaque and can no longer be employed since the
generated wave of interest is absorbed and cannot escape the nonlinear medium. It is for
this reason frequency mixing in the vuv region is generally carried out in gaseous media.

2.3.2

Theoretical background

The principle of harmonic generation is often visualized in terms of the classical Lorentz
model where the bonding of an electron to the atomic nucleus is pictured by a spring,
which to a first approximation, i.e. for small displacements of the electron away from
its equilibrium position with respect to the nucleus, gives rise to a harmonic binding
potential [36]. An electron bound this way and experiencing an oscillating monochromatic
electric field will, if the field is sufficiently weak, respond by carrying out a harmonic
1

VUV, Vacuum UV, ultraviolet radiation that is absorbed by air. (λ < 200 nm)
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motion which, by Maxwells equations, will give rise to emission of light at the driving
frequency. If the magnitude of the driving field amplitude is large enough for the electronic
motion to become anharmonic, the light emitted by this oscillating dipole will, in addition
to the driving (or fundamental) frequency component, contain the second-, third- or higher
order multipla of this frequency.
Formally, this can be expressed through the polarization P of the medium by the
electric field E. When an electromagnetic wave E travels through a medium it influences
the bound electrons of the atoms or molecules. Electrons displaced from their equilibrium
positions give rise to a net polarization of the medium. For small electric fields E(ω), the
polarization P(ω) of a medium is proportional to the incident electric field E(ω) via the
susceptibility χ(1)
PL (ω) = N χ(1) E(ω)
where N is the number density of atoms or molecules and the proportionality constant
χ(1) . For high-intensity fields, however, the response of the medium will be non-linear and
the induced polarization can be expressed in a power series of incident fields E:
P(ω) = N (χ(1) E(ω) + χ(2) E(ω)E(ω) + χ(3) E(ω)E(ω)E(ω)+...)
Whereas the second-order term gives rise to the well-known processes of second harmonic
generation, optical parametric oscillation, and sum and difference frequency mixing in
crystals, it may exist only in the nonlinear medium without center of symmetry. In
isotropic gaseous media the nonlinear polarization must be unaffected by reflection of the
coordinate system at its origin. This requirement (i.e. P(ω, r) = −P(ω, −r)) gives
(χ(1) E + χ(2) EE + χ(3) EEE+...)= −(−χ(1) E + χ(2) EE − χ(3) EEE+...)
which can be satisfied for any E only if all the even-order terms χ(2) , χ(4) ... vanish.
Therefore for an isotropic medium, first nonzero non-linear response of isotropic medium
is described by χ(3) and since the third-order response is proportional to the product
of three oscillating electric fields - three photons should be involved to the process of
generation of fourth one. Four electric fields are oscillating in the nonlinear medium
simultaneously, three fundamental ω1 , ω2 , ω3 and one generated ωg = ω1 ± ω2 ± ω3 give
the so-called ”four-wave mixing” process.
Of the different possible combinations of how to compose the 4th wavelength from
the three initial ones, two cases could generally lead to the generation of the coherent
light at shorter wavelength is the sum ωg = ω1 + ω2 + ω3 and difference frequency mixing
ωg = ω1 + ω2 − ω3 (provided that ω3 < ω1 , ω2 ).
For practical application, however, one is more interested in situations where either
two or all three of the incident beams have identical frequencies. The simplest type of
four-wave mixing uses only one fundamental frequency, and the generated wave is at
three times the fundamental frequency ωg = 3ω1 . This process is called third harmonic
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generation. For this case the intensity of the generated third harmonic is described by [37]
I3ω = N 2 |χ(3) (3ω)|2 Iω3 F (b∆k)

(2.1)

intensity of the fundamental, N is the number density of the nonlinear medium, and
χ(3) (3ω) is the third-order susceptibility for third harmonic generation. The function
F (b∆k), where b is the path length and ∆k the the wave vector mismatch, depends
on the macroscopic properties of the medium and the focusing of the fundamental, and
represents the phase matching between the input light and the generated VUV.
Phase matching stands for the constructive interference of the contributions generated
in different volume elements of the medium to the output wave. This is described by a
generally sophisticated function, which could be written for the limiting case of a plane
wave in a small signal limit regime and neglecting absorption as [38]:
)2
F (L∆k) =' ( sin(L∆k/2)
L∆k/2
which is similar to the second-order processes in nonlinear crystals [39]. This gives unity
as the upper limit on the F (L∆k) factor in the expression (2.1). However, intensity of
the generated light is the third power of the incident one, and it is often (if not always)
advantageous to focus the fundamental in order to increase the conversion efficiency of
a nonlinear medium. This, in turn, affects the phase-matching which for a tight focused
gaussian beam (the caseof laser beam) at same other assumptions will be [38]:
 0
for ∆kL ≥ 0
F (∆kb, b/L  1) =
2
 π ( b )2 (∆kb)2 e∆kb for ∆kL < 0
4 L
The latter function goes through a maximum for ∆kb = −2, where the phase-matching
factor takes on the value
F (∆kb, b/L  1) = ( πe Lb )2 .
now far less then unity. Furthermore, in the tight focusing limit b/L  1 the power
P wr ∝ I · R2 ∼ I · b conversion efficiency becomes independent of confocal parameter b
and, thus, independent of particular focusing [38]
PowerConversionEfficiency=Power3ω /Powerω ∝ (I3ω b/Iω b ∝ Iω3 b2 b/Iω b = Iω2 b2 ) ∝
(Powerω )2
The higher intensity upon tighter focusing is ”compensated” by a shorter effective length
of the nonlinear medium. Therefore any excessive focusing will no longer raise the power
conversion efficiency, but will only lead to additional perturbing nonlinear polarizations
as a consequence of the increased intensity. As the rule of thumb the optimum power
conversion efficiency in a phase matched system is given typically for b ' L [38].
The demand of negative value for ∆kb (where ∆k = kg − 3k1 ) has serious implications.
This limits the third harmonic generation with focused lasers to the cases when the
refractive index n at 3ω is less than the refractive index at ω.
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kω = ωnω /c
∆k = kg − 3k1 = k3ω − 3kω = 3ωn3ω /c − 3(ωnω /c) = 3ω
(n3ω − nω ) < 0
c
Since the refractive index normally increases with frequency, this behavior (n3ω < nω )
is called negative dispersion. For rare gases where the refractive index is close to 1, the
simplified Sellmeier expression could be used [40]
n−1'

N e2
8π 2 0 mc2

fi
−2
−2
λ
i i −λ

P

where N is the number density of atoms or molecules, e and m are charge and mass of
electron respectively, and 0 is the vacuum permittivity. The summation is to be taken
over electronic transitions of wavelengths λi with the absorption oscillator strengths fi .
Thus the regions of negative dispersion could be found only to the blue of resonance lines in
gases. As an example, if we consider Xe gas as the nonlinear medium. Figure 2.5 represent
the refractive index for Xe in the 110−200 nm region. The graph is calculated using above
mentioned formula and information [41] on dipole allowed electronic transitions in xenon.
(More information on the calculating refraction indices in Ar, Ne, Kr and Xe gases, could
be found in Appendix.) The first resonance line is at 146.961 nm, meaning that there is
no THG possible in Xe for wavelengths longer than about 146 nm. The region of negative
dispersion extends to about 140 nm. The next resonance in Xe is at 129.549 nm and
this gives rise to just a narrow window from about 127.5−129 nm and the next region for
THG is below 125 nm. Thus THG in a given gas could be produced only in relatively
restricted range with numerous gaps. However, by choosing between, say, Ar, Kr, or Xe,
it is possible to generate third harmonic light over a broad range of frequency from 90 to
147 nm with a few gaps [37].
Other possibilities to increase efficiency could be seen in the formula (2.1). These are:
• increasing the number density. In a one component mixture the density is governed
by the phase matching condition. However a two component gas mixture would
allow an increase in the number density and recover the phase matching conditions
by compensating the excess of negative dispersion with another, positively dispersive
gas. Yet, the optical depth of the order of unity should not be exceeded in order to
avoid attenuation due to absorption.
• Intensity of generated light increases as the third power of incident intensity. This
is true, however, only in small signal limit. At higher intensities saturation will
eventually occur. Increasing the intensity of the incident beams is only advantageous
as long as higher-order nonlinearities do not reduce the conversion efficiency and
cause additional perturbing parametric processes to occur [38]. Thus, at high laser
intensities effects like dielectric gas breakdown in the focus of the laser light [42] and
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nonlinear intensity-dependent changes of the refractive index [43], which destroy the
phase matching, become the major limitation on the efficiency [44].
• to increase the value of |χ(3) |2 term in equation (2.1).

For the third harmonic generation third-order susceptibility has the form [37]
4 P
dgi dij djk dkg
χ(3) = h̄e 3
(Ωig −ω)(Ωjg −2ω)(Ωkg −3ω)
i,j,k

where dxy are dipole matrix elements, Ωxg are the complex transition frequencies for
the x ← g transitions, and summation is over all states. The resonant terms in this
equation lead to a strong enhancement of |χ(3) |2 when either ω, 2ω, or 3ω are resonant
with a transition in the nonlinear medium. On the other hand, in minimizing the factor
containing the dipole allowed transition one has to be careful because the one-photon
resonance may lead to a strong absorption of the fundamental wave, whereas the three
photon resonance leads to a strong absorption of the harmonic wave [38]. Detailed analysis
is required to see if one gains or loses in signal strength when the single-photon resonances
are approached. In general, if the absorption is relatively weak but nonlinearity is strongly
resonantly enhanced by the proximity to this weak transition, then it is worth tuning to
near resonance [45]. So, the electric dipole allowed transitions should be optimized only to
the extent that the corresponding optical depth is smaller or comparable to unity [46,47].
Two photon resonance (figure 2.6) is the most effective and widely used enhancement
scheme for VUV generation since it avoids significant absorption at the fundamental and
VUV light frequencies.
With only one input frequency, fixing ω so that 2ω corresponded to a resonance would
not allow for tuning of the generated coherent light. To have both tunability and resonant
enhancement, two fundamental frequencies must be used: ω1 and ω2 . This allows the
coherent light to be generated at either the sum or the difference frequency: ωg = 2ω1 ±
ω2 . For general four-wave mixing there is no significant difference with respect to the
physics [38], although the equations are much more cumbersome. Sum frequency mixing
has the same conditions on phase-matching as its special case - third harmonic generation.
In turn difference frequency mixing possess more relaxed phase matching conditions with
optimum at
b∆k = 0
making it possible to do RDFM at essentially any wavelength. RDFM is generally more
efficient than DSFM when the same two-photon resonance is used [37]. Typical conversion provides 1011 -1012 photons per pulse when millijoule pulses of the fundamental are
used [37]. This should give an order of 0.1−1 µjoules and 10−3 −10−4 of efficiency to the
10 eV. Non-resonant THG is few orders of magnitude less efficient, yet the near-resonant
THG conversion can be as good [48, 49].
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Experimental implementation of both RDFM and THG schemes were attempted by
the author to be employed for the spectroscopic study of target highly unsaturated hydrocarbon molecules. The particular motivations, results, and implications are described
in corresponding chapters of the thesis.
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Figure 2.5: Xenon refractivity calculated using Sellmeier formula and atomic lines data
from NIST database [41].
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Figure 2.6: Two photon resonance is the most effective enhancement scheme for VUV
generation since it avoids significant absorption at the fundamental and VUV light frequencies.
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3.1

Molecular source

Two molecular sources were used in the experiments highlighted in this thesis: plasma
discharge source and laser ablation source.

3.1.1

Discharge source

The discharge source, ”our universal synthesizer”1 , is depicted in figure 3.1. Based on the
design of Ohshima and Endo [1] it is indispensable for producing a great variety of both
neutral and ionic hydrocarbon radicals. Nearly all carbon-chain-related spectroscopic gas
phase studies in J.P. Maier group in Basel have been done using this ”pinhole” discharge
source or its slit modification [2–6]. A precursor diluted with buffer gas (Ar, Ne, He, N2 ,
etc.) down to 0.15−3% is expanded under 5−10 bar backing pressure into vacuum through
the ceramic body. The gas burst generated by an electromagnetic valve (General Valve
106, ø 0.7) is computer controlled. The amount of gas released is varied by manipulating
the width of the valve opening pulse. Adjusting this in accord with the pressure in the
source chamber allows one to keep the latter constant and thus ensuring stable source
conditions. A 100−200 µs long high voltage pulse (-700−900V) from a homebuilt power
supply [7] is applied between the stainless steel electrodes placed on either side of the
10−20 mm thick insulating spacer. The channel is 1−1.2 mm thick all the way through
the source, except for the insulator section where it is enlarged to 2 mm in order to create a
localized plasma region. The inner electrode is simply a 1 mm thick disk with a 1 mm hole,
and the outer one is 3−4 mm and possess a divergent conical exit channel through which
plasma is expanded to the vacuum chamber. The mass distribution of the clusters can
be influenced by increasing the thickness of the outer electrode. A lengthened electrode
allows more time for ”clustering” and generally results in a higher relative abundance of
larger species. Source stability is better when the outer electrode is grounded while the
inner one is negatively pulsed. The source is mounted on an XYZ translation system,
which allows one to vary the solid angle sampled by the skimmer and thus a means to
adjust the tolerance to the perpendicular velocity of the species in the beam. This gives
control over the concentrations of species (both cold and hot) and their temperature
characteristics during experiment. The typical distance was 50−70 mm.

3.1.2

Ablation source

This source (figure 3.2) was designed specifically to produce large pure-carbon chains.
It relies on conventional laser vaporization of graphite [8–12]. The rod is rotated and
1

as it called by J.P. Maier
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Figure 3.1: Discharge source.
translated so that a fresh surface is continuously exposed to the laser (25 mJ/5 ns pulse
of 532 nm Nd:YAG, focused into 0.3 mm spot) which is fired to coincide with an inert gas
flow over the target area. Vaporized carbon is swept through a 15 mm long and 3 mm
diameter tube with a buffer gas under 3−10 bar backing pressure and expanded into a
vacuum chamber. At the laser spot on the graphite rod the plasma is constricted at high
buffer pressure. This makes clustering reactions in the plume of the carbon vapor rapid
compared with the diffusion speed, which the production of results in large molecules [13]
(figure 3.3). The distribution can be shifted down to smaller masses by shortening or
removing the extender (effectively changing length of the interaction region from 20 to
5 mm). This reduces the time available for clustering, and smaller masses generally are
produced. Typically Ar, Ne, or He is used as a buffer gas. The pressure can be varied
from 10 to 3.5 bar in order to optimize production of a specific molecule. However, this
will also affect the reaction products cooling efficiency, which should be kept in mind when
doing such optimizations. Some discussion on the mechanism is given in the experimental
section of the chapter 6.
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(532 nm)
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Figure 3.2: Ablation source.
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Figure 3.3: Neutral pure carbon moieties produced in the ablation source and ionized by
10.5 eV photons (9th harmonic of a Nd:YAG laser produced as described in the chapter
5.2)

3.2

Vacuum system

The vacuum system of the experimental apparatus consisted of two chambers - a source
chamber and a TOF mass spectrometry chamber - separated by a 2 mm diameter skimmer
(Beamline) and subjected to differential pumping. First, the source chamber consisted of
a large stainless-steel cross-piece (25 cm in diameter and about 15 dm3 capacity) evacuated by a large diffusion pump (Edwards, EO6K, 2000 l/s with a baffle cooled by water)
being backed with a 80 m3 /h two-stage mechanical pump (Edwards E2M80). The pressure obtained in the chamber without operating the molecular source was at the level
of ∼10−5 mbar, and typically ∼1.5x10−4 mbar when operating the source at 20 Hz with
a backing pressure of 8 bar. The second chamber hosted the TOF mass spectrometer
and ion detector, and required vacuum on the order of 10−5 mbar. This requirement is
achieved through the use of the turbo-molecular pumps: 210 l/s Pfeifer TMU261 (backed
by a 12 m3 /h mechanical pump Edwards RV12) is located near the region where the
lasers interact with the molecules (extraction plates of TOF) and the second, smaller
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pump (Balzers TPH190, 190 l/s backed by 10 m3 /h mechanical pump Pfeifer DUO10)
secures the MCP detector. A set of gauges are employed to indicate vacuum levels in
the machine. Low vacuum, 1 bar−10−3 mbar, is monitored by Pirani-type gauges (Balzers TPR) whereas high vacuum in the range 10−3 −10−7 mbar is diagnosed by Penning
ionization gauges (Balzers IKR251). The pressure readings of the gauge in the source
chamber are sent via RS232 port to a computer for feedback control of the valve driver
program [14] to keep the pressure constant during the experiment.

3.3

Light sources

A summary of the coherent light sources used in the experiments is presented in figure 3.4(I). The most appropriate scheme for each experiment was chosen according to
the energy constraints of ionizing photons, which should be able to ionize the studied
molecule from an excited state and not from its ground state. The variety of tunable
systems (figure 3.4(II)), in turn, is mostly stipulated by their inaccessibility on different
stages of experiments.
To achieve maximum space overlap between laser and molecular beams, they were
arranged in a way dictated by their dimensions (figure 3.5).

3.4

Ion detection

The ion detector used in the experiment is a Micro Channel Plate (MCP) detector. A
microchannel plate (figure 3.6) consists of an array of glass capillaries (10–25 µm inner
diameter) that are coated on the inside with a electron-emissive material. The capillaries
are biased at a high voltage and like the channeltron, an ion that strikes the inside wall
one of the capillaries creates an avalanche of secondary electrons. This cascading effect
creates a gain of 103 to 104 and produces a current pulse at the output. Two plate
are stacked and connected in series (so-called Chevron configuration) so that the overall
gain is 106 −107 . The MCP detectors provide high temporal resolution, direct conversion,
high physical charge amplification, low noise, and pulse-counting capabilities. The fast
response time (in 100 ps range) and flat geometry (effective area diameter of 25 mm) are
particularly important for TOF mass spectrometric applications.
The detector is operated for positive ion detection (for the electrical arrangement see
lower right corner of the figure 3.7). Following impact by the positive ion the first plate
produces an electron output which is subsequently amplified to more electrons to provide a
gain on the ion signal. The detector gain is governed by the potential applied to the plates
(0−1 kV per plate). The gain selected is determined by the intensity of the ion signal
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Figure 3.4: Sources of coherent light used on different stages of experimental work described in the thesis.
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Figure 3.5: Combining molecular and laser beams for maximum overlap.
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Figure 3.6: Schematic of a microchannel plate (from [15]).
observed on the oscilloscope and signal saturation is avoided by lowering the detector
voltage when necessary. The detection efficiency2 of the MCP varies considerably based
on the velocity of the impinging ions. For positive ions with acceleration potential of
∼3 kV the efficiency is approximately 40% [16]. The output of the detector is an electron
current that is amplified by a fast, low-noise pre-amplifier and transmitted through a BNC
cable to the oscilloscope (LeCroy LT342, 500MHz, 2 channels) where the accumulation
and digitalization of the data takes place.

3.5

Data handling

Typically 30 laser shots were averaged by the oscilloscope before being transmitted via a
GPIB interface to a PC computer. The whole data acquisition process is controlled by a
programm written in LabView.
The program can work in two main modes: mass spectrometer and REMPI spectrometer. The first mode allows the user to monitor the evolution of the mass spectrum in near
real-time. The ”master” computer interrogates the oscilloscope in cycle, requesting it to
digitize and average a set number of laser shots, each of which is followed by a complete
TOF cycle. The resulting waveform can replace the previous one on the screen of the PC
or can be added to it when further signal accumulation is required. The mass calibration
is defined by the operator through an empirical assignment of two time delays to the two
masses. The calibration entered can be used immediately to convert the mass spectrum’s
abscissa axis to mass-to-charge (m/q) units. Assessment of correctness of calibration is
usually done on base of integralness (integer value) of all observable mass-peaks.
The peak of interested can be marked and ”gated” manually or automatically, based on
the M0 +i*M1 +j*M2 template(/expression). This is especially convenient when a certain
family of molecules (for example like Cn H3 ) is the focus of the study.
In the ’REMPI spectrometer’ mode the program records the dependence of the mass2

detection efficiency is defined as a measure of the ability of an incident particle to induce secondary
electrons in a MCP detector.
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Figure 3.7: Electrical arrangement of the experiment.
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spectrum on the laser wavelength. The master computer drives the scanning laser to the
next wavelength, programs the oscilloscope on certain given number of accumulation cycles, and downloads the acquired waveform. The integral intensities of the gated peaks are
calculated and stored. The cycle is looped and the laser is tuned to the next wavelength.
Mass-peak area is proportional to the ion current of the ions with a specific mass, and,
in turn, to the ionization efficiency of the corresponding neutral species. The variation of
the peak area versus laser wavelength provides the REMPI spectrum of the molecule.
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Foreword
This chapter is devoted to the spectroscopic study of the C14 , C18 , C22 pure-carbon species
in the gas phase. The molecules were synthesized using a graphite ablation source and
detected by REMPI. Information on their masses allowed the chemical formula to be
determined. Additional analysis was involved to draw conclusions about their cyclic nature. Linear and cyclic forms could be distinguished from the behavior of the absorptions
on addition of hydrogen to the plasma discharge while monitoring the produced linear
HC4n+2 H species whose absorption spectrum is known. Knowledge concerning where the
linear isomer absorbs, calculated ground state stabilities, and comparison with calculated
excitation energies for the cyclic isomer helped assign the spectra.
Since the publication of the corresponding paper [1] in Journal of Chemical Physics,
the importance of investigation of these sort of molecules was realized to an increased
degree. Although immediate spectroscopic matches with known DIBs were not found
in subsequent studies [2], the analysis of the C18 origin band profile revealed a striking
resemblance to the observed structure of a number of DIBs at other wavelengths. This
could suggests that platelike molecules or ions, comprising a couple of dozen to hundred
carbon atoms, could be responsible for some of the latter absorptions.
This finding is especially interesting in the light of the issue of the questionable validity
of the PAH hypothesis of the DIB carriers. This is because PAH cations are inherently
unstable to photolysis [3–5]. Fragmentation patterns for two dozen polycyclic aromatic
hydrocarbon (PAH) cations, the photostablities of which have been tested in [4], fell
into four groups: photostable, hydrogens loss only, hydrogens and carbons loss, and photodestroyed. Another study [3] concentrated on coronene cation C24 H+
12 indicates that
depending on photon flux, the molecule subjected to, partial and even complete dehydrogenation may occur.
It is unlikely that the resulting C24 H+
n<12 would retain PAH-like form [4]. These losses
must be followed by some structural reorganization and accompanied by one or more ring
openings, suggesting that some bare neutral and ionic carbon rings of this size may be
prevalent in the diffuse medium. Hence the relevance of the current study on cyclic carbon
molecules.
Cyclic C18 is essentially a dehydrogenated PAH, also with singlet ground state, but is
perhaps photochemically more robust because the hydrogens have already been removed
and the 4n+2 ring shows enhanced stability. Indeed, the bare carbon molecules demonstrate an enhanced photostability compare to PAH+ . Thus, for example, the coronene
study mentioned above indicates that the respective C+
24 cations resist further dissociation.
−
Isolated in matrix bare carbon cluster anions, C16 to C−
40 were also found to be stable,
unlike the smaller carbon cluster anions, and were not photobleached when exposed to
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broadband irradiation [6].
On the other hand, a good number of studies on the fragmentation patterns of purecarbon moieties (both ionic and neutral) indicate losses of C2 and C3 , and, though in
much less copious amounts, C5 , C10,14,18,22 (see discussion in experimental section of the
chapter about C5 and references therein). This may suggest that similar processes may
occur with dehydrogenated PAHs in space. Though fully dehydrogenated coronene did
not produce further fragmentation [3] under conditions of those experiments, it is not
impossible that under higher photon flux or with other PAHs this would happen.
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Gas-phase electronic spectra of C18 and C22 rings
A. E. Boguslavskiy, H. Ding, and J. P. Maiera兲
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The electronic spectra of C18 and C22 in the 15 150– 36 900 cm−1 range have been detected in the
gas phase by a mass-selective resonant two-color two-photon ionization technique coupled to a laser
ablation source. The spectra were assigned to several electronic systems of monocyclic cumulenic
isomers with a D9h symmetry for C18 and D11h for C22, based on time-dependent-density-functional
calculations and reactivity with respect to H2. The best cooling conditions were achieved with Kr as
the buffer gas, and the origin of the Ã1A2⬙ ← X̃1A1⬘ transition of C18 at 592.89 nm shows a pair of
1 cm−1 broadbands spaced by 1.5 cm−1. The next electronic transitions exhibited much broader,
⬃30 共in the visible兲 to 200 cm−1 共in ultraviolet range兲, features. The spectrum of C22 exhibits an
absorption pattern similar to C18, except that the narrow features to the red are missing; the oscillator
strength of the Ã ← X̃ transition is predicted to be low. © 2005 American Institute of Physics.
关DOI: 10.1063/1.1961564兴
I. INTRODUCTION

The study of pure carbon molecules has attracted interest
for many decades.1,2 Following the discovery of C60 共Ref. 3兲
and carbon nanotubes4 much effort has been devoted to comprehending the structures and properties of pure carbon molecules. These species are also present, for example, in hydrocarbon flames and as intermediates in the plasma chemistry
taking place in vapor deposition systems for the production
of diamond and silicon carbide films. Thus the study of their
electronic structure and spectra is necessary for an understanding of these environments. However, the experimental
measurements on neutral carbon species with more than a
few atoms are still limited.
The linear isomers of C4 – C10 have been identified by
electron spin-resonance 共ESR兲 measurements in neon
matrices.5 Chains up to C13 have been observed via infrared
vibrational spectroscopy in rare-gas matrices6,7 and in the gas
phase.8,9 The electronic absorption spectra in solid neon have
identified linear chain structures for C2n 共n = 2 – 7兲 共Refs. 10
and 11兲 and C2n+1 共n = 2 – 10兲.12,13
Though a variety of structures for the bare carbon entities, both cations and anions, have been established from ion
mobility measurements,14,15 electronic transitions on rings
have been detected so far only in low-temperature matrices.
In the latter, some absorption bands of mass-selected C10,
C12, and C14 were assigned to transitions of monocyclic
structures.16 The Raman spectra of matrix-isolated massselected C2n 共7 艋 n 艋 10兲 were assigned to linear isomers.17,18
However, the fluorescence spectra seen under the same conditions for Cn 共n = 14, 18兲 were attributed to cyclic isomers.18
In the recent years an effort has been made by our group
to obtain the electronic spectra of carbon chains, particularly
in an attempt to understand which species have strong transitions in the diffuse interstellar band 共DIB兲 region. The
a兲
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smallest linear polyatomics C3–5 have been searched for in
diffuse interstellar clouds as their gas-phase electronic spectra are known. Because only C3 could be detected,19,20 these
studies led to the conclusion that only certain systems of the
longer carbon chains seem to satisfy the criteria necessary to
be DIB carriers.21
Among the bare carbon moieties, apart from fullerenes,
species with 10, 14, 18, and 22 atoms attract special attention. These magic numbers manifest themselves in the mass
spectra with 10.5 eV photon ionization of neutral molecules
produced by laser ablation of graphite.22 They also appear to
correspond to the size of preferential neutral loss by
collision-induced dissociation according to the mobility experiments on relatively large carbon cations.14,15,23
The measurement of gas-phase electronic spectra of
larger carbon chains and rings is a challenge. For this purpose a laser ablation graphite source in conjunction with a
resonance-enhanced multiphoton ionization 共REMPI兲 detection scheme has been used. The gas-phase electronic spectra
of C18 and C22 have been obtained using a mass-selective
resonant two-color two-photon ionization 共R2C2PI兲 spectroscopy under a supersonic molecular-beam condition. The
theoretical calculations using density-functional theory were
carried out to guide an assignment of the observed spectra.
II. EXPERIMENT

The apparatus consisted of a molecular beam combined
with a linear time-of-flight 共TOF兲 mass analyzer.24 The
source relied on a conventional laser vaporization of graphite
coupled to a pulsed valve. The rod was rotated and translated
so that a fresh surface was continuously exposed to the laser
关25 mJ/ 5 ns pulse of 532 nm Nd:YAG, 0.3 mm spot兴 which
was fired to coincide with the inert gas flow over the target
area. Vaporized carbon was swept through a 15 mm-long and
3 mm diameter tube with helium or neon at 5 – 10 bars and
expanded into a vacuum chamber. The carbon species produced passed through a skimmer into a differentially pumped
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FIG. 1. Gas-phase electronic spectra of 共a兲 C18 and 共b兲
C22 detected by a resonant two-color two-photon ionization technique under supersonic molecular-beam
conditions.

region where ions were removed by a perpendicular electrical field before entering the extraction zone of the TOF. The
neutral molecules were then ionized by 7.9 eV photons of a
F2 laser. The ionization process is more efficient when the
tunable laser is resonant with an allowed electronic transition. Ions were extracted and accelerated towards a dual microchannel plate detector. The excitation photons in the 278–
341, 325–450, and 440– 680 nm ranges were delivered by
Nd:YAG, excimer-pumped dye laser, or an optical parametric oscillator system. The latter was anticollinear to the
molecular beam, while the ionization laser was perpendicular, allowing for maximum overlap. Variation of the masspeak amplitude as function of the laser wavelength gives the
R2C2PI spectrum of the molecule with a defined mass.
Separation of the ions in the drift tube after resonant excitation enables a large number of masses to be monitored
simultaneously.

III. OBSERVATIONS
A. Spectra

Figure 1 shows the measured electronic excitation spectra of C18 关Fig. 1共a兲兴 and C22 关Fig. 1共b兲兴 in the
15150– 36900 cm−1 range. Immediately noticeable is the
broadness 共⬃100 cm−1兲 of all the bands except for the first
two groups to the red which have widths ⬍10 cm−1. The
spectra were recorded at different laser pulse energies, from
tenths up to 15 mJ to test for power broadening. No noticeable changes in the widths of the bands were observed. Varying the backing pressure and the carrier gas of the supersonic
expansion in an effort to modify the reaction products’ cooling efficiency did not appear to influence the widths of the
broad peak systems, implying that it is intrinsic. On the other
hand changing the cooling conditions did have an influence
on the narrower peaks 共see Sec. III B兲.
Some similarities between the spectra of the two species
are observed. Both posses a series of twin peaks in the
28 000– 33 000 cm−1 range with those from C22 being almost
a copy of those from C18 but shifted by ⬃480 cm−1 to the
red. The growth started on the blue edge of the C18 spectrum

predicts the beginning of an analogous absorption in the
spectrum of C22, which lies outside the range scanned.
Yet there are differences between the two spectra. The
strong progression starting at 27 830 cm−1, with a spacing of
2205 cm−1, apparent in the UV region of the C18 spectrum
does not have a direct counterpart for C22. Even though both
spectra contain a twin pattern on the UV side, the linewidths
of those in C18 were 1.5 times larger than in C22. In contrast
to C18, C22 exhibits less pronounced features in the visible.
The spread of the peaks and the complicated nature of the
spectra indicate the presence of at least four but probably
more electronic transitions.
The relative intensities of the bands in the spectrum were
not calibrated in the UV 共278– 440 nm兲 range, where dye
lasers were used. The maxima of the observed vibronic
bands determined by single- and/or multi-Lorentzian fits are
given in Tables I and II.

B. Bandwidths

The broadness of the majority of the spectroscopic features 共⬃100 cm−1兲 is striking. The rotational structure overlap for such molecules is estimated to be a few wave numbers. Thus the width corresponds to a 0.1 ps excited-state
lifetime. This is five orders of magnitude smaller than the
pulse width of the lasers used in the experiment. Predissociation can be excluded because no peaks were observed at
the same wavelength for species of smaller masses. This behavior is similar to that seen for HC2nH,25 C2n+1H,26 and
transitions into B state of HC13H and HC19H 共Ref. 29兲 measured by the R2C2PI technique. Intramolecular processes
were concluded to be responsible for this relaxation and are
efficient due to the number of electronic states accessible.
After excitation into the prepared state, internal conversion
to an intermediate state occurs on a subpicosecond time
scale. Experimental evidence for this was observed for C18
and C22; the signal did not change when the delay between
the excitation and ionization laser was varied from a few up
to 500 ns. For such a two-color signal to be detected, the
Franck-Condon factor for the ionization step at 7.9 eV must
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TABLE I. Maxima of the vibronic bands observed in the electronic spectrum of C18 and the suggested assignment in D9h symmetry.
Label

 共cm−1兲

⌬ 共cm−1兲

Transition

1⬘
1

16 806
16 862

−56
0

2
3
4
5
6
7
8

16 919
17 274
17 347
17 377
17 401
18 151
18 206

57
412
485
515
539
−55
0

B̃ 1A⬙2 ← X̃ 1A⬘1

9
10
11
12

18 262
18 612
18 690
19 695

56
406
484
0

C̃ 1E⬘1 ← X̃ 1A⬘1

13
14
15
16
17
18
19

20 080
20 170
21 060
21 735
22 880
25 260
27 830

385
475
1365
2040
3185
5565
0

20
21
22

28 420
28 840
29 755 共& 30 035兲

590
1010
0

23
24

30 940 共& 31 190兲
32 255 共& 32 495兲

⬃1170
⬃2480

Ã 1A⬙2 ← X̃ 1A⬘1

D̃ 1E⬘1 ← X̃ 1A⬘1

TABLE II. Maxima of the vibronic bands observed in the electronic spectrum of C22 and the suggested assignment in D11h symmetry.
Label

 共cm−1兲

⌬ 共cm−1兲

Transition

1

16 114

0

C̃ 1E1⬘ ← X̃ 1A⬘1

2
3
4
5
6
7

17 320
18 553
18 688
20 020
21 490
22 980
25 120

1206
2439
2574
3906
5376
6866
0

D̃ 1E⬘1 ← X̃ 1A⬘1

9
12
15
17
19
21
8

26 525
27 800
29 310
30 540
31 790
33 095
25 810

1405
2680
4190
5420
6670
7975
0

Ẽ 1E⬘1 ← X̃ 1A1⬘

10
13
16
18
20
11

27 060
28 160
29 575
30 780
31 990
27 430

1250
2350
3765
4970
6180
0

F̃ 1E⬘1 ← X̃ 1A1⬘

14

28 430

1000

Ẽ 1E⬘1 ← X̃ 1A⬘1

be favorable. This will be the case for molecules with an
ionization potential comparable to the photon energy.
In contrast, the two bands in the red part of spectrum are
two orders of magnitude narrower than others 共corresponding to 10 ps as the lower limit to the excited-state lifetime兲.
Such a difference in the internal conversion rate can be rationalized assuming this state is the lowest excited one of
this multiplicity and thus internal conversion is not efficient.
This interpretation is in accord with the electronic spectra of
polyacetylene chains. Absorptions to B, C, and D states of
C2n+1H and to B state of HC2n+1H were seen as broad features with widths of hundreds of cm−1 slowly dependent on
chain size, whereas those to the A state were found to be
orders of magnitude narrower.26,27

or neon, suppressing the broad red tails caused by sequence
bands. Because low-energy vibrational modes, such as
 ⬃ 56 cm−1,
were
already
sufficiently
cooled
共Tvib ⬃ 60– 70 K兲 using Ne, significant further relaxation
with N2 was not observed 共Tvib = 37 K兲. Higher-frequency
modes, on the other hand, are typically more resistant to
cooling and therefore require a heavier carrier gas.
By using a proper buffer gas the width of origin band
was decreased down to ⬃5 cm−1. Higher-resolution scans
reveal further substructure: three bands whose intensities and
maxima depend on the carrier gas. The spectra shown in
Fig. 3 are normalized to peak c. Upon changing the cooling
gas, peak a gradually decreases and shifts slightly toward

C. Rotational and vibrational cooling

A supersonic jet expansion was used to remove the excess energy of the transient species. The rotational temperatures of the molecules was expected to be the same
共20– 40 K兲 to those attained with a discharge source in previous experiments25–27 because the gas flow parameters used
in the laser vaporization source were similar. Vibrationally
excited molecules, on the other hand, are not as efficiently
cooled through adiabatic expansion. The achieved distribution is far from statistical, making vibrational temperature
mode specific. In these experiments a number of carrier
gases were used to study the collisional relaxation upon
larger carbon chains such as C18. Using nitrogen resulted
in a much better vibrational cooling 共Fig. 2兲 than with helium

FIG. 2. The lowest-energy band in the electronic spectrum of C18 recorded
under different expansion conditions. Trace A was obtained using Ne as a
buffer gas, whereas trace B was obtained using 10% N2 in Ne. Incorporating
N2 into Ne led to more efficient cooling. Peak 1 is assigned to the origin of
the electronic transition. 1⬘ is a hot band  共57 cm−1兲01 and 2 is a vibronic
band ⬘ 共56 cm−1兲10.
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FIG. 4. Geometries of the ground states of the C18 isomers optimized at
DFT-B3LYP/ 6-31G* level. The bond lengths are given in angstrom. The
structure 3 共C9h兲 is the only local minimum at the HF level, but effectively
converges to cumulenic D9h upon optimization at the DFT level.

FIG. 3. Closeup of the origin band of C18 showing three peaks whose
intensity ratio is dependent on the internal temperature. The three spectra are
normalized to peak c. Peak a gradually decreases and slightly shifts towards
higher energy upon changing the cooling gas. At the same time the relative
amplitude of peak b decreases.

higher energy. At the same time the relative amplitude of
peak b reduces too. With the heaviest gas used 共Kr兲 the profile evolves into a pair of equally strong, 1 cm−1 wide lines
spaced by 1.5 cm−1. This may be due to a level splitting
in a double-well potential which is expected to take place in
monocyclic molecules such as C18 along the even-odd bondlength alternation or analogous angle alternation normal
coordinates 共see Sec. IV兲. The residual bandwidth may
be attributed to the overlap of rotational structure which
is estimated to be about 1.5 cm−1 at 30 K rotational
temperature.
IV. AB INITIO CALCULATIONS

Theoretical studies predict that the even-numbered Cn
carbon molecules with less than ten atoms possess a linear
geometry with triplet ground electronic state, whereas for
Cn ⬎ 10 monocyclic structures are preferred.28,29 Measurements in neon matrices indicate that neutrals coexist in both
linear and cyclic forms up to 14 atoms.11,16 According to ion
chromatography, linears sustain at least up to 20 for anions
but only up to 10 for cations.15 The relative linear-to-cyclic
ratio of neutrals produced by a given source is apparently
dependent on production pathways and both isomers need to
be considered. The calculations for four isomers of each C18
and C22 were carried out at the B3LYP/ 6-31G* level using
GAUSSIAN03. The optimized ground-state geometries and

relative energies of linear and three cyclic isomers are indicated in Fig. 4 and Table III. Among these the linear isomer
has the highest relative energy, 3.5 eV above the cyclic structure with D18h symmetry. The cyclic isomer is doubly aromatic because the valence electrons are delocalized in two
perpendicular systems of  orbitals, one in the ring plane,
another one out of it. Structures 2 共D9h兲, 3 共C9h兲, and
4 共D⬁h兲 are local minima, whereas 1 共D18h兲 is a high-order
saddle point. Lowering the symmetry by splitting the carbon
atoms into two equivalent subgroups via bond-angle alternation leads to a D9h cumulenic cycle with an energy of
0.11 eV lower. Alternation of bond length instead gives an
acetylenic D9h structure which is a saddle point. Simultaneous alternation of distances and angles brings the molecule
to C9h symmetry. The last structure is the only local minimum at the HF level, but effectively converges to cumulenic
D9h upon optimization at the density-functional theory
共DFT兲 level.
The excited states were calculated using the timedependent DFT method30 with a B3LYP functional and
6-31G* basis sets. To check if the approach is suitable, linear
and cyclic C10 were used as a test because experimental values are available.11,16 This comparison indicates that the calculated vertical excitation energies of the allowed transitions
of C10 are within 0.1– 0.3 eV of the experiment 共Table IV兲.
Thus the TD-DFT calculations appear suitable to predict the
electronic absorption spectrum of large carbon species where
high-level electron correlation approaches 关such as complete
active space self-consistent field 共CASSCF兲 or multireference configuration interaction 共MRCI兲兴 cannot easily be
used.
Vertical electronic excitation energies of C18 and C22
were calculated at the optimized ground state geometries and
are listed in Tables V and VI. The calculations predict ten
dipole allowed electronic systems within the studied spectral
TABLE III. Calculated relative stabilities of C18 isomers.

C18

HF/ 6-31G*
⌬E / eV 共im. freq.兲

B3LYP/ 6-31G*
⌬E / eV 共im. freq.兲

Ground state

D⬁h
D18h
D9h
C9h

3.23 共6兲
2.98 共2兲
1.41 共1兲
0 共0兲

3.63 共0兲
0.11 共5兲
0.00 共0兲
0 共0兲

X 3⌺−g
X 1A1g
X 1A⬘1
X 1A 1
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TABLE IV. Calculated vertical transition energies 共in eV兲 and oscillator
strengths for the C10 isomers using the TD-DFT-B3LYP/ 6-31G* level of
theory and comparison with the experimental values.
Transition

TD-DFT 共f兲

Expt. 共Ref. 16兲

E1u ← X̃ 1A1g

3.932 共0.0229兲

3.921

⌸u ← X̃ 3⌺−g

1.540 共0.0015兲

Molecule
cyc-C10 共D10h兲
lin-C10 共D⬁h兲

1

3

⌺−u ← X̃ 3⌺−g

1.840 共0.0064兲

3

⌸u ← X̃ 3⌺−g

3.355 共0.0013兲

3.461

3

⌸u ← X̃ 3⌺−g

4.097 共0.0098兲

3.717

⌺−g ← X̃ 3⌺−g

4.321 共3.6348兲

3

3

with the two terminal carbon atoms left unsaturated. Using
these conditions the R2C2PI spectra of the C18 and HC18H
were recorded simultaneously. The electronic transition of
the linear polyynic chain HC18H is known.25 Thus there is no
doubt that linear C18 is present in the beam. On the other
hand, the addition of hydrogen does not change the intensity
of the C18 spectral bands shown in Fig. 1. The same approach was applied to C22 and HC22H and gave an analogous
result. Another consideration is that the linear carbon chain
molecules should form C2n homologous series whereas
cycles comply with the 共4n + 2兲 Hückel aromaticity rule. In
fact, the absorption of C14 has also been observed, but not of
C16 nor C20, which suggests that C14, C18, and C22 belong to
one family. The above arguments seem to indicate that the
observed spectra arise from cyclic isomers of C18 and C22.
Further support for this interpretation is based on predictions made by theory 共Sec. IV兲. The highly symmetric C18
共D18h兲 and C22 共D22h兲 isomers would lead to only one electronic transition in the measured range, whereas lowering the
symmetry down to D9h 共D11h兲 results in five 共six兲 allowed
ones, in agreement with experimental observations. In view
of the predictions for the relative energetics, the D9h 共or
D11h兲 structures are expected to be the major contributors to
the observed spectra.
The calculations employed were unable to discriminate
between C4N+2/2h and D4N+2/2h structures. This would have
helped to resolve the controversy surrounding the critical
size in C4n+2 rings at which the Peierls transition from the
aromatic 共bond angle alternated兲 to dimerized 共bond length
alternated兲 ground state structures occurs.32–35 Where this
crossover happens would provide a sensitive probe for the
treatment of electron correlation in different theoretical approaches. The gas-phase spectroscopical data presented here
could serve as a selection criterion for this with more rigorous electronic transition calculations.

range 1.55– 4.5 eV for the linear structure of C18 and C22.
The lowest-energy allowed transitions are predicted at
1.13 eV 共C18兲 and 0.96 eV 共C22兲, while the strongest band
systems should lie at 2.8 and 2.45 eV. There is only one
dipole-allowed electronic transition at 2.39 and 1.98 eV, respectively, for the highly symmetric cumulenic D18h cyclic
structure of C18 and D22h one of C22. In contrast, for the
lower symmetry cumulenic rings 共D9h and D11h兲 five dipoleallowed electronic transitions are predicted for C18 共D9h兲
and six for C22 共D11h兲 in the same energy range 共Tables V
and VI兲.
V. DISCUSSION
A. Isomer structure

In order to discriminate between the ring and the chain
structures of C18 the reactivity with hydrogen was studied.
The carrier gas was seeded with 10% of H2 and the peak
intensities were compared to those without H2. While
changes in mass peaks of other Cn molecules occurred, no
visible variations in the amplitude of the C18 mass peak were
observed. At the same time the signals corresponding to the
mono- and the dihydrogenated C18 gradually grew. The absence of multihydrogen peaks is consistent with the expected
lower reactivity of the cyclic-C18 isomer compared to the
linear one.31 Monocycles have a closed electron shell structure while the even-numbered linear chains are open shell

B. Electronic transitions
1. C18

The assignment of electronic transitions is guided by the
calculations 共Table V兲. The first strong vibronic band 1 to the

TABLE V. Calculated vertical transition energies 共in eV兲 for the lowest dipole-allowed electronic transitions for
three isomers of C18 at the optimized ground-state geometries using the TD-DFT approach with 6-31G* basis
sets.
lin-C18 共D⬁h兲

cyc-C18 共D18h兲
f

T0

X̃

0.000 共 3⌺−g 兲

Ã

1.130 共 3⌺−u 兲

0.0067

B̃

1.603 共 ⌸u兲

0.0011

2.282 共 1A⬙2兲

0.0009

C̃

2.683 共 3⌺−u 兲

0.6813

2.435 共 1E1g兲

0.0013

D̃

2.828 共 3⌸u兲

0.0008

4.521 共 1E1g兲

0.0292

Ẽ

2.876 共 3⌺−u 兲

7.2657

4.819 共 1E1g兲

0.1032

F̃

3.274 共 3⌸u兲

0.004

G̃

3.340 共 3⌺−u 兲

0.9156

H̃

3.435 共 3⌺−u 兲

0.4524

Ĩ

3.909 共 3⌺−u 兲

0.0794

3

T0

cyc-C18 共D9h兲

State

f

f

0.000 共 1A⬘1兲

0.000 共 1A1g兲
2.392 共 1E1u兲

T0

0.0024

2.204 共 1A⬙2兲

0.0007
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TABLE VI. Calculated vertical transition energies 共in eV兲 for the lowest dipole-allowed electronic transitions
for three isomers of C22 at the optimized ground-state geometries using the TD-DFT approach with 6-31G*
basis sets.
lin-C22 共D⬁h兲
State

f

T0

X̃

0.000

Ã

0.962

B̃

1.462

C̃

2.321

D̃

2.457

Ẽ

2.521

F̃

2.891

G̃

2.916

H̃

2.954

Ĩ

3.388

J̃

3.616

cyc-C22 共D22h兲

共 ⌺−g 兲
共 3⌺−u 兲
共 3⌸ u兲
共 3⌺−u 兲
共 3⌺−u 兲
共 3⌸ u兲
共 3⌺−u 兲
共 3⌸ u兲
共 3⌺−u 兲
共 3⌺−u 兲
共 3⌺−u 兲

T0

cyc-C22 共D11h兲
f

T0

f

0.000 共 A⬘1兲

0.000 共 A1g兲

3

1

1

1.776 共 1A⬙2兲

0.0003

0.0009

1.848 共 1A⬙2兲

0.0004

1.4047

1.996 共 1E⬘1兲

0.0007

7.2913

3.801 共 1E⬘1兲

0.0116

0.0006

4.089 共 1E⬘1兲

0.0400

2.7568

4.270 共 1E⬘1兲

0.0187

0.0059

1.977 共 1E1u兲

0.0012

0.0033
0.3283
0.1691
0.0102

red 关Fig. 1共a兲兴 is not temperature sensitive and is assigned as
origin of the Ã1A2⬙ state. 1⬘ is a hot band, implying a vibrational frequency of 56 cm−1 in the ground state. Band 3 corresponds to a frequency of 412 cm−1 in the Ã1A2⬙ state. The
TD-DFT calculations predict that B̃1A2⬙ lies within 0.08 eV of
the Ã1A2⬙ state. Because band 8 has a broader profile compared to 1-6, it is assigned as origin of the B̃1A2⬙ ← X̃1A1⬘
transition. Bands 7-10 belong to this system. The C̃1E1⬘ state
is predicted to be 0.15 eV higher than B̃1A2⬙ and thus band 12
could be the origin of the C̃1E1⬘ ← X̃1A1⬘ transition. In the UV
region bands 19-21 are attributed to the D̃1E1⬘ ← X̃1A1⬘ system
and 22–25 to Ẽ1E1⬘ ← X̃1A1⬘ as the Ẽ1E1⬘ state is predicted to
be 0.3 eV above D̃1E1⬘.

2. C22

The spectrum of C22 was recorded under the same conditions as that of C18, and thus it was expected that the formation of the D11h structure would be favored 关Fig. 1共b兲兴.
The origin band 1 at 620 nm is in good agreement with the
prediction of the TD-DFT calculation for the C̃1E1⬘ ← X̃1A1⬘
transition. Bands 2 through 6 are members of a progression
with a vibrational frequency of ⬃1370 cm−1. Band 7 at
25 120 cm−1 is assigned as the origin of the D̃1E1⬘ ← X̃1A1⬘
system based on calculations, and 9, 12, 15, 17, 19, and 21
are part of the system. The origin of the Ẽ1E1⬘ ← X̃1A1⬘ transition is attributed to band 8 with peaks 10, 13, 16, 18, and 20
corresponding to vibrational excitation in the upper state.
Band 11 is assigned as origin of the F̃1E1⬘ ← X̃1A1⬘ system.
Furthermore the TD-DFT calculations predict that the Ã1A2⬙
and B̃1A2⬙ states are located at 1.78 and 1.85 eV above the
ground state. The transitions to these states were not observed perhaps because they are too weak. The absorption to
the C̃1E1⬘ state was already near the experimental detection
limit, and the oscillator strengths to the Ã and B̃ states are

predicted to be several times lower 共Table VI兲. In addition
the lower intensity of the excitation laser in the near-infrared
limits the measurement.
VI. ASTROPHYSICAL IMPLICATIONS

Some of the observed electronic transitions of C18 and
C22 are found in the region where diffuse interstellar absorptions are located. Among these only the relatively strong and
narrow ones 共⬃0.1 nm兲, namely, the bands 1–6 of C18, are of
direct relevance for a comparison. Though band 1 共at
592.89 nm兲 is close to a DIB 共592.59 nm兲 and has a similar
bandwidth 共0.1 nm兲, this is a chance coincidence because the
other strong peak 2 at 590.80 nm does not have an interstellar absorption as counterpart. The other bands of C18 and
those of C22 are too broad 共⬃1 nm兲 and do not match DIBs
in a systematic way. Thus it appears that the cyclic bare
carbon systems, with sizes exemplified by C18, C22 are also
not responsible for any of the stronger DIB absorptions.
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Gas-phase electronic spectroscopy of the C14 ring
Another member of the C(4n+2) family detected with REMPI is C14 . Here, only experimental observations and tentative speculations will be presented. A more detailed analysis
is needed.
The C14 molecule was produced and detected spectroscopically by the same approach
applied towards the measurement of the ring species C18 and C22 . As in those cases, C14 is
an abundant graphite ablation product and also demonstrates low reactivity with respect
to hydrogen. According to DFT calculations (B3LYP/6-31G(d)), the ground state prefers
a cyclic form by about 4 eV over the linear. Therefore the expected structure of C14 is
cyclic.
However, the REMPI spectrum differs drastically from those of C18 and C22 (figure 4.1). Located solely in the visible region around 520 nm, it contains dozen of lines
that could be attributed to just one or two close lying electronic transition bands. Such a
small number of allowed electronic transitions suggests high symmetry in the carrier: for
instance, a ring of D14h symmetry has fewer allowed transitions than a ring with D7h or
C7h (aside from D∞h ).
4

8
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9
3

5
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18500
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Figure 4.1: Gas-phase electronic spectrum of C14 detected by a resonant two-color twophoton ionization technique under supersonic molecular beam conditions. Broad background is due to sequence bands as its extent varies with source conditions. Band 1
appears to be the origin. Peaks’ positions are listed in Table 4.1
The spectrum consists of about 11 distinct lines, 3–7 cm−1 broad, and with substructure. At least some of them are visibly split (figure 4.2). Contrary to the case of C18 , this
substructure can be described as a sharp dip on top of a broad band rather than as being a
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convolution of Lorentzian peaks. Neither can this splitting be due to an artefact from the
incident coupling of a ”bright state” with a ”dark state”. Such coupling would probably
be isotope dependent (12 C14 versus 12 C13 13 C). Instead, the spectra of the two isotopomers
appear very similar, with a small isotope shift. Perhaps, it could be a rotational band
profile sophisticated by Coriolis couplings or a set of overlapping sequence bands.
The vibronic structure does not feature any obvious harmonic progressions. However
if the upper state potential is assumed nonharmonic then the assignment of the first few
bands as a progression in the lowest energy bending vibration would result in an extremely
flat excited state surface.

12

C14

12

13

C13 C

-1

cm
19172 19174 19176 19178 19180 19182 19184 19186 19188 19190

Figure 4.2: Close-up of band 1 of
trivial band profiles.

12

C14 and its isotopomer

12

C13 13 C, both showing non-

Although the natural isotope abundance of heavy carbon atom 13 C is only 1.109%,
there is a ≈13.4% probability that a C14 species will have one heavy atom. Unit mass
resolution in the mass spectrometer allowed a separation of m/z 168 and m/z 169, and
the laser resolution (≈ 0.15 cm−1 ) permitted the observation of the spectral isotopic shifts
of the first few vibronic lines in the spectrum of the C14 (figure 4.2). Thus one observes
the origin band in the spectrum of the heavy 12 C13 13 C isotopomer shifted ≈ 0.8 cm−1 to
the blue compare to that in normal 12 C14 . The next few lines are shifted ≈ 0.3 cm−1 ,
≈ 0.25 cm−1 , and ≈ 0.15 cm−1 , respectively. This decrease of the blue shift in the vibronic
bands relative to that of the origin can be understood from a consistent increase in the
vibrational red shift. The latter seems rational, as a vibrational energy lowers (hence
q
the ”red shift”) upon increasing the mass of an oscillator ( Evib ∼ µk ) and does it
proportionally to the vibrational frequency1 . The blue isotopic shift of the origin of the
electronic transition in turn can be rationalized as due to a more shallow excited state
1
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q
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potential surface (figure 4.3). In this case the isotopic substitution lowers the energy
levels in the deeper and narrower ground state potential more than in the shallower
excited state so that the transition energy overall increases. Relaxation of an electronic
potential surface upon molecule excitation is common. Moving an electron from binding
to the non-binding molecular orbital causes the molecule to swell slightly in the upper
state.

Figure 4.3: An illustration for the isotopic shift considerations. A one dimensional cut
of the ground and excited electronic states potential energy surfaces. Solid lines indicate
the energy levels of a normal isotopomer, dashed – the heavy ones.
Such a drastic change in spectral pattern from C22 and C18 to C14 is striking and
probably indicates a structural change upon decreasing the size of the doubly aromatic
ring. The decrease in symmetry (for the family (4n+2)) from the aromatic and fully
symmetric D(4n+2)h to the aromatic but bond angle alternated D(2n+1)h and further to the
dimerised C(2n+1)h with increasing ring size was predicted in several theoretical works [7–
10]. They, however, disagree at which ring size these changes should occur.
Table 4.1: Maxima of the most prominent vibronic bands observed in the electronic spectrum of C14 .
Label
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

λ (nm)
521.23
519.58
518.61
517.99
516.84
515.67
511.86
509.49
507.22
505.50

∆ν (cm−1 )
0 (19180.2)
61
97
120
163
207
351
442
530
597
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Implementation of Resonant Difference-Frequency
Mixing (RDFM)

5.1.1

Motivation

One dream of spectroscopists is the development of a high resolution, universal, and
sensitive experimental technique. REMPI is a good step in presumably right direction.
It was already pointed out that the REMPI approach may suffer from lack of photons
of appropriate energy. Figure 5.1 indicates the ionization potentials of some relevant
known unsaturated hydrocarbons. Superimposed is the energy diagram for the two photon
ionization of a hypothetical electronic transition at 700 nm with a 7.9 eV ionization step.
It can be noted that many small molecules which have an absorption at 700 nm would
escape detection.
Another problem may occur with large molecules in which the Born-Openheimer approximation is often violated and electronic and vibrational motions are coupled. This
results in fast (compared to ns timescale) intramolecular energy conversion processes.
Thus, after an electronic excitation from the ground state X to the A-state by absorption of λ1 (figure 5.2), a fast internal conversion may occur and convert the electronic
energy into vibrational energy of the molecule, before the latter absorbs a photon from
the second laser. If this happen, the ionization from the second laser must occur from
a highly vibrationally excited electronic ground state, i.e. one with a very small overlap
integral between the vibrational wavefunctions of the neutral molecule and its cation.
Two approaches seem possible here. Either lasers should be fast enough to compete with
internal conversion processes; or λ2 photons must lie just below the IP of studied molecule
to enhance the FC–factor1 while avoiding direct one-photon ionization.
With this in mind an attempt to employ resonant difference frequency mixing (RDFM)
- the type of four-wave mixing most suitable for the generation of the tunable VUV - for
the benefit of REMPI was endeavored.

1

FC(Franck-Condon) factor stands for the square of the overlap integral between the vibrational
wavefunctions of the two states that are involved in the transition.
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First problems.
C3

λ2 = 7.9eV
λ1 = 700nm (1.77eV)

Figure 5.1: Ionization potentials (IPs) of some known unsaturated hydrocarbon and purecarbon molecules (presumably chains).
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Implementation

Whereas the choice of a wave mixing scheme was relatively straightforward, the choice
of nonlinear media, electronic transition, and exact pumping scheme was not as clear.
Any gaseous media (and not only gaseous) could be turned into nonlinear media capable
of mixing light frequencies. It is only a question of the intensity of the electromagnetic
wave the media is exposed to. Nonlinear interaction intrinsically cannot be scaled to
some standard conditions which would allow one to compare all combinations in order
to chose the one most suitable for a given application. As such an ample amount of
reported implementations do not give the whole integral picture but rather somewhat
scattered. The aim here was to build an external coherent light source which could be
easily attached to the REMPI machine and avoid serious modification. The important
criteria were maximum efficiency, relative simplicity, robustness, and the possibility to
pump with the range of nanosecond pulse lasers accessible in our laboratory. At this
stage a very helpful expert in the field [1] recommended using a rare gas cell and the
4p6 (1p0 ) → 5p4p5 (2p5 ) two photon resonance in krypton.
The corresponding 212 nm radiation was generated (figure 5.3) in two steps by first
doubling the visible output of the Nd:Yag (532 nm, second harmonic) pumped dye laser
in a BBO crystal (637 nm → 318.5 nm) and then adding again one 637 nm photon to the
doubled output of the dye laser in a second BBO crystal (637 nm + 318.5 nm → 212 nm)
thus effectively tripling the initial visible frequency. The UV pulse energy produced was
between 0.1 and 1 mJ depending on the dye laser pump energy. 2
After separation from the dye fundamental the resulting beam was carefully aligned
to the cell collinearly with the second color ω2 (of 4−10 mJ energy). The resulting beam
is focused in the krypton cell by a 200 mm focal length lens (fused silica, plano convex) to
increase intensity and thus increase conversion efficiency. The chromatism of the lens was
compensated by a mildly converging telescope (not shown) placed on the visible beam
before it merges with the UV beam. The conversion cell (300 mm) was attached to the
REMPI chamber but separated from it by a 200 mm focal length MgF2 -lens transparent
down to 105 nm. After passing through the lens VUV-light meets the molecular beam
and ionizes it just between the extraction plates of TOF-mass spectrometer.
By tuning the visible light in the interval of 400−800 nm while keeping the first
2

More obvious possibility would be to use a dye laser to generate 424 nm and then double it with a
BBO crystal, avoiding the mixing step. This approach however is less favorable as the laser dyes in the
blue region should be pumped with at least the third harmonic (355 nm) of a Nd:Yag instead, which
implies one more frequency conversion step and associated energy loss; then, the efficiency of these dyes
is generally lower (’Stilbene 3’ dye performs at halved efficiency compare to ’DCM’ dye)l; but the biggest
problem concerns the dye’s lifetime which drops ∼20 times (from 300 down to ∼15 Wh) so that dyes
should be changed on daily basis.
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laser at the 94092.8557 cm−1 4p6 (1p0 ) → 5p4p5 (2p5 ) two photon resonance of Kr, the
∼8.6−10.2 eV (∼145−123 nm) range could be accessed (figure 5.4). This extensive continuous range is characteristic of the difference frequency mixing process which has relaxed
constraints concerning phase matching, in contrast to the sum frequency mixing of the
third harmonic processes. In reality, the efficiency will vary significantly with the wavelength of tunable light containing numerous depletions corresponding to proximity to all
sorts of 2ωU V + ωvis and ωV U V + ωuv , etc. resonances where either strong negative (at
the blue side of a resonance or positive at the red side) dispersion will favor other conversion processes [2]; or newly generated light will be absorbed ibidem in the two photon
resonance [3, 4].
To ensure that the fixed (doubling) laser is exactly on the 4p6 (1p0 ) → 5p4p5 (2p5 ) two
photon electronic transition in krypton, the [2+1’] REMPI spectrum of this transition
was recorded (figure 5.5). The 2% Kr/Ar gas mixture was adiabatically expanded to the
vacuum chamber and ∼212.5 nm laser light was fed along with one of the fundamentals
318 nm towards the molecular beam. The resonance was located at 212.508 nm, which
slightly differs from the NIST database [5] value (212.41568 nm), presumably due to the
laser’s calibration. Krypton’s ionization potential (13.999 eV [5]) implies that resonant
ionization occurs most likely via a [2+1’] process involving absorption of two quanta of
212 nm radiation followed by one quantum of 318 nm.
Absolute measurement of generated flux is usually done with a special solar blind
photomultiplier or by monitoring the ionization current in a cell filled with gas of a
known ionization yield (usually NO) [6]. In the geometry of our experiments calibration
is hampered by the dependence of the ionization current on the overlap between the
molecular beam and laser beams in the machine and on voltage on MCP detector (read
as ’amplification’). For our application, where the ionization cross-section is unknown and
varies from molecule to molecule, separate flux measurements were considered irrelevant
and were not attempted. Beam alignment, focusing conditions, and the pressure of the
krypton gas (typically 20−60 mbar) were optimized on the maximum of one photon
ionization of a 0.25% benzene mixture in argon, which was adiabatically expanded into
the chamber. Benzene has suitable IP (9.25 eV) so that ionization is only possible by vuv
photons.

5.1. Implementation of Resonant Difference-Frequency Mixing (RDFM)

212
212
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λVIS
λVUV

IVUV ∝ (I1)2 • I2

Molecular beam

Figure 5.3: The experimental setup consists of two laser systems, a conversion cell filled
with Kr gas at room temperature, and a REMPI machine with TOF mass-spectrometer.
The 212 nm laser light for the two-photon transition λ1 is synthesized by doubling the dye
laser with a BBO-crystal and subsequently mixing it with a second BBO. After separating
the dye’s fundamental the resulting beam is carefully aligned to the cell collinearly with
the second color λ2 and focused inside the Kr cell. The conversion cell and the REMPI
chamber are separated by a MgF2 lens transparent down to 105 nm. After passing through
the lens, the VUV photons face the molecular beam in the extraction region of TOF mass
spectrometer ionizing ionize it.
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VUV generated energy&wavelength vs 2nd laser wavelength
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Figure 5.4: Graph demonstrates the expected available range of generated energies (left
axis) and wavelengths (right) as functions of tunable wavelength.
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Figure 5.5: [2+1’] REMPI of 4p6 (1p0 ) → 5p4p5 (2p5 ) two photon electronic transition in
krypton. Ordinate stands for the wavelength of one photon.
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First test application: mass spectroscopy with 9.75 eV photons
As a test the mass spectrum of a typical (for our work) discharge of 0.5% butadiyne
(HCCCCH) in Ar was used. The mass spectrum obtained is presented in figure 5.6 and is
compared with the one obtained using 157 nm light produced by F2 excimer laser. VUV
photons of 9.75 eV (∼127 nm) produced in ωV U V = 2 × ω(212 nm) − ω(637 nm) process in
Kr gas cause direct one photon ionization of the otherwise neutral discharge products. In
turn, the relatively high intensity of the 10 mJ/pulse of 7.9 eV (∼157 nm) light leads to
both one- and two-photon ionization processes3 . There is a clear difference in distribution
of the species for these two cases. F2 -laser ionization seems to favor the Cn H3 -series,
especially for even number of carbons. In turn, in the VUV-cell case the Cn H2 -series is
more common. The latter light source gives a more sensible impression about the relative
abundances of species in the discharge, since most of the produced middle-sized species
could be ionized with one photon. Thus, for example, the relative excess of Cn H3 species
in the 7.9 eV mass spectrum as compared to the one taken with 9.75 eV. This hints at
the low IP of these moieties4 .

Ar
NO

C7H2
C6H6

C10H2

C8H2

C6H2

C7H4

C4H2

by VUV (multiplied by 50)
by F2-laser

C4H2/Ar discharge mass spectra
24

36

48

60

72

84

96

108

mass, a.m.u.

120

132

144

156

168

180

Figure 5.6: Discharge (0.5% C4 H2 /Ar) products ionized with VUV (P∼1µJ; Ehν =9.71 eV
direct one-photon ionization) (upper trace) and alternatively with F2 -laser (P∼1 mJ;
E2hν =(7.9+7.9) eV two-photon ionization)(lower trace). The intensity of the peaks is
a convolution of species abundance in the discharge and their ionization cross-sections.
Though most species are Ar and C4 H2 (precursor), the corresponding peaks are not prominent in the mass spectra as their IPs (15.76 eV for argon and 10.17 for C4 H2 ) lie beyond
the energies of ionizing photons used.
3

Moreover, for F2 -case some mass peaks might be caused by dissociation of bigger molecules under
exposure of relatively high laser intensity.
4
This has eventually been exploited and led to the results presented in chapter 8
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Second test application: Determining ionization threshold
To produce tunable VUV, external tunable radiation was combined collinearly with the
212 nm light which was filtered out from the fundamental beams (i.e. 637 and 318 nm
radiation) using dichroic mirrors. A molecular beam of 0.25% C6 H6 /Ar was expanded
into the source chamber. Benzene was chosen as the test molecule because it has an IP
energy of 9.25 eV [7], which can be conveniently produced by scanning an external laser
around ≈507 nm. Benzene has also relatively high vapor pressure and is readily available.
Presence of the step function in the ionization yield signal (figure 5.7) in the corresponding
mass channel confirms the tunability of generated light.

Ionisation signal

SC27928_Mass78

9.10

9.15

9.20

9.25

9.30

E, eV

Figure 5.7: Ionization threshold of benzene seen as the step-like rise of ionization yield in
the corresponding mass channel. VUV light faces the molecular beam of 0.5% C6 H6 /Ar
inside vacuum chamber; produced ions are analyzed by TOF mass spectrometer. Reference book value for IP of benzene is 9.25 eV.
Ionization curves can be used to identify molecular species when mass (m/z) does not
necessary resolve the question. For example, mass-to-charge 30 (figure 5.8), would appear
in the mass spectrum regularly after opening the vacuum chamber. Since nothing was
fed into the machine deliberately, the carrier had to had existed in only trace amounts.
By obtaining the IP of the enigmatic m/z 30 species, the unknown could be identified as
nitric oxide (figure 5.8).
Another example of determining the IP threshold of a species present in relatively low
concentration is depicted on figure 5.9. Triacetylene was produced by discharging (the
source is described in chapter 3) a 0.5% mixture of diacetylene in argon5 . The observed
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Ionization signal
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C2 H6
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N2 H2
H2 CO

IP, eV
11.52
9.26
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10.88

(as from [7])
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Figure 5.8: Ionization threshold for species with m/z 30. This result allowed the identification of trace amounts of nitric oxide in the chamber.
ionization threshold (9.5 eV) coincides with the reference value [7].
Ionization signal
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Figure 5.9: Ionization threshold for C6 H2 in molecular beam produced from the discharge
of C4 H2 /Ar=0.5%.

5

It should be noted that the concentration of C6 H2 is not trivial to estimate. The major part of the
molecules expanded (apart from argon) are those of the precursor itself (C4 H2 ), but these cannot be seen
(detected) on the mass spectrum as its IP (10.17 eV) is higher than the energy of the ionizing photons
used in the experiment (figure 5.6).
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5.1.3

Implications

Despite its promising start, this project has been shelved for a number of reasons. Even
though the generated intensities seemed sufficient and could perhaps be improved an order
of magnitude by perfecting the alignment, optimizing the focusing conditions, varying gas
composition and phase matching, the approach itself was very demanding and sensitive
to the beam alignment, which is rather laborious without proper instruments. Combining
the numerous fundamentals with tunable color of the first (resonant) step of REMPI
and the subsequent beam separation, without touching the tunable laser beam and the
one freshly generated, makes the generalized use for the REMPI purposes very tedious if
feasible at all.
Intensity of the fundamentals from VUV generation (i.e. 212 nm and second (tunable)
color) are orders of magnitude stronger than the resulting light. Their interaction with
molecules in the beam create background which hinder the signal. Therefore the separation of generated light is requisite. Reflective diffraction gratings are commonly used for
this purpose, however these have very low reflectivity for VUV wavelengths (R is an order
of few percents). Such a losses of precious generated light are inadmissible when working
with a trace amounts of unidentified species. Also, employing a diffraction grating for the
harmonic separation would then imply a non axial combining of the generated VUV and
the tunable step of REMPI which is again not favorable for sensitivity reasons.
However the idea should not be buried. The approach could be used for studying
chosen molecules at specific wavelengths when relatively small regions of continuous tunability is sufficient. Yet before attempting to do so, some auxiliary devices like a removable
pinhole6 and vuv sensitive in-chamber video camera7 should be implemented.

6

which could be inserted into (and subsequently removed from) the heart of setup without breaking
vacuum (extraction chamber) to define the alignment point in 3D space
7
to visualize the in-chamber beam alignment
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Implementation of third harmonic generation (THG)
in Xe

5.2.1

Introduction

Failure to employ RDFM for REMPI was caused, first of all, by the need for laborious
alignment of the fundamental beams and their subsequent filtering out. This, in turn, was
complicated significantly by the need to keep the alignment wavelength independent. This
was all accompanied by several steps of energy conversion from the fundamental radiation
of the pumping laser (for example, from the 1064 nm from Nd:YAG laser). However if
to omit the tunability requirement, then it is feasible to use a less sophisticated scheme.
Thus, the 3rd, 4th, or 5th harmonic of the Nd:YAG laser could be effectively generated
in nonlinear crystals. Yet, crystals become opaque further to the blue and the next
conversion steps should be done in gas media as was mentioned before.
An aposite scheme is the generation of the 9th harmonic wavelength of a Nd:YAG
laser. Herein up to third harmonic conversion is carried out in nonlinear crystals (doubling and subsequent mixing) and followed by tripling in xenon gas cell. The reason for
the popularity of this arrangement comes from the fortunate coincidence of generated
wavelength with the region of negative dispersion of xenon caused by the vicinity of the
5p-5d transition of Xe at 119.2 nm. Therefore, achieving the phase-matching condition
is possible; these can be tuned by varying the Xe gas pressure. The lack of conversion
efficiency due to non-optimal resonance match can be compensated by a high intensity
of incident radiation. Energies of the order of 100–300 mJ per 7 ns pulse are common
and commercially available and upon focusing are intense enough not only to induce the
nonlinear response of the medium but even to cause its breakdown.
Resulting photons have an energy of 10.5 eV, which surpass the IPs of most purecarbon species except those smaller than C5 . Because of the high ionization energies of the
neutral carbon clusters and lack of a proper high energy ionization light source, the mass
spectral measurements have been carried out previously by using multiphoton ionization
with 7.9, 6.4 or 3.5 eV photons. This technique has the advantage of easy handling or
use of a commercially available laser source, however, can lead to a misunderstanding of
the real nascent mass distribution, because of the fragmentation and/or some resonance
effects that lead to the special enhancement at specific sizes during multiphoton excitation
processes. In turn, VUV radiation has similar single photon ionization cross sections for
a variety of species, provided their ionization potentials are below the 10.5 eV. In this
sense, a single photon ionization of clusters must be an ideal method to determine the
size distribution in order to keep free from these complications.
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On the other hand, it is also tempting to combine resulting VUV radiation within
[1+1’] REMPI of small carbon molecules. Thus, for example, on C5 , which was virtually
not studied spectroscopically in the gas phase. So far the gas-phase spectrum available [8]
concerns only the origin and few vibronic bands of the A1 Πu ← X 1 Σ+
g transition around
511 nm. It was recorded using the CRDS technique [9], which is not mass selective,
and therefore the spectrum recorded is subjected to an overlap with a number of C2
absorption lines, thus preventing a rotational contour overlap band profile fit. To observe
the rotational contour in the absence of such lines was another incentive of this project.

5.2.2

Implementation

The cell used was the same as in the RDFM experiments. A Continuum PL9020 pulsed
Nd:YAG laser (fundamental wavelength 1064 nm) was used to generate vacuum ultraviolet
(118 nm) photons. The repetition rate of the laser is 20 Hz and the diameter of the output
beam is 0.8 cm with a divergence of 0.45 mrad. Typically 355 nm pulse energies of 40–
50 mJ were used with pulse width is 5–7 ns. The 118 nm radiation was produced by
focusing the third harmonic of the fundamental frequency (355 nm) into the center of an
isolated 50-cm long stainless steel gas cell (figure 5.10). A quartz Brewster angle window
was at the entrance of the gas cell, and a 15-cm focal length (at 200 nm) MgF2 lens was
located at the exit (vacuum chamber side). This lens also provided the high vacuum seal
between the gas cell and the ionization chamber of the vacuum system. Pure Xe, or a
mixture of inert gases (Ar and Xe), in the cell was used to triple the 355 nm output of
the laser to attain the desired wavelength (118 nm).
The ionizing photons produced meet the molecular beam anti-collinearly allowing for
maximum overlap. The efficiency of this non-resonant nonlinear conversion process is
known to rise up to 10−4 –10−3 [10, 11]. In spite of a slight defocusing of the fundamental light (because of chromatic dispersion property of the lens) in the TOF extraction
region, the energy density (50 mJ of 355 nm in ∼5 mm spot) is high enough to cause
nonresonant multiphoton ionization and fragmentation in the molecular beam, producing
background in the channel of interest. To overcome this without losing precious microjoules of generated light with additional optical elements, the dispersive property of an
off-axis penetrated lens was utilized (figure 5.10). The 355 nm light was carefully aligned
so that it was dumped on the ceramic beam block inside the vacuum chamber while the
generated 118.2 nm light enters the interaction region only slightly off-axis.
Approximately 5–10 Torr of Xe and roughly four times this pressure of Ar were used
in the gas cell to give maximum ionization signal for benzene (IP=9.25 eV) or acetone
(IP=9.70 eV), small concentrations of which were expanded into the chamber on the
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alignment stage. The acetone molecular ion signal at m/z 58 was maximized, whereas
the m/z 43 ion from acetone fragmentation was minimized to ensure complete separation
of the two beams, since the presence of 355 nm radiation induced photodissociation.

!

Figure 5.10: Tripling cell. The drawing is based on illustration in [12]

First test application: mass spectroscopy with 10.5 eV photons
The first test is a characterization of the graphite ablation source products. Figure 5.11
shows the mass distribution of the neutral carbon clusters ionized by the 7.9 eV (F2
excimer laser) and 10.5 eV light in comparison. The upper mass spectrum (7.9 eV) features the prevalence of the odd-numbered species and magic numbers at n=11, 15, 19,
23, whereas the lower trace (10.5 eV) indicates the enhanced amounts of even-numbered
pure-carbon moieties where numbers n=10, 14, 18 emphasize themselves at certain conditions.
Such a spectral pattern contrast is due to switching between single-photon and multiphotonionizations for different species that correspond to the peaks in the 7.9 eV mass spectrum.
The magic numbers are in fact due to the low IPs of those species, which allow direct
ionization. In turn, 10.5 eV photon energy provides the objective picture of relative abundances. The magic numbers in this case are ”real” and must originate from the stability
of these neutral clusters. Their stability and abundance support the idea that they are
caused by the fragmentation of the initially formed neutral large carbon clusters [13].
Second test application: REMPI spectroscopy with 10.5 eV photons.
A1 Πu ← X 1 Σ +
g electronic transition in C3
The second test involves combining the generated light with a second tunable color in
REMPI. The molecule chosen, C3 , is known to correspond to the one of the main fragmentation channel of the larger carbon species/clusters and therefore is expected to be
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Figure 5.11: ms of ablation. 157 vs 118nm.
abundant among products in the graphite ablation source. It is also known to have stable
long-lived excited states and a high IP (11.7 eV [14]). Because of the latter, spectroscopy
of C3 in the visible had been studied in the gas phase mainly by direct absorption methods, CRDS, and LIF; and only transitions (still unassigned because of strong mixing) in
UV (like 266–320 nm) were done by REMPI ( [15], for example). Thus it is a perfect
candidate for the [1+1’]REMPI with 10.5 eV photons at the ionization step.
Scanning of a tunable laser around 405 nm reveals the high resolution (0.05 cm−1 )
rotationally resolved electronic spectrum of the famous ”Comet band” (figure 5.12).
Despite the small size of the molecule and its long and rich spectroscopic history8 ,
full assignment of its electronic (rovibronic) spectrum has not yet been attempted. The
reason for this are the numerous perturbations that the molecule experiences. Thus,
for example, the very recent in-depth LIF study of this transition [16] performed with
rotational resolution (similar to the one employed here). In their paper the issue of an
impossible full assignment of all lines by a single electronic transition was presented. Based
on detailed analysis of those extra lines impeding the complete rotational fit, at least two
long lived states were found to perturb the the A1 Πu , 000 state. These perturbations
appear to involve levels of lower-lying triplet states. One of these appears to be a 3 Σ−
u
8

A1 Πu emission spectrum of C3 , near 4050 Å, was first observed from the tail of a comet by Huggins
in 1882. These same bands were later observed in the laboratory by Herzberg in 1942, and were finally
identified by Douglas in 1951.
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vibronic state, which may possibly be a high vibrational level of the b3 Πg state, and the
other appears to be a P=1 state with a low rotational constant B [16].
Therefore the spectrum is presented here for a demonstration of the VUV+REMPI in
work. Specific band-to-band assignment was not attempted.

C3 "Comet-band"
by REMPI (vis+vuv)

405.05

405.10

405.15

405.20

405.25

405.30

405.35 λ, nm

Figure 5.12: C3 Comet band by REMPI.

5.2.3

Implications

The scheme for generating 10.5 eV photons proved itself as robust and fairly effective. The
approach can and should be employed for the REMPI electronic spectroscopy of the molecules (not necessarily pure-carbons) with IP higher than 10.5 eV, as it was demonstrated
convincingly through an example of C3 here and of C5 in the corresponding chapter of
the thesis.
Subjective technical recommendations for possible implementations would include:
• Auxiliary devices like a removable pinhole and VUV-sensitive in-chamber video
camera (as already mentioned for the case of RDFM) would be very helpful in
alignment (though not as vital as when aligning tunable VUV).
• A longer gas cell would allow higher power and less focusing, avoiding a gas breakdown in the focus point, and would eventually allow the production of more VUV.
• Sufficient distance between the MgF2 lens and the beam blocker should be provided
to ensure dependable full separation of the generated third harmonic (118 nm) and
fundamentals (355 nm). This becomes intensively important with rise in power of
the incident laser (355 nm).
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Foreword
This chapter contains manuscript submitted to the Journal of Chemical Physics. (A.E. Boguslavskiy and J.P. Maier ”Gas phase electronic spectra of the carbon chains C5 , C6 , C8 ,
and C9 .”)

6.1

Abstract

Three electronic absorption systems for C5 at 511, 445, and 232 nm and one for C6 , C8 ,
and C9 centered at 228, 259, and 288 nm have been observed in the gas phase. The C5
chain was produced in both discharge and ablation sources and detected using resonant
two-color two-photon ionization spectroscopy involving 10.5 eV photons. The decay of the
excited singlet electronic states indicates fast intramolecular processes on a sub-ps time
scale. The internal energy is assumed to be trapped in a triplet state for at least 15 µs.
3 −
1 +
1 +
Hole-burning experiments on the 2 3 Σ−
u ← X Σg transition of C6 , C8 , and Σu ← X Σg
of C9 confirm the predissociative nature of the excited electronic states.

6.2

Introduction

Bare carbon molecules, especially smaller ones, have been identified as reaction intermediates in combustion-, plasma-, and astro-chemistry [1]. Electron-spin resonance [2] and
infrared absorption spectra [1, 3] of several Cn species had been obtained, allowing the
deduction of their ground state symmetries and structures. The infrared spectra have
permitted the identification of C3 [4] along with C5 [5] in the circumstellar shell of the
carbon star IRC+10216. The photoelectron spectra of mass-selected anions complement
the picture with information on the ground states vibrations and electron affinities of
larger carbon species, indicating the appearance of rings beyond the C10 size in addition
to chains [6]. Also a number of low lying (below 1 eV) electronic states in C4 , C6 and
C8 were revealed [7]. While the electronic absorption spectra in the visible and UV of
many of Cn species in neon matrices have been reported [8], the gas phase electronic spectroscopy of these moieties is still in its infancy. Ultraviolet photoelectron spectroscopy
of carbon anions was successfully applied for n=2-30 [9] and recently for n=10-41 [10],
but obtained the energies of excited electronic states of the neutral Cn species only at
low resolution. Apart from the thoroughly studied C3 [1, 11], only one electronic transition has been identified in both C4 [12] and C5 [13] using cavity ringdown spectroscopy
(CRDS). Observation of the C5 electronic transition in the gas phase enabled a search
for this absorption to be made through diffuse interstellar clouds. However only upper
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limit to the column density of C5 could be inferred [14, 15]. Other exceptions are the
ring species C18 , C22 [16] and the fullerenes C60 and C70 [17] that were identified in the
gas-phase using resonant enhanced multiphoton ionization (REMPI) techniques.
Because it is not possible to produce a given Cn species as a dominant product one
should consider mass selective methods; the lack of this is the intrinsic weakness of CRDS.
Even after the elemental formula is determined via isotopic substitutions, other species
like C2 and C3 , which have absorptions just about everywhere at energies above 516 and
405 nm, respectively, are still present. Thus there remains a set of overlapping sharp peaks
in the first detection of an electronic transition of C5 in the gas phase by CRDS [13]. One
of the incentives of this work was to observe the rotational contour in the absence of such
lines. The REMPI technique, with its mass-selection and sensitivity was chosen for this
survey.
Three main issues have been addressed. The first concerns an efficient method of
production: the use of a graphite ablation source ensured that sufficient amounts of the
studied molecules were generated. A discharge source was also capable of producing C5
and proved particularly useful for spectroscopy in the UV where this mass gate is otherwise polluted with products of photofragmentation of larger carbon moieties produced
by the ablation source. The second aspect is the large ionization potential (IP) of C5 ,
12.3 eV [18] which required vacuum UV radiation for the ionization. The third issue relates
to the intramolecular dynamics, the fast part of which manifests itself in the spectroscopic
linewidths and the slower step can be observed in some cases on a ns or longer timescale.
This contribution is devoted to the gas phase REMPI spectroscopy of the linear chains
Cn , n=5, 6, 8, and 9. The first complete gas-phase electronic spectrum of C5 in the
210−700 nm region is reported and intramolecular dynamics of the excited states are
3 −
discussed. Also the spectra of the electronic transitions 2 3 Σ−
u ← X Σg of C6 and C8 ,
1 +
and 1 Σ+
u ← X Σg of C9 obtained by a dissociative hole-burning approach are presented.

6.3

Experimental

The setup consists of a molecular beam combined with a linear time-of-flight (TOF)
mass analyzer [19]. Major modifications concerned the production of carbon chains and
ionization photons. The source was a pulsed valve coupled to either an electric discharge
or graphite laser vaporization. For the former, a gas pulse of 1% acetylene in Ar (backing
pressure 8−10 bar) was expanded through a ceramic body. A high voltage pulse (100 µs
of ∼ −700-800 V at 1 kΩ) was applied between the electrodes placed on either side of
the insulating spacer. In the laser vaporization source a graphite rod was rotated and
translated so that a fresh surface was continuously exposed to a Nd:YAG laser (25 mJ/5 ns
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pulse of 532 nm, focused to 0.3 mm) which was fired to coincide with the buffer gas flow
over the target area.
The gas flow conditions optimized previously for monocyclic ring production [16] gave
a maximum production of masses like C84 and extending beyond C150 . At the laser
spot on the graphite rod the plasma is constricted at high buffer pressure. This makes
clustering reactions in the plume of the carbon vapor rapid compared with the diffusion
speed and results in large molecules [20]. In an attempt to shift the distribution down
to smaller masses the source body was shortened (from 20 to 5 mm) to reduce the time
available for clustering and the backing pressure lowered to decrease its speed. Changing
the pressure from 10 to 3.5 bar seemed to produce only slightly more C5 . In the design
used it becomes increasingly hard to keep a stable gas flow for backing pressures below
3 bar and the channel clogged quickly with soot and crystal-like structures.
While lowering the pressure did not greatly enhance the C5 production, changing
the buffer gas from Ar to Ne and further to He did increase the amount of C3 and C5
significantly. C3 is well known as the major neutral loss fragmentation channel for most
small to middle-sized (4<n<≈30) cations in collision induced dissociation measurements
[21, 22], metastable reactions [23], gas chromatography [24], and from anions in impactinduced fragmentation experiments [25]. Less work has been done on neutral Cn , but
the recent studies on the fragmentation of highly excited C5, 7, 9 report a prevalence of
C3 cleavage [26]. Carbon atoms, C2 , and C5 are among the other abundant fragments.
The loss of C2 units is often associated with annealing into fullerenes [27]. Intense C and
C5 loss is observed for a significant number of systems of sizes below C30+ [22, 23] with
the latter reported even as the dominant fragmentation channel for some systems [22].
Next family of neutral losses which are manifested in the mass spectrum of graphite
ablation - the C4n+2 -rings (C14, 18, 22 ) - arises in both anion [25] and cation [23, 24, 27, 28]
fragmentation when the parent ions surpass Cn≈17 size, and becomes the major channel
after Cn≈24 for those that could not anneal into fullerenes. Ample production of these
rings suggests the importance of fragmentation in the source. Taking into account the
lower cooling efficiency of He compared to Ne or Ar, the increase in C3 and C5 production
with He buffer gas thus could be attributed to enhanced fragmentation of large ”hot”
carbon systems.
The species produced by either source passed through a 2 mm skimmer into a differentially pumped region where ions were removed by a perpendicular electrical field before
entering the TOF. The neutral molecules were then ionized by 10.5 eV photons of the
9th harmonic of a Nd:YAG laser. The ionizing photons, produced via a non-resonant
frequency tripling xenon cell, meet the molecular beam anti-collinearly allowing for a
maximum overlap. The efficiency of this non-resonant nonlinear conversion processes is
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known to be around 10−4 −10−3 [29, 30]. In spite of a slight defocusing of the fundamental light (because of chromatic dispersion property of the lens) in the TOF extraction
region the energy density (50 mJ of 355 nm in ∼5 mm spot) is high enough to cause nonresonant multiphoton ionization and fragmentation in the molecular beam, producing
background in the channel of interest. To overcome this without losing precious microjoules of generated light with additional optical elements, the dispersive property of an
off-axis penetrated lens was utilized. The 355 nm light was carefully aligned so that it
was dumped on the ceramic beam block inside the vacuum chamber while the generated
118.2 nm light enters the interaction region only slightly off-axis. This energy is enough
to ionize pure carbon molecules bigger than C5 with one photon. Ions were extracted and
accelerated towards a detector.
Excitation photons in the 210−550 nm range were delivered by an OPO system (3 cm−1
bandwidth in the visible and 6 cm−1 below 420 nm) for survey scans and by a Nd:YAG
pumped dye laser (0.15 cm−1 bandwidth or 0.05 cm−1 using an intracavity etalon). The
laser beam was combined on a dichroic mirror with the 3rd harmonic of a Nd:YAG laser
and fed into the extraction chamber along with the generated 118.2 nm light. The beam
of the excitation laser was defocused to suppress alignment dependence on the wavelength
while scanning a relatively broad range.

6.4
6.4.1

Observations and Discussion
Electronic transitions of C5 .

Figure 6.1 shows a spectrum of C5 obtained using the REMPI method. It consists of three
electronic transition systems: A, B, and C, around 511, 445, and 232 nm. Band system A,
assigned in [31] as a 1 Πu ← X 1 Σ+
g transition, shows the most well resolved structure and
has its origin at 510.94 nm in agrement with the CRD results [13]. Features to the red of
the origin are hot bands. This interpretation is based on the fact that the bands do not
appear if the discharge source is used. Though the latter produces molecules much colder
vibrationally, the rotational profile overlap was found to be essentially unchanged. The
rotations are known to cool more efficiently in effusive beams than the vibrations [32].
Thus the slowed adiabatic expansion (backing pressure used in ablation source is 2-3 times
lower) is still sufficient to cool the molecules rotationally down to ≈30 K.
Band system B (fig. 6.1) is another candidate suggested for the assignment to the
1
Πu ←X 1 Σ+
g transition [33]. This spectral feature consists of at least three bumps each of
≈10 nm width. It is found to be very dependent on the intensity of resonant laser light.
While A and C systems required a fraction of a mJ to appear, B required the full available
laser power (>10 mJ) to rise above the background noise. Though the predicted oscillator
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strength is 0.015 [33], even a strong transition would hardly be detectable by REMPI if
fast intramolecular processes deplete the excited state. The laser intensity to the blue
of 420 nm drops an order of magnitude because the frequency doubling system is used.
This results in the decrease in signal observed in the middle of the transition system. The
dashed line in figure 6.1 represents the magnified and smoothed signal to help guide the
eye for the probable band shape that would have been obtained if the higher laser power
were to be used.
Band system C is the most intense in the spectrum. It exhibits vibronic structure (see
section 6.4.4), shifted ∼65 cm−1 to the blue of the corresponding absorption in a neon
−1
to the
matrix [31], in contrast with the 1 Πu ←X 1 Σ+
g band at 511 nm which lies 29 cm
red.

6.4.2

Decay of C5 electronic states

The bands of all three electronic transitions are broadened to a larger extent than can
be expected from the spontaneous emission rates according to the calculated oscillator
strengths [33]. Predissociation is not thought to be involved as they all lie below the lowest
thermodynamical dissociation channel: C5 → C3 + C2 at 5.88 eV [34] or 5.96 eV [35].
Attention was given to avoid power broadening the narrowest spectral feature (band
system A at 511 nm). Even with 50µJ per 10 ns laser pulse the rotational structure is still
not discernible. According to a spectral simulation this should have been resolved with
the bandwidth used. Intramolecular processes are thought to cause the broadening.
The relatively slow (ns, µs) part of the intramolecular processes can be monitored
using nanosecond REMPI. The fast steps, occurring on ps and fs time-scales, can only be
inferred from the spectral broadening of the absorption features. In this way the depletion
rates from the excited electronic states indicated in figure 6.2 were estimated. The energy
of electronic excitation does not immediately get converted into ground state vibrations.
It evolves somehow, likely state specific, but remains energetically accessible for the second
ionizing step photons (i.e. within 10.5 eV from IP) for at least 15 µs - the detection window
of the set-up. The electronic state that is thought to act as a sink is a triplet state (T in
fig. 6.2). Such a state, a 3 Πu , was calculated [33,36] and identified experimentally in C5 by
anion photoelectron spectroscopy to lie 1.99 eV above the ground state [37]. An alternative
explanation would be that the system is trapped in highly excited vibrational levels of
the ground state manifold. DFT calculations (B3LYP/6-31g(d)) for the ground state of
C5 and C+
5 indicate only a small change in geometry (≈2% elongation) upon ionization.
Therefore direct ionization from vibrational excited levels of C5 is not likely to be effective
because of low Franck-Condon factors. The involvement of a triplet state as shown in the
scheme of fig. 6.2 would lead to a better overlap because the internal vibrational energy
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excess is ≈ 2 eV less. Not all the excited C5 molecules have to end up in the triplet
state. Those in the ground state manifold could account for the experimentally observed
reduction in the ion current at long delays.
None of the excited states were detected using a 7.9 eV (F2 excimer laser) instead of
10.5 eV light for the ionization step. Because of the quickness of the first stage of decay,
the absence of a two color signal does not provide information on the energy required to
ionize the molecule from these states. Rather, it imposes a limitation on the energy of the
”sink” state, ET <IP(C5 )-7.9 eV. Ab initio calculations indicate several low-lying triplet
states [36]. All three electronic states accessed in this experiment may not necessarily
evolve to the same ”sink” state. These different states would all have to be low enough
in energy to escape detection with the F2 laser. On the other hand, internal conversion
within the triplet manifold is likely be more efficient compared to the intersystem crossing
from the lowest triplet state to X 1 Σ+
g . Hence it seems reasonable to assign the state T to
3
the lowest triplet state, namely a Πu .
The decay following the excitation to the A-state with 511 nm light exhibits biexponential character: a relatively fast process (∼800 ns) and slower one (<15 µs). This
can be accounted for by a conversion to lower lying singlet states, which then decays to
the longer lived a 3 Πu state.

6.4.3

The A1 Πu ← X 1 Σ+
g transition of C5

The spectrum shown in figure 6.3 is a high resolution scan of the C5 511 nm electronic
absorption band. The approach used is mass-selective, so one can be sure that overlap
due to other species has been eliminated. The spectrum is broadened according to the
rotational profile simulations to about 1.0 cm−1 (plus 0.15 cm−1 due to laser bandwidth)
for each line. Though at higher laser powers significant broadening was observed, the presented spectrum is free from this; no further profile narrowing was achieved by decreasing
the laser intensity. The linewidths observed in the REMPI spectrum are also comparable
to those obtained using CRDS [13], where power broadening is limited by the fact that
the highly reflective mirrors used allow only ∼10−4 of the ∼1 mJ laser intensity to enter
the cavity.
Since the detection of the electronic transitions of C5 in a neon matrix [31], new ab
initio calculations have become available [33]. The authors found a 0.5 eV discrepancy
between the calculated energy of the first allowed transition (to a 1 Πu state) and the experimentally measured system. Thus they suggested that the observed absorption spectrum
1
at 511 nm should be assigned to the formally forbidden 1 Σ−
u or ∆u states, becoming allowed either vibronically or due to a bent structure in the excited state. If C5 were slightly
non-linear in both the ground and excited states one should see rotational K-structure
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in the electronic spectrum. This, however, is not the case. Infrared laser spectroscopy
of C5 in the gas phase has proven that C5 is linear in its X 1 Σ+
g ground state [1]. The
excited states might be bent, and, at this stage the observed electronic spectrum cannot
rule out this possibility. An attempt was made to fit the measured profile to various
types of transitions. The contour could be fitted to both linear-to-linear Πu ← Σ+
g but
+
+
not Σu ← Σg (lack of Q-branch), or linear-to-bent cis (A1 ← A1 , B2 ← A1 , but not
B1 ← A1 ) or trans (Au ← Ag , Bu ← Ag ). This is because the unresolved rotational profile is essentially defined by variation of the B-constant (and C), which is not very sensitive
to the off-axis atoms. One conclusion can be derived from the fit: the rotational constant
B must decrease in the excited state. Thus the molecule elongates upon excitation no
matter whether it will bend at the same time or not.
The picture of the intramolecular dynamics (fig. 6.2) suggests the presence of another
singlet state under the A-state. This is necessary to justify the fast internal conversion
that occurs, suggesting that the originally proposed assignment, 1 Πu ← X 1 Σ+
g , is reasonable [31].

6.4.4

UV band of C5

The UV region of the REMPI C5 spectrum is shown in fig. 6.4 (trace b) in comparison
with the absorption spectrum (a) obtained in a neon matrix [31], and the photofragment
yield spectrum (c) taken from ref. [38]. Though the thermodynamical dissociation channel
opens only above 5.88 eV [34], presence of photofragment signal at energies below indicates
the importance of multiphoton processes in this case [38]. Calculations [35] predict several
possible fragmentation pathways resulting in C2 +C3 . These include the non-ground state
potential surface fragmentation channel C5 (a3 Πu )→C2 (a3 Πu )+C3 (X1 Σ+
g ) which lies just
1 +
1 +
0.03 eV above the lowest thermodynamical dissociation C5 (X Σg )→C2 (X1 Σ+
g )+C3 (X Σg ).
The observed dynamics of the excited states decay (section 6.4.2), indicating an efficient
crossing to the triplet manifold, suggests that fragmentation may indeed occur from a
triplet state.
The three spectra manifest the vibronic progression that was assigned to the 2n0 symmetric stretch within a dipole forbidden electronic transition [31]. The absence of the
broad underlying continuum in the matrix absorption spectrum should not be alarming,
as it is caused by a fall-off in detection sensitivity below 250 nm due to the increasing
light-scatter from the matrix using the waveguide technique [31]. It is also not possible
to distinguish broad peaks from the background due to scattering in this spectral region.
1 +
This broad background present in the REMPI spectrum is assigned to the 1 Σ+
u ←X Σg
transition of C5 . This is based upon the wavelength (onset of band system) dependence
of the corresponding electronic transitions of C2n+1 (n=3−7) on the number of carbon
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atoms in the chain. They shift linearly with the addition of every two carbons [31] and
C5 is thus expected to absorb at ∼ 210 nm. The absorption spectra of the matrix isolated
C2n+1 species indicate two electronic transition systems in the UV region which come
closer to each other with decreasing the chain size. Then the two electronic states mix
more and the relative intensity of the weak transition grows as it borrows intensity from
1 +
the stronger one (1 Σ+
u ← X Σg ). At C5 chain size the weaker band system should have an
onset at 238 nm and these two transitions should overlap. Thus the vibronic progression
apparent in electronic spectrum (fig. 6.4) was assigned to the weak transition (denoted
as ”forbidden” in [31]). However it does not have to be a forbidden one as the new ab
initio calculations [33] predict the presence of one more dipole allowed, though quite weak
1 +
1 +
(f ∼0.0005), 2 1 Πu ← X 1 Σ+
g electronic transition below the strong Σu ← X Σg system.

6.4.5

Electronic spectra of C6 , C8 , and C9

3 −
The 2 3 Σ−
u ← X Σg electronic transition previously observed at 237.5 nm for C6 and at
277.2 nm for C8 in neon matrices [39], lies energetically half-way between their ground
states and the IP. Thus conventional [1+1] REMPI can be used (fig. 6.5.a). Photons
delivered from the same laser allow perfect time synchronization for the two steps. The
corresponding transition of C6 , seen before only in neon matrices, is shown in figure 6.6.a.
In view of the rather broad contour of the system, indicating a fast decay rate from this
state, the detection of C6 with a nanosecond laser is somewhat surprising.
Additional information on fate of the excitation can be obtained in the following way.
The molecules are irradiated by the photons energetic enough to cause direct ionization.
A second laser, applied before the first one and tuned in resonance with the predissociative
electronic transition, will cause a depletion of the ion current for the species of interest
which manifests itself as an inverse peak in the REMPI spectrum (fig. 6.5.b). This is
observed in C6 where up to 50% of the molecules are thus depleted (fig. 6.6.b) The approach
shows that the loss channel is indeed a fragmentation as any other energy redistribution
would not remove the molecule from interaction with the 10.5 eV light and lead to the
observed dip. Furthermore, assignment of the broad features in the [1+1] REMPI spectra
to a certain molecule could be confused by the signal originating from cationic products
of resonant photofragmentation of a larger carbon compound. In turn the dissociative
hole-burning guarantees that the electronic spectrum originates from C6 .
3 −
Similar observations allowed the detection of the 2 3 Σ−
u ← X Σg transition in C8
with maximum at 270 nm. Other members of the C2n homologous series have escaped
detection. C4 would absorb at ∼195 nm, a wavelength not accessible with the equipment
used. Longer C2n linear chains, on the other hand, become progressively less abundant
virtually disappearing beyond C10 where the cyclic form prevails [39].
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1 +
The 1 Σ+
u ← X Σg transition in linear C9 could be detected. A strong band is apparent
in the depletion spectrum and virtually nonexistent in the [1+1] REMPI spectrum for
either the energetic reasons (adiabatic IP/2=4.38±0.05 eV=283±3 nm) or if the internal
conversion from the excited state to the one dissociating is too fast. The transition system
detected in C9 is the same as the one responsible for the intense broad onset at the blue
end in the electronic spectrum of C5 (fig. 6.1). There the photon energy used for the
hole-burning is insufficient for direct ionization, so that only [1+1’] REMPI could been
employed for its spectroscopic detection.

The spectrum of C7 was not observed with either method. However, energetic consid1 +
erations (based upon the 8.09±0.1 eV adiabatic IP [40] and the energy of its 1 Σ+
u ←X Σg
electronic transition measured in neon matrix) predict this state to be accessible with both
methods. On the other hand, the relatively weak C7 peak in the mass-spectrum suggests
either an inefficient production or ionization of this linear chain. In fact both reasons
may contribute. The reported IP of C7 is believed to be due to its cyclic isomer [40, 41] ,
whereas the linear one is predicted to be ∼2 eV more stable [41]. Hence the transition will
not be accessible with [1+1] REMPI and the peak in mass-spectrum could be exclusively
or mostly due to the cyclic isomer, thus disabling also the dissociative hole-burning approach. The longer odd chains (C2n+1 , n>4) were not monitored during the experiments.
However one could expect the dissociative hole-burning to be applicable for the linear
chain isomers of the few next odd-numbered carbon molecules having even lower IPs, and
being still abundant in the plasma.

6.5

Concluding remarks

The current work presents the first complete gas phase electronic spectrum of the neutral
linear chain C5 from near infrared to 210 nm. Three electronic systems at 511, 445, and
232 nm are identified. Unresolved rotational structure precludes full characterization of
the first excited state, but the band profile implies that the molecule elongates in the
A-state. The broadened nature of the bands indicates fast (∼2-5 ps) depopulation of even
the first detected excited electronic state suggesting the presence of a lower lying singlet
state, leaving the question of exact assignment [31, 33] of this transition open.
3 −
1 +
1 +
The strong 2 3 Σ−
u ← X Σg UV transitions in C6 and C8 , and the Σu ← X Σg in
C9 were detected for the first time in the gas phase. The predissociative nature of the
excited electronic states was confirmed via ’dissociative hole-burning’ experiments.

The significant result of the present study is the observation of the electronic transitions of C5 , without the overlapping bands of other carbon moieties. This will allow
a better comparison with astronomical measurements through diffuse interstellar clouds
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than has been hitherto possible. The rotational profile of the origin band at 511 nm
(trace a of fig. 6.3) should be used for such a purpose. An alternative could be to use the
UV system around 225 nm showing broad vibrational peaks (fig. 6.4), as the oscillator
strength of this transition is predicted to be larger than for the 511 nm system. As far as
C6 , C8 , and C9 chains are concerned, the very broad absorption systems below 300 nm
are not attractive for an astronomical search. Nevertheless the detection of the REMPI
spectra of these chains, and C5 in particular, opens a way to monitor these species in
terrestrial environments and chemical reactions.
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visible and 6 cm−1 below 420 nm. A−C identify the electronic transition systems. The
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source: it is free of sequence bands, and four vibronic bands are seen (assignment is
from [13]; the band near 493 nm may correspond to the 520 transition).
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Figure 6.3: Trace a: Origin band of the 511 nm electronic transition system of C5 measured
with 0.15 cm−1 resolution (increasing it to 0.05 cm−1 had no influence). The simulated
profile (solid line in a) is shown for 1.0 cm−1 (plus 0.15 cm−1 due to laser bandwidth)
linewidth. Traces b (0.05 cm−1 ) and c (0.15 cm−1 ) recorded by CRDS are reproduced
from refs. [13] and [42], respectively.
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spectrum (c) reproduced from [38]. The spectra show the vibronic structure assigned
to the 2n0 (symmetric stretch) progression of a dipole forbidden electronic transition [31].
Absorption in the neon matrix is shifted ∼65 cm−1 to the red from the gas-phase position.
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Figure 6.5: Two ways to detect the electronic transition to predissociative states in C6 ,
C8 , and C9 . a) Conventional [1+1] REMPI: the number of resonantly ionized molecules
is probed. b) Dissociative ”hole-burning”: the decrease of ion current due to depletion
of the studied species via dissociation is monitored. The relatively fast predissociation,
which could limit the efficiency of the first method, allows the hole-burning approach to
be applied.
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Figure 6.6: Electronic absorption band system of the 2 3 Σ−
u ← X Σg transition of C6
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and C8 , and 1 Σ+
u ← X Σg transition of C9 in gas phase detected by [1+1] REMPI a)
and dissociative ”hole-burning” b) approaches.
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Abstract
The electronic spectra of C6 NH2 and C8 NH2 have been detected in the gas phase in the 16700–22000 cm−1 range by a mass selective resonant
two-color two-photon ionization technique coupled to a laser ablation source. Several possible structural motifs are discussed. The production
suggests to be amino radical addition to a linear carbon skeleton (C6 NH2 ). Calculations indicate that a structure with hydrogens and nitrogen on
opposite ends of the molecule (H2 C6 N) lies 2.8 eV lower in energy. The absence of ∼ 20 cm−1 spaced rotational K-structure indicates the presence
of an off-axis carbon or nitrogen atom, but not hydrogen alone.
© 2006 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
Keywords: Optical spectroscopy; Nitrogen containing hydrocarbons; Laser ablation; Electronic transitions

1. Introduction
Approximately one quarter of the interstellar and circumstellar molecules detected to date contain nitrogen. The
majority of these species have only carbon and hydrogen
as additional elements. It is also striking that the longest of
these nitrogen containing compounds are cyanopolyynes [1]:
a carbon skeleton capped by H and N atoms at opposite ends.
Such an abundance invokes interest to the mechanism of their
formation. As several amino-containing molecules are also
detected in space, the study of Cn NH2 moieties becomes of
interest. Spectroscopic characterization of such molecules is
desirable also for their identification in plasma and combustion
reactions.
The conventional way to produce nitrogen capped carbon
species is by applying an electrical discharge through a mixture
of acetylene or diacetylene, to provide building blocks for the
chains, with cyanoacetylene [2–4], cyanogen [3,5], dicyanogen
[6], or even N2 [2,7] in rare gases. This approach is not thought to
be suitable for the amino-capping: introduction of ammonia or
similar precursors precludes creation of long chains by blocking
the growing end of the “assembly line”. Alternatively, one could
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first grow a carbon skeleton and then expose the species to a
reactant like NH3 . Thus, a source that utilizes laser ablation of
graphite has been adopted.
The products from graphite vaporization in reactive atmospheres have been studied mainly mass-spectroscopically. In
one study it was shown that the small even carbon species are as
reactive as the odd-numbered ones, but become resistant to reactions with NO, H2 , CO, SO2 , O2 , and NH3 in the 40–80 atoms
range [8]. In the study of the carbon molecules comprising 6–30
atoms in the presence of H2 , H2 O, and N2 , the most abundant
products were C2n H2 (and C2n N2 for N2 ) implying linear skeleton structures [9]. At high hydrogen concentrations the peaks
C2n Hm=6,8,... became apparent, confirming the presence of also
non-linear carbon moieties in the plasma. The abundance of the
C2n H2 products is attributed to their inert nature. In the recent
study of ablated graphite in H2 and D2 gases, it was shown that at
short delays after the laser pulse, the amount of other derivatives
(Cn Hm ) is significant [10]. Although mass-spectroscopic techniques give an indication as to the structure of the most abundant
products, proof can be provided by spectroscopy. Recently, the
cyclic and linear isomers of C18 and C22 formed by laser vaporization could be distinguished by addition of hydrogen and
the subsequent identification of the electronic transition of the
formed HC2n H chains [11].
In this contribution the gas phase electronic spectra of
C6 NH2 and C8 NH2 created in an ammonia seeded graphite ablation are presented. Products were detected via a resonance-
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enhanced multiphoton ionization (REMPI) scheme under supersonic molecular-beam conditions. Several possible isomers
are discussed in relation to the plasma chemistry. Electronic
and vibrational information is considered and the implications
discussed.
2. Experiment
The apparatus consisted of a molecular beam combined with
a linear time-of-flight (TOF) mass analyzer. The source relied
on laser vaporization of graphite coupled to a pulsed valve.
The rod was rotated and translated so that a fresh surface was
continuously exposed to the laser (25 mJ/5 ns pulse of 532 nm
Nd:YAG, focused to 0.3 mm) which was fired to coincide with
the buffer gas flow over the target area. Vaporized carbon was
swept through a 15 mm long and 3 mm diameter tube with ammonia (10%) seeded neon at 5–10 bar and expanded into a vacuum chamber. The species produced passed through a skimmer
into a differentially pumped region where ions were removed
by a perpendicular electrical field before entering the TOF. The
neutral molecules were then ionized by 7.9 eV photons of a F2
laser. The ionization process is more efficient when the tunable
laser is resonant with a dipole-allowed electronic transition. Ions
were extracted and accelerated towards a dual micro-channel
plate detector. Photons in the 440–620 nm range were delivered
by an OPO system (≈ 0.25 cm−1 bandwidth). The latter was
anti-collinear to the molecular beam, while the ionization laser
was perpendicular, allowing for maximum overlap. Variation of
the mass-peak area as function of the laser wavelength gives the
REMPI spectrum of the molecule. Separation of the ions in the
drift tube after resonant excitation enables a large number of
masses to be monitored simultaneously.

Fig. 1. Gas phase electronic spectra of (a) C6 NH2 and (b) C8 NH2 detected by a
resonant two-color two-photon ionization technique under supersonic molecular
beam conditions. Both show the excitation of C C modes. Laser bandwidth
increases from ≈0.2 to 0.3 cm−1 at higher energy. Letters refer to the peaks that
have counterparts in both spectra, and stars—for those that do not.

traces the corresponding features for a C8 NH2 molecule involving ∼2100 cm−1 C C- stretch progression. Thus, peak 19(20)
is assigned to the vibronic transition ν(C C) 10 of C6 NH2 , and
peaks 6, 9 of C8 NH2 to ν(C C) 10 and ν(C C) 20 . Additional bands
to higher energy then appear to be due to combinations of this
stretch with other lower frequency modes. There are also other
similarities between the two spectra: the bands a, b, c in Fig.
1 seen to be common to C6 NH2 and C8 NH2 . Different width
and pattern of the vibronic bands in the two spectra suggests

3. Results and discussion

Table 1
Maxima of the vibronic bands observed in the electronic spectrum of C6 NH2

3.1. Observations

Peak

Fig. 1 shows the measured electronic excitation spectra of
C6 NH2 (a) and C8 NH2 (b) in the 17000–22000 cm−1 range. The
maxima of the observed vibronic bands are given in Tables 1 and
2. The molecular formulae of the carriers were determined from
the mass-to-charge ratio (m/z) of the ions detected. Isotopic
labelled precursor was utilized to distinguish moieties like NC5 N
and C7 H4 from C6 NH2 , which all have the same m/z=88. The
optical spectrum moves to the m/z=90 channel on deuteration,
confirming the presence of two hydrogens.
The spectrum of C6 NH2 appears to have its origin at
19691 cm−1 . No other absorptions were observed at lower energy down to 16200 cm−1 . While the majority of the spectral
lines are ∼ 5 cm−1 wide, a few peaks at the blue end are noticeably broader (∼ 30 cm−1 ). Predissociation does not appear
to be involved because no resonance peaks by smaller masses
(down to m/z = 40) were observed at the same wavelength.
The broadened features could have been attributed to a transition to the next electronic state, which would be expected to
have a shorter lifetime due to efficient internal conversion to
the underlying A-state. However, the analysis of two spectra

ν (cm−1 )

ν (cm−1 )

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16

19691(1)
19845(2)
19915(2)
20106(3)
20169(1)
20183(1)
20224(2)
20242(1)
20261(1)
20292(1)
20340(1)
20409(1)
20484(2)
20922(2)
21078(2)
21375(2)

0
154
224
415
478
492
533
551
571
601
649
718
793
1231
1387
1684

17
18

21547(3)
21614(2)

1856
1923

19
20
21
22
23
24
25

21767(10)
21795(2)
21905(10)
22297(10)
22341(15)
22469(5)
22542(5)

2076
2104
2214
2606
2650
2778
2851

Assignment
000
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νa
νb
ν
νc
(νC≡C )10
(νC≡C )10 + ν
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Table 2
Maxima of the vibronic bands observed in the electronic spectrum of C8 NH2
Peak

ν (cm−1 )

ν (cm−1 )

Assignment

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

16769(1)
18028(2)
18176(2)
18558(4)
18608(3)
18840(4)
19659(15)
20665(20)
20893(5)
21612(15)

0
1259
1407 
1789
1839
2071
2890
3896
4124
4843

000
νa
νb
νc
(νC≡C )10
(νC≡C )10 + νc
(νC≡C )20

coupling of a “bright state” with a “dark state”. This depends
on their proximity, which would be different among these two
molecules.
3.2. Structural considerations
In the absence of resolved rotational structure other spectroscopic and theoretical information has to be used to infer the
likely structure of the species. The mass spectra provide information on the most abundant products in the plasma and gives
Cn H, Cn , Cn H2 , Cn NH4 , Cn H3 ,Cn H4 . No prominent amounts of
N-, NH-, or NH2 -capped species were detected suggesting that
the fragmentation H3 N−→H2 N• +H• occurs without further dissociation of amidogen. Hydrogen radical makes a stronger bond
with hydrocarbons than the amino radical H2 N• (see Table 2 in
[12]) and is lighter and more agile. So it is expected that an H
atom will react more effectively with the growing carbon chains
than H2 N• . This explains the prevalence of the hydrogen capped
chains in the mass-spectrum.
The apparent abundance of long chains in graphite ablation in
presence of ammonia suggests that the major part of the reactions
with it takes place after the growth of a carbon skeleton. Plasma
at the point of the laser spot is constricted at the high buffer
gas pressure and clustering reactions are rapid in the plume of
carbon vapor compared with the diffusion speed [9]. Thus, the
dominant products are expected to be one or both end-capped
carbon moieties rather than those with a nitrogen atom inserted
into the chain. This would also be in agreement with the spectro-
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scopic detection of C6 NH2 and C8 NH2 , belonging to the same
family.
Several possible structural isomers of C6 NH2 were calculated
at the DFT-B3LYP/6-31G(2df) level and the results, along with
their symmetry group and relative energy, are depicted in Fig.
2. The three simplest candidates (isomers 1–3) are considered
first. Isomer 1 complies with the above considerations in the most
straightforward way, arising via attachment of H2 N· to a bare
carbon chain in the plasma region. An unsaturated carbon chain
pulls electronic density away from the nitrogen atom, forcing
the molecule to flatten. The reaction mechanism for production
of isomer 2 is less evident, even though it lies 2.81 eV lower in
the energy than isomer 1. The formation could involve multiple
collisions, which take place in the source, causing sequential
H-atom additions to the opposing end of chain. Alternatively,
hydrogens from one end of carbon skeleton to the other have to
migrate. However, this barrier may not be crossed because of
fast adiabatic cooling in the supersonic expansion. The latter is
known to be efficient, sometimes freezing the reaction products
before they anneal to the lowest energy conformation. An example is the detection of a C7 H3 isomer lying 2.1 eV above the
most stable form [13]. Isomer 3 (Cs ) of C6 NH2 is an intermediate
form between the first two.
The absence of a clear K-structure (the rotational A constants
for isomers 1 and 2 are ≈ 10 cm−1 , for 3≈25 cm−1 ) in the optical spectra restricts all measured vibronic transitions to be of
A-type. As the presence of only this type of transitions seems unlikely, this leads to the consideration of structures with off-axis
heavy atoms (i.e., non-hydrogen) to decrease the A-constant.
If there would be just H-atoms off-axis, the K-structure would
be clearly resolved (as has been observed in molecules such as
H2 CCC [14]). Structures 4–8 comply with this requirement and
possess an acetylenic triple bond. They also easily tolerate the
addition of two carbon atoms. (4n + 3)-membered rings become
stabilized upon removing the excess electron from the π-orbital
system, be it done by ionization, or forming a σ lone pair like
in cyclopropenylidene, or delocalizing it on an adjacent unsaturated carbon chain. Different permutations of end-CH and N
generate the structures 3–6. The microwave observations of the
ring-chains Cn H2 , n = 5, 7, 9 [15–17] and HCn N, n = 4, 6 [18]
further point to the existence of corresponding Cn NH2 species.

Fig. 2. Possible structural isomers of C6 NH2 and the relative stabilities calculated at the DFT-B3LYP/6-31G(2df) level.
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In isomers 7 and 8 the conjugated system will behave spectroscopically like in a linear chain. One would expect these C6 NH2
molecules to exhibit an electronic spectrum analogous to linear C6 H, which was first measured in absorption in a neon
matrix [19]. The C6 H radical absorbs in the same region as
C6 NH2 and exhibits similarities in its pattern of vibronic transitions. One can compare the acetylenic stretch vibrations 310
(1638 cm−1 ) and 510 (2076 cm−1 ) of C6 H with ν (1684 cm−1 )
and ν(C≡C) 10 (2076 cm−1 ) of C6 NH2 . The shift of the C6 NH2
origin by ∼800 cm−1 to the blue of that of C6 H is probably
mostly due to the CH→N substitution effects, which for linear
chains are normally of the order of a thousand wavenumbers. Besides, the shift of the absorption origin upon adding two carbons
C6 NH2 to C8 NH2 (2922 cm−1 ) is similar to that (3016 cm−1 )
from C6 H [20] to C8 H [21]. This shift is a normal behavior of
conjugated carbon chains belonging to a homologous series.
The spectra of the “isoelectronic” series C9 H3 , C11 H3 , C13 H3
should be mentioned. These species were found to absorb all
in the same part of the visible range [22], exhibiting remarkably similar vibrational structure and low ionization potentials
(<6.4 eV). However, C6 NH2 and C8 NH2 must possess a different structure to their isoelectronic Cm H3 analogs since they
have an ionization potential >7.9 eV and the origin band position shifts about 3000 cm−1 to the red upon adding two carbon
atoms.
4. Concluding remarks
The electronic spectra of two nitrogen containing hydrocarbon radicals resulting from graphite ablation in the presence
of NH3 /Ne are reported. The mass-spectra indicate C6 NH2 and
C8 NH2 for their composition. While the absence of rotational
structure precludes a definitive assignment of their geometry, the
vibronic pattern in the electronic spectra is used as an indication
of this. Candidate structures must possess a conjugated carbon
chain skeleton to be consistent with the trend in the excitation
energy within a homologous series. Both species have to have
an off-axis carbon or nitrogen atom in a three-membered ring
attached to a conjugated carbon chain and one or two hydrogens.
Although several isomers are likely to be present in the
plasma, as has been shown by microwave studies of the related
C5 H2 species [15] where as many as four different conformations were identified, it seems that only one of structures is being
picked out by the REMPI technique used. Apart from the existence of potential barriers between different structures and the
rapid cooling capability of a supersonic jet expansion, there are
specific limitations of the experimental method. Sensitivity on
the ionization potential, ionization efficiency with given photon
energy of an isomer, and fast intramolecular dynamics in the excited states may prevent the electronic spectra of other isomers

to be measured. The latter criterion rather than the relative abundance or lowest energy is likely the most important factor and is
thought to be responsible for the non-detection of other isomers.
The fact that these nitrogen containing molecules were detected
implies a slow (∼30 ns for C6 NH2 and ∼5 ns for C8 NH2 ) internal conversion from the measured excited state and hence a
large energy gap above the ground state. This provides a further means to confirm their structure once good quality ab initio
calculations of the excitation energies become available.
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Abstract
Resonant two-color two-photon ionization spectra of C9 H3 , C11 H3 , and C13 H3 have been observed in the gas phase and
are found to exhibit remarkably similar vibrational structure. All have origins in the 18,800–19,300 cm−1 region and a
characteristic ≈40 cm−1 progression. Several pieces of spectroscopic information suggest a common moiety incorporating a
strong, localized electronic transition, consistent with a low ionization potential as compared to other hydrocarbon radicals.
Several possible structural motifs are discussed in relation to plasma, combustion and interstellar chemistry.
© 2003 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
Keywords: Electronic spectroscopy; Discharge plasma; Interstellar chemistry

1. Introduction
One of the unsolved problems facing physics, chemistry and astronomy is the identity of the carriers of
the diffuse interstellar bands (DIBs), a series of diffuse absorption lines in the visible region observed in
light having passed through the interstellar medium
[1]. Candidate carriers of these features include bare
carbon and hydrocarbon chains of a size and structure
consistent with absorption of visible radiation [2,3].
Work over the past years, comparing the optical spectra of bare carbon chains with the DIBs, has shown
that small bare carbon chains (Cn , n ≤ 10) are not
the carriers of the DIBs [4,5]. Larger species and their
hydrogenated counterparts are yet to be tested thor∗ Corresponding author. Tel.: +41-61-267-3814;
fax: +41-61-267-3855.
E-mail address: timothy.schmidt@unibas.ch (T.W. Schmidt).

oughly, though such species are incorporated into current models of interstellar chemistry [6,7]. Molecules
of the generic formula Cn Hm (m ≤ n) are abundant in
flames and plasmas involving hydrocarbon precursors.
Of the molecules with formula Cn H, only one type
of isomer has been observed in the laboratory: that
with the hydrogen atom terminating one end of the
carbon chain. Of these, n = 1–8 have been confirmed
to exist in space [7,8]. The optical and microwave
spectra are known for a variety of these species [9–11].
The Cn H2 series exhibits a range of isomers which
have been identified by a number of experimental
techniques. The even polyyne chains, HC2n H, have
been observed in rare gas matrices by direct absorption spectroscopy, and in the gas phase by 1 + 1 resonance enhanced multi-photon ionization spectroscopy
(REMPI) up to HC26 H [12–14]. The band origin
wavelengths show a dependence on chain length
which is non-linear yet monotonically increasing.

1387-3806/$ – see front matter © 2003 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
doi:10.1016/S1387-3806(03)00158-1
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Fig. 1. Several structural isomers of C9 H2 , 1 and 2, and C9 H3 , 3–7. The odd-membered rings are stabilized upon ionization.

This behaviour is interpreted in terms of the persistent
bond length alternation of the chromophore. The odd
polyyne radical chains, HC2n+1 H (n = 3–6), have
also been detected in matrices by direct absorption
and in the gas phase by cavity ringdown spectroscopy
[15] and REMPI [16]. Over the small range of chain
lengths studied, these molecules exhibit a linear dependence of band origin (wavelength) with respect
to their size. The dependence of the positions of the
origin bands of the linear chain isomers of HCn H on
chain length can be rationalized in terms of a Hückel
theory in which bond length alternation is taken into
account [17].
Apart from these symmetrical isomers, a number
of carbenes have been observed by microwave spectroscopy, owing to their permanent dipole moment.
The observed carbene isomers of Cn H2 fall into two
main categories: those with both hydrogen atoms at
the same end of a linear chain (e.g., isomer 2 in Fig. 1),
and those which exhibit a three-membered ring (isomer 1) [18]. The three-membered ring species has been
shown by ab initio calculations to be the more stable
of the two for an odd number of carbon atoms [19].

Isomer 1 has been observed for n = 5, 7, 9 [20–22]
and isomer 2 for n = 5–9, C4 H2 and C6 H2 having
been observed in the interstellar medium [7,23]. Also
detected by microwave spectroscopy are C5 H2 where
both hydrogens reside on the three-membered ring,
and where the hydrogens are in the 1 and 3 positions
of a linear carbon chain. The 1,3-hydrogenated isomer
has also been observed for C6 H2 [23,24].
The wide variety of Cn H2 isomers measured by microwave spectroscopy leads one to assume that even
more isomers may be observed for the corresponding
Cn H3 series, as illustrated by Mebel et al. [25]. The
C7 H3 radical had been recently observed in our laboratory by 1 + 1 REMPI [26]. Calculations at the DFT
level employing a B3-LYP functional indicate that the
ring-chain isomer (analogous to isomer 3a in Fig. 1)
lies second lowest in energy (to isomer 4). Analysis
of the rotational structure revealed the identity of the
carrier as a ring-chain isomer.
The Cn H3 species are a major product of hydrocarbon discharge sources and are found to be most
abundant for n ≥ 7 and up to n = 29. Similar distributions are observed for the cations and anions. Laser
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pyrolysis of acetylene [27] and studies of fuel rich hydrocarbon flames [28] give similar results. While these
species are clearly important in combustion processes,
so far little is known about their structure and formation. In this article, we present the REMPI spectra of
C9 H3 , C11 H3 , and C13 H3 . Electronic and vibrational
information is considered and their implications
discussed.

2. Experimental
Spectra were obtained utilizing an apparatus which
consisted of a molecular beam combined with a linear time-of-flight (TOF) mass analyzer (resolution of
900 at mass 200). The source was a pulsed valve coupled to an electric discharge. This discharge source
was the same as that used for detection of the HC2n H
species (n = 8–13) [12]. A pulse of a gas mixture
of 0.5% butadiyne (HCCCCH) in Ar (backing pressure of 5 bar) was expanded through the ceramic body
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of the source which held two steel electrodes with a
≈1 mm hole separated by a ceramic spacer of 4 mm. A
high voltage pulse (600–1200 V) was applied between
the electrodes. Ions were removed after the skimmer,
and before entering the pulsed extraction zone of the
TOF mass spectrometer, by an electric field perpendicular to the molecular beam. The neutral beam was
then ionized and ions extracted. The signal from the
multichannel plate (MCP) detector was fed into a fast
oscilloscope after preamplification. Data acquisition
was carried out using Labview programs.
Resonant two-color two-photon ionization was
used in the 650–450 nm range. Excitation photons
were delivered by a commercial OPO system (bandwidth 0.05 cm−1 ) pumped by the third harmonic of
a Nd:YAG laser. The ionizing photons at 212 nm
(5.85 eV) were produced by sum frequency generation of the second harmonic and fundamental of the
637 nm output of a dye laser pumped by the second
harmonic of a Nd:YAG laser. The energy per pulse
was ≈10 mJ for the first color and a few hundred

Fig. 2. A typical mass spectrum of the products of a butadiyne discharge irradiated by 157 nm light for n ≥ 4. From n = 7 the most
abundant species are the Cn H3 radicals.
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microjoules for the second. Both beams were anticollinear to the molecular beam, being combined with
a dichroic mirror, and aligned optimally in time and
space. The mass spectrum obtained upon irradiation
of the products of the plasma discharge source with
7.9 eV photons was used to optimize the experimental
conditions. Such a mass spectrum is shown in Fig. 2.

Table 1
Observed band systems of the Cn H3 species
Species

T0

ν C ≡C

ν≈650 cm−1

ν≈200 cm−1

ν≈40 cm−1

C9 H3
C11 H3
C13 H3

18,881
19,313
19,246

+2113
+2039
+2147

+664
+651
+580

+190
+186
+189

+39
+36
+39

Vibrational frequencies are given relative to the origin band (T0 )
in cm−1 (±1 cm−1 precision), as measured to the largest band in
that system.

3. Results and discussion
3.1. Overview of vibronic structure
Fig. 3 shows the electronic excitation spectra of
C9 H3 , C11 H3 , and C13 H3 from 18,800 to 22,700 cm−1 .
Immediately noticeable is the similarity between the
three species. All have what appears to be their origin
in the 18,800–19,300 cm−1 range, with no particular
trend with system size. All possess a short, harmonic,
vibrational progression of lines spaced by ≈40 cm−1 .
Additional features at 200, 600–700, and 2100 cm−1
to the blue of the origin band are common to all three
species. The last of these can be assigned as the characteristic acetylenic stretch. Additional structures to

higher energy than the acetylenic stretch appear to be
due to combinations of this stretch with the other lower
frequency modes. The analogous band positions for
the three species are listed in Table 1.
The spectrum of C9 H3 is the clearest of the three.
The vibrational structure near the origin is repeated
throughout the spectrum. The acetylenic stretch is
broadened with respect to the origin, yet maintains
the 40 cm−1 progression. Inspection of the individual
bands that make up this region reveals a splitting into
at least two and as many as three bands, as illustrated
in Fig. 4. This indicates the presence of a corresponding number of triple bonds in the molecular structure.
The other features in the spectrum are left unassigned.

Fig. 3. The electronic spectra of the species C9 H3 , C11 H3 , and C13 H3 . All have remarkably similar vibronic structure and exhibit the
characteristic acetylenic stretch.
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Fig. 4. The origin and acetylenic stretch regions of the electronic
spectrum of C9 H3 . The acetylenic stretch region possesses broader
peaks, split into three sub-peaks. It is suggested that this splitting
is due to weak interactions between three separated triple bonds.

The spectrum of C11 H3 is similar to C9 H3 , yet
exhibits some differences. The vibrational frequency
of the characteristic low frequency mode is reduced
by 3 cm−1 upon the addition of two carbon atoms
(Table 1). The section between the origin and the
≈650 cm−1 feature is not more complicated than
C9 H3 , yet the acetylenic stretching region shows a
great deal more structure. The broad feature to the
red of the origin is not thought to originate from the
same electronic transition, if from the same isomer.
The presence of this broad feature at 19,040 cm−1
may hint at the origin of the differences between the
eleven-carbon species and the nine-carbon species.
The complicated nature of the acetylenic stretching
region indicates the presence of at least two but probably more triple bonds in this structure. In contrast to
C11 H3 , C13 H3 appears more similar to C9 H3 .
3.2. Structural considerations
As of yet there is no clear rotational information
with which to assign the structures of these species.
Comparison with the C7 H3 molecule recently detected
in our laboratory shows that it has a different structure
compared to those being discussed here [26]. C7 H3
was found to exhibit a three-membered ring-chain
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carbon skeleton with one hydrogen atom terminating the acetylenic chain, and the other two bound
to the same carbon atom of the ring. This species
exhibited clear K structure with an A constant of
0.88 cm−1 and thus it is expected that in the present
case the A rotational constant should be no greater than
this. A calculated and tentatively assigned splitting in
the acetylenic stretch due to the interaction of two
triple bonds on the same chain was found to be about
170 cm−1 [26].
It is the normal behaviour of conjugated carbon
chains that they absorb at longer wavelengths upon
increasing the length of the chain [10,12,15], be it
a linear relationship or otherwise. The absence of
clear K structure (A ≈ 10 cm−1 ), and the stability of
the transition energy with system size rules out the
H2 Cn H chain isomers (e.g., isomer 4) as carriers of
the observed spectra. As shown above, C9 H3 , C11 H3 ,
and C13 H3 have a remarkably similar vibrational
structure, and all absorb in the same part of the visible
region. This behaviour is similar to that seen for other
species, in which the chromophore is not a chain,
but a localized electronic transition on a carbon ring
[29]. It is clear from the vibrational structure that the
C9 H3 , C11 H3 , and C13 H3 species possess at least one
acetylenic bond. This leaves seven carbon atoms with
which to build a structural motif common to all three
species. Worthy of note is the spectrum of C10 H5
[30], which absorbs in the same region as the other
species mentioned, and possesses the characteristic
low frequency progression. We suppose that where
the Cn H3 species terminate a polyynic chain with a
hydrogen atom, C10 H5 does likewise with a methyl
group. For the purposes of attaining a stable transition
energy with growing polyynic chain, the chromophore
should possess a molecular orbital of a different symmetry to the chain. This may be affected through
the construction of a three-, five- or seven-membered
ring (see isomers 3, 6, and 7 in Fig. 1), or a branched
chain structure in C2v symmetry (isomer 5). There
are many possibilities, yet candidate structures must
be consistent with the other available experiment evidence. In the case of a three-membered ring-chain
isomer such as 3a, the electronic transition should be
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of the B or C type, to avoid strong dependence on
system size, and thus exhibit K structure.
The characteristic low frequency mode is a special
feature of this class of species. Such a low frequency
which changes little from C9 H3 to C13 H3 may be indicative of a flat- or double-well potential, perhaps
arising from a ring distortion mode. It should be noted
that isomer 3c is expected to exhibit Jahn–Teller distortion. Others may experience similar effects, leading
to interesting potential energy surfaces governing the
ring geometry.
It may be tempting to assign the low frequency
mode in to a bending progression of a long carbon
chain constituent. Even without symmetry considerations, a mode must be found which exhibits a frequency as low as 40 cm−1 in the excited state. From
density functional calculations of the ground states of
long linear HC2n+1 H chains (n = 4–9), such low frequency modes (πu ) have been calculated to exist [31].
Although these modes were not evidenced in their
REMPI spectra [16], it is likely that the excited states
have similar vibrational frequencies. Their behaviour
as a function of chain length is systematic, decreasing from 52 cm−1 for HC9 H to 10 cm−1 for HC19 H.
For the present species, no clear size-dependent behaviour is observed (see Table 1), and thus the mode
responsible for the observed low frequency progression most likely involves the ring structure to some
degree.
It may be seen in Fig. 4 that the acetylenic stretch
region of C9 H3 has a more complicated structure as
compared to the origin region. While exhibiting the
low frequency (≈40−1 ) progression, each peak seems
split into at least two and as many as three sub peaks
(the third being of reduced intensity), with a splitting of ≈5 cm−1 . Such a small splitting indicates a
weak coupling between several acetylenic stretching
modes, as compared to C7 H3 , in which the splitting
of the acetylenic stretches was found to be as much
as 170 cm−1 . In isomer 3c, due to D3h symmetry, the
acetylene stretching modes should exhibit only two
frequencies, two modes being degenerate. Isomers 3a
and 3b are expected to exhibit three vibrational frequencies in this region.

Several isomers of C11 H3 are consistent with the
identity of C9 H3 being one of isomers 3a, 3b, or 3c.
Two of these are of C2v symmetry and one is of Cs
symmetry (assuming planar structures). The structures
of C2v symmetry would exhibit only two acetylenic
stretching frequencies, the antisymmetric mode not
being active. The complexity of the acetylenic stretching region of C11 H3 suggests an asymmetric structure
possessing several triple bonds. The slight simplification of this region on going to C13 H3 suggests an increase in symmetry to C2v .
The ionization potentials (IPs) of the observed
species are seen to be particularly low as compared
to the Cn H2 species of similar size. Upon irradiation of the products of the butadiyne/Ar discharge
with a 193 nm (6.4 eV) excimer laser, mass 111,
corresponding to C9 H3 is seen to be the most abundant ion. Masses 125 (C10 H5 ), 135 (C11 H3 ) and
159 (C13 H3 ) are also prominent. The Cn H3 peaks
in the mass spectrum are also the most prominent
upon irradiation with 157 nm (7.9 eV). At 127 nm
(9.75 eV), the Cn H2 species are the most prominent,
a reflection of their ionization potentials and relative
abundance as products of a butadiyne/Ar discharge.
Such low IPs (≤6.4 eV) are typical of species in
which the ion is stablized through aromaticity, such
as tropyl (C7 H7 ) [32,33]. The ionized three-, and
seven-membered rings are all aromatic, and the neutrals should thus exhibit low IPs. As pointed out, the
three-membered ring-chain isomers are particularly
stable and thus their corresponding neutrals should
have low IPs [22]. The three-membered ring-chain
isomer of C5 H3 + has been shown to be the most
stable [34].
3.3. Chemical implications
The identity of the structure of the Cn H3 radicals has
implications for interstellar, combustion and plasma
chemistry. They are a dominant product in acetylene,
benzene, and diacetylene discharges, and also result in
fuel rich flames [28] and from laser pyrolysis of acetylene [27]. While the Cn H2 chemistry is dominated by
those species with linear carbon skeletons, it is clear
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from the results presented here that the case is very
different for the Cn H3 species.
It is postulated that the chemistry in plasmas and
flames is dominated by cations and thus neutrals
formed in abundance are those whose corresponding
cation is particularly stable. It has been shown that
the largest peak in the mass spectrum of the species
resulting from a benzene discharge is the tropyl radical [35]. The tropylium cation (C7 H7 + ) is aromatic
and thus extremely stable. The expected stability of
the three-membered ring-chain cations (isomers 3)
suggests their production in our discharge source. The
observation of the ring-chains Cn H2 , n = 5, 7 and 9
[20–22] further points to the existence of the corresponding trihydrogenated species. Indeed McCarthy
et al. suggest the formation of C9 H2 from C9 H3 + .
Despite the expected aromatic stability of the cations
of the five- and seven-membered rings, they are expected to be more reactive than the three-membered
ring-chains due to their unpaired, localized electrons.
It thus seems that addition of a third hydrogen to a
growing carbon chain radical facilitates the formation of the first ring-bearing species in a hydrocarbon
plasma. These species are therefore of paramount
importance in the formation of polycyclic aromatic
hydrocarbons and subsequent soot formation.

4. Concluding remarks
The electronic species of three new hydrocarbon
radicals resulting from a butadiyne/Ar discharge have
been reported. From the recorded mass spectra, the
formulae are given as C9 H3 , C11 H3 , and C13 H3 . While
the absence of clear rotational information precluded
definitive assignment of their geometrical structure,
the vibronic structure give clues as to their identity.
Candidate structures must possess a low frequency
mode of approximately 40 cm−1 , and a strong localized electronic transition. All three species possess
triple bonds. The C9 H3 and C13 H3 structures seem to
have a closer relationship with each other than with
C11 H3 . All species have a low IP and thus likely incorporate an odd-membered carbon ring in their structure.
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Whereas most homologous hydrocarbon series exhibit definite trends in their excitation energy, the
Cn H3 series is different. Their prominence as products in the mass spectra of hydrocarbon discharges
reinforces their importance in hydrocarbon chemistry.
Their structures have implications as far ranging as
astrophysics and combustion science. This completely
new class of hydrocarbon radical has been observed
in the gas phase for the first time by electronic spectroscopy. Spectroscopic evidence suggests that these
molecules are the seeds of ring-bearing species produced in flames, plasmas and the interstellar medium.
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Sellmeier formula and refraction indices for Ar, Kr,
and Xe in the 100–250 nm range.
The refractive indices of gases can be related to the dielectric polarizability α and to the
absorption oscillator strengths fi for transitions of wavelength λi by means of dispersion
relation
fα
fe2
X
N
N
n2 − 1
fi
=
=
(9.1)
−2
2
2
2
n +2
30
12π 0 mc i λi − λ−2
f is the number density of atom or molecules, e and m are the charge and mass
where N
of electron respectively, and 0 is the vacuum permittivity. For rare gases where the
refractive index is close to 1, the simplified Sellmeier expression could be used [1]

n−1'

fe2
X
N
fi
−2
2
2
8π 0 mc i λi − λ−2

(9.2)

At the standard conditions (00 C, 760 torr):
f= P =
N

kT

fe2
N

12π 2 

0

mc2

, P = 760 torr = 101.325 kPa ,

= 2.7 · 1025 m−3

T = 00 C = 273.15 K
k = 1.38 · 10−23 JK −1

(9.3)

, 0 = 8.85 · 10−12 J −1 C 2 mol−1 ,

=

= 1.21 · 10−2 (µm)−2

e = 1.602 · 10−19 C
m = 9.11 · 10−31 kg

the formula 9.2 can be written as (here λi is in µm)
n − 1 = 1.21 · 10−2

X
i

λ−2
i

fi
− λ−2

(9.4)

Using the data on absorption wavelength λi and the corresponding oscillator strengths
fi from Table 9.1, the following curves for the refractive indices of neon, argon, krypton,
and xenon could be plotted for λ >100 nm. As can be seen from equations 9.2 and 9.3, the
(n − 1) can be manipulated by pressure P or temperature T of a gas. Moreover, certain
given values of refractivity and dispersion of a gas medium can be achieved (although not
at every wavelength) by mixing two or more different gases.
A short glance at these curves is enough to realize why tunable tripling is virtually
impossible. Phase matching condition (n3ω = nω ) dictates certain value of the refractive
index n3ω . The latter, however, is very sensitive to the wavelength, and even in those
regions where the tripling is possible, scanning λ would require continuous variation of P
and/or T of the gas in the cell in order to fulfill the phase matching conditions.
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Ne
[×10−3 µm]

λ
074.37
073.59
...

Ar
f
0.149
0.0118

[×10−3 µm]

λ
106.66
104.82
089.43
...

Kr
f
0.0609
0.25
(0.01)
...

λ
123.58
116.49
103.00
100.36
100.11
96.333
...

Xe
f
0.214
0.193
(0.1)
(0.1)
(0.1)
(0.05)

λ
146.96
129.56
125.02
119.20
117.04
112.93
111.07
109.97
108.54
107.86
107.04
106.82
106.13
105.61
105.50
105.11
...

f
0.273
0.186
0.0098
0.4
0.099
0.0025
0.083
0.0236
0.0217

0.205
0.0096
0.123
0.0042

Table 9.1: Atomic lines data (absorption wavelengths λi and corresponding oscillator
strengths fi ) for neon, argon, krypton, and xenon inert gases. Data compiled from NIST
database [2]. Only lines with λ >100 nm are presented here.
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Figure 9.1: Neon, argon, krypton, and xenon refractivities at normal conditions in the
100–200 nm range calculated using formula 9.2 and atomic lines data from Table 9.1.
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Electronic spectra of carbon chains, rings, and ions of
astrophysical interest
A. Boguslavskiy, A. Dhzonson, and J.P. Maier 1
Department of Chemistry, University of Basel,
Klingelbergstrasse 80, CH-4056 Basel, Switzerland.
Abstract. On the basis of a comparison of the electronic spectra of a number of carbon chains measured in the laboratory
with diffuse interstellar band (DIB) absorptions, it is concluded that carbon chains and related systems comprising up to a
handful of carbon atoms can not be the carriers, as originally suggested by Douglas. However, the detection of the weak
absorptions in diffuse clouds due to C3 enables arguments to be brought forward why certain larger carbon chains remain
viable candidates. Specifically the odd-numbered carbon chains, C17 , C19 , . . . have special spectroscopic properties: their
lowest electronic transitions lie in the 400−900 nm DIB range, as is known from observation in neon matrices, and manifest
very large oscillator strengths. An attempt to measure these in the gas phase was unsuccessful, but the electronic spectrum
of a bare C18 ring could be observed. Particularly striking is the similarity of its origin band profile at temperatures in the
20−100 K range with some DIB measurements at high resolution, though at other wavelengths. The peak structure of the
DIBs and the laboratory band is almost superimposable, suggesting that other plate-like species, with electronic transitions in
the visible with high oscillator strengths, could be some of the DIB carriers.
In order to measure the electronic spectra of larger cations under conditions relevant to diffuse interstellar clouds, an
ion trap instrument has been set-up. In this ions are held in a 22-pole trap, where the vibrational and rotational degrees of
freedom are equilibrated to temperatures down to 20 K by collisions with cryogenically cooled helium. The analysis of the
vibrational pattern and of the rotational K-structure in the electronic spectrum of 2,4-hexadiyne cation, detected by a one
photon predissociation process, shows that the relaxation to such low temperatures has taken place. Measurement of the
electronic spectrum of 1,4-dichlorobenzene cation illustrates a scheme to detect the electronic spectra for bound excited states
using two photon absorption.
Keywords: carbon-chains, carbon-rings, cations, electronic spectra, diffuse interstellar bands
PACS: 98.38.Dq, 33.20.-t, 42.62.Fi

The article by A. Douglas published in 1977 proposing that carbon chains are good candidates as carriers of
some diffuse interstellar band absorptions [1] has continued to be cited. His arguments were based on their likely
spectroscopic and photophysical properties; i.e. leading to electronic transitions in the visible part of the spectrum and
possible broadenings of the absorptions due to intramolecular processes. In order to test this hypothesis, gas phase
electronic spectra of the systems he was alluding to, e.g. the bare carbon chains Cn n=5, 7. . . 15 were required. Thus
as part of our research activity dealing with the development and application of the methods to study the electronic
spectra of radicals and ions we set ourselves the goal of measuring these spectra in the gas phase.
As a first step the electronic absorption spectra were obtained in neon matrices at 6 K. This was achieved using a
cesium sputter source to produce the carbon anions, C−
n , then codeposit the mass-selected species with excess of neon
to trap the anions in the matrix thus formed, and finally the neutral entities were generated by photodetachment of
the electrons. By this means the electronic spectra of the carbon chain anions, C−
n n=3−13, neutrals Cn n=4−21 [2],
and most recently of cations, C+
n n=6−9 [3], could be observed and identified . With this information in hand gas
phase spectra of those species possessing electronic transitions in the DIB range [4], 400−900 nm, were aimed for.
These were obtained for a number of carbon cation, neutral and anion chains using supersonic free jets through which
a discharge runs. With acetylene seeded in a rare gas numerous such carbon chains can be produced as diagnosed by
mass-spectrometry. The electronic transitions were then observed in absorption with pulsed and cw cavity ringdown
methods for the cations and neutrals and photodetachment processes for the anions. This in turn allowed for the first
time a direct comparison of laboratory spectra with astronomical measurements [5].
All the comparisons proved negative, including those for the bare carbon chains C4 , C5 , [6] and for species which
are known to be present in the diffuse medium, e.g., C3 H [7]. However the upper limits to the column densities derived,
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FIGURE 1. Estimation of the column density of a longer carbon chain based on the expected oscillator strength of its
1 Σ+ ←X 1 Σ+ transition and the observations made for a rotational line in the 1 Π ←X 1 Σ+ system of C in diffuse clouds (ref.
u
3
u
g
g
[10]).

typically <1012 cm−2 , are consistent with the values obtained for the species detected by rotational spectroscopy [8].
Thus even though species with column densities around the latter values can be detected in the mm-range, the relatively
modest values of the oscillator strengths of the electronic transitions, e.g. around 0.004 for C3 H with origin band near
521 nm [7], would lead to a DIB with an equivalent width (EW) of less than 1 mÅ, a hardly detectable DIB. Several
such comparisons, lead to the conclusion that Douglas’s hypothesis that carbon chains Cn with n lying in the range
5−15 are good DIB candidates can be excluded [9]. More generally, this statement applies not only to the bare carbon
chains but to also to their derivatives such as those containing a hydrogen, Cn H, comprising up to around a dozen of
atoms.
The consequences of this are illustrated with reference to the study which detected C3 in diffuse clouds [10]
and summarized in Fig. 1. The rotational lines identified corresponded to interstellar absorption lines with EW of
0.1 mÅ and summing over all the rotational lines gave a total column density of around 1012 cm−2 ; (the N value
given in Fig. 1 is for an individual rotational level of C3 ). The electronic transition detected, the origin band of the
1 Π ←X 1 Σ+ Comet band system, has an oscillator strength of ∼ 0.02. Thus to observe one of the stronger, narrower
u
g
DIBs, with EW of 0.1 Å and FWHM around 1 Å, either the column density of the species has to be two orders of
magnitude larger than for C3 or the oscillator strength, f , has to be correspondingly larger. The latter is the situation
1 +
with the C2n+1 chains for their 1 Σ+
u ←X Σg transition. This is found around 170 nm for C3 with a f value of around
unity [11]. The wavelength of the transition shifts by regular increments with the length of the chain as can be seen in
Fig. 2 and f scales quasilinearly with n. Thus these odd-numbered chains C17 , C19 . . . to, say, C31 have these electronic
transitions in the 400-900 nm DIB region with f values in the 1−10 range. Their spectra have been observed in
absorption in 6 K neon matrices for up to C21 [12]. In Fig. 1 C21 is taken as the example: to obtain a DIB with EW
of 0.1 Å would require a column density of 1011 cm−2 , not an excessive amount. As consequence the current goal is
obtain the spectra of the chains of this size, as yet unsuccessfully.
The approach we have used for this purpose is resonance enhanced two photon ionization (RE2PI) combined with a
laser vaporization source as illustrated by Fig. 3. A tunable laser (λ1 ) scans the region where the electronic transitions
are expected in view of the spectra observed in neon matrices, and subsequently ionization is induced with a F2 157 nm
laser (λ2 ). As the mass-spectrum in Fig. 4 shows, the sought after C17 , C19 . . . species are formed. However the RE2PI
approach using nanosecond lasers failed to detect the transitions suggesting that the lifetimes of the excited electronic
states are in the picosecond range. On the other hand the electronic spectra of C18 and C22 could be observed [13].
As this is the first gas phase detection of a large bare carbon chain, both an analysis of the spectrum and a comparison
with DIB data were carried out. The electronic absorption spectrum of C18 is seen in Fig. 5. It comprises several
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FIGURE 2. Wavelength dependence of the electronic transition (origin band) on the number of carbon atoms for two series of
carbon chains. The 400−900 nm DIB range is indicated.
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FIGURE 4. Typical mass-spectrum obtained from the laser vaporization source, using an 157 nm laser for the two photon
ionization.

electronic transitions; the first one with origin band near 593 nm shows relatively narrow bands, few cm−1 broad
but going up in the energy manifold the peaks progressively broaden. This is caused by lifetime shortening of the
excited electronic states as result of intramolecular processes. Thus as far as a comparison with DIBs is concerned it
is only interesting for the origin band at 593 nm. This has been done in a recent collaborative study with astronomers,
leading once again merely to upper limit 2×1011 cm−2 in the column density [14]. The results are consistent with
the conclusions drawn on the basis of the data comparison with the small linear carbon chains, Cn n=3-5, that the
transition should have a large oscillator strength, which is in the case of C18 not the case ( f ≈ 0.02). The structure
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FIGURE 5. Electronic absorption spectrum of cyclic C18 measured in the gas phase using the two photon scheme shown in
Fig. 3. It comprises several electronic transitions and the bands
C broaden with increase in internal excitation energy.
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FIGURE 6. The origin band of the first electronic transition of cyclic C18 measured in the laboratory (left plot). The temperature
ranges from around 100 K in the top trace to 20 K at bottom. The right plots show the profiles of two diffuse interstellar absorption
features measured at high resolution, reproduced from ref. [15].

of the observed C18 species is shown in Fig. 6: it is the cyclic form which has been detected. This conclusion could
be drawn on the basis of experimental observations: one can distinguish linear and cyclic forms from the behavior of
the absorptions on addition of hydrogen to the plasma discharge while simultaneously monitoring the produced linear
HC18 H species whose absorption spectrum is known, knowledge where the linear isomer absorbs and the comparison
with the calculated excitation energies for the cyclic isomer [13]. Though the finer details whether the symmetry is
D9h or C9h can not be resolved, that a cyclic isomer is observed is certain.
In Fig. 6 is seen the origin band of the C18 ring at 593 nm recorded in the laboratory at three different temperatures,
achieved by using different expansion conditions. It drops roughly from 100 K (top trace) to 20 K (bottom). The
three peaks are interpreted as follows. Bands 1 and 3 are sequence transitions from vibrationally excited levels in
the ground state of the ring. Peak 1 which persists even at 20 K probably arises from the residual population of the
lowest frequency vibration (≈56 cm−1 ) whereas that associated with peak three is of higher frequency as it can be
depopulated at low temperatures. Peak 2, the 0−0 origin band also changes intensity with respect to 3 because of the
overlap. The residual width, 1−2 cm−1 , of peak 1 is due to the unresolved rotational profile. Simulation of the profile
for such a C18 ring with the theoretically calculated ground state geometry, temperature of 20−80 K typical of the
diffuse cloud environment, and for a parallel transition, leads to a slightly asymmetric profile with widths as observed.
Particularly striking is the comparison of the laboratory measurement for the C18 ring with the high resolution
measurements of DIBs, though at other wavelengths. In Fig. 6 two such results have been selected; the triplet structure
observed for the 661.4 nm and the doublet for the 579.7 nm DIB, measured towards µ Sgr with a resolving power of
300’000 [15]. It is seen that the triplet DIB structure when shifted to the same wavelength as the C18 band at ≈ 100 K
is almost superimposable, as is the case with the bottom doublet trace for the laboratory recording at 20 K. Thus it
is rather tempting to suggest that the two observed DIBs are indeed due to plate-like molecules with sizes something
like C20 to C100 with the requirement that the electronic transition responsible has a considerable f value. The central
peak would be the origin band and the accompanying bands could be the sequence transitions involving the lowest
frequency modes which remain populated even down to 20 K.
Of interest with this suggestion is the relation to PAH studies and the arguments for their cations as possible DIB
carriers [16]. It has been shown that the intermediate size rings, as discussed here, are likely to loose all their hydrogens
in the UV radiation field, whereas the larger systems will rather end up in the protonated form [17]. Thus the similarity
of the C18 origin band profile to the DIBs may suggest that one should look also for the laboratory spectra of the cyclic
ring cations with large oscillator strengths. For such a purpose we have built up an ion trap instrument to measure such
spectra of bare carbon cations which have been collisionally equilibrated to the 20−40 K temperatures pertinent to the
diffuse interstellar clouds.
The set-up of the approach is indicated in Fig. 7: ions produced in an electron impact ion source are mass selected
with a quadrupole filter and then fed during 10 ms into a 22-pole radio-frequency trap. The latter has been designed
according to the principles given [18] and typically 1000 ions are trapped. During the next 70 ms the ions’ rotational
and vibrational degrees of freedom are equilibrated to low temperatures by collisions with cryogenically cooled helium
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FIGURE 7. A schematic sketch of the instrument used to measure the electronic spectra of cations which have been collisionally
equilibrated to 20−30 K in a 22-pole trap.

gas. Subsequently an electronic transition of the ion is induced by excitation with tunable, nanosecond lasers using
one or two colour schemes to produce fragment ions. The trap is then opened and the fragment ions are mass selected
by a further quadrupole and detected.
The first measurements with this instrument were to demonstrate that both the rotations and vibrations have been
relaxed. Low rotational temperatures are more easily obtained in supersonic free jets, but the vibrational modes are not
always cooled. However this is an important aspect for the study of larger ions, e.g. C+
60 , so that the electronic spectra
are measured under conditions comparable to the interstellar medium. The ion chosen to test this was 2,4-hexadiyne,
a benzene isomer, which has been well studied by emission and other spectroscopies [19]. The situation for this ion
is that the first excited electronic state A 2 Eu , which lies 2.5 eV above the X 2 Eg ground state, decays by competing
mechanisms: radiative decay as well as by dissociation to produce fragment ions. So for example, on production of
the v=0 level in the A 2 Eu state 3/4 of the time a visible photon is emitted and the ion lands back in the X 2 Eg ground
state and in 1/4 of the events mainly the C6 H+
5 fragment is produced, with smaller probabilities for the formation of
+
2 E − X 2 E electronic spectrum can simply be measured by a one photon excitation
[20].
Thus
the
A
or
C
H
C6 H+
u
g
4 4
4
process. This can be seen in Fig. 8 where the C4 H+
4 fragments were monitored while the laser wavelength was scanned
[21]. As can be seen the origin band at 20553 cm−1 stands isolated with no evidence of hot band transitions in the
vicinity. This is to be contrasted with the spectrum recorded in supersonic free jets with rotational temperatures down
to 20 K where however the sequence transitions near the origin band are still apparent [19]. As the lowest frequency
mode is around 120 cm−1 the vibrational temperature of the ions collisionally cooled in the 22-pole trap is below 30 K.
The rest of the spectrum shows the population of the vibrationally excited levels in the upper state. Their intensities
depend on the laser power used and by this means the vibrational manifold can be lit up as even weak transitions,
involving multi-quanta excitations of the degenerate modes, are then readily observed.
1 1
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FIGURE 8. The A 2 Eu −X 2 Eg electronic spectrum of 2,4-hexadiyne cation, relaxed to 20−30 K, in the region of the origin band
measured in the gas phase by monitoring the C4 H+
4 fragment ions produced.

The additional reason for choosing 2,4-hexadiyne cation as the test molecule is that its K-rotational structure can
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FIGURE 9. The origin band of the A 2 Eu −X 2 Eg transition of 2,4-hexadiyne cation recorded with a laser bandwidth of
0.15 cm−1 . The peaks discernible are due to the rotational structure in the K-manifold and their intensity pattern fits a temperature
in the 20−30 K range.

be observed with modest laser resolution. In larger cations, even if linear, special Doppler free methods would have
to be used to resolve the P, Q, R lines. However the presence of the light hydrogens off the central carbon axis in the
hexadiyne species leads to the formation of the K-structure, i.e. due to rotation about the internuclear axis. Thus when
the origin band in the A 2 Eu −X 2 Eg transition is recorded with a laser-band width of 0.15 cm−1 , the K-structure is seen
(Fig. 9). The pattern has already been analyzed earlier in the emission spectrum of this cation and the labels given are
taken from there [19]. The intensity pattern of the K-stacks is a measure of the temperature and simulations of this, or
experimentally achieved by variation of the expansion conditions, lead to the conclusion that in the presently observed
spectrum it corresponds to a rotational temperature around 20 K. This and the absence of the vibrational sequence band
proves that the rotational and vibrational degrees of freedom have been relaxed to the low temperatures, as typical in
diffuse interstellar clouds.
With this established the challenge is to find ways of measuring the electronic spectra of the astrophysically relevant
ions whose excited electronic states are not subject to predissociation. This requires two photon, two colour schemes
and the first such successful measurement is illustrated on 1,4-dichlorobezene cation, another species whose electronic
spectrum is known. Specifically, the B 2 B3u −X 2 B2g transition has been studied in emission in an effusive jet [22].
The origin band lies at 19622 cm−1 , around 1 eV below the threshold for fragmentation. This is seen in Fig. 10 where
the electronic states of relevance and the dissociation thresholds are indicated. To observe this electronic transition for
Cl

+

Cl

FIGURE 10. The excitation scheme for the detection of the B 2 B3u −X 2 B2g electronic spectrum of 1,4-dichlorobenzene cation
using resonant two-photon excitation involving internal conversion and subsequent dissociation.
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FIGURE 11. The B 2 B3u −X 2 B2g electronic spectrum of 1,4-dichlorobenzene cation measured in the gas phase using the
excitation and detection scheme shown in Fig. 10. The rotational and vibrational degrees of freedom were equilibrated to 20−30 K
by collisions with cryogenically cooled helium.

the 1,4-dichlorobenzene cations which have been collisionally cooled to 20 K a two photon scheme was used [23].
This involved the same photon frequency as for the population of the excited electronic state. The diagram suggests
the likely pathway. Resonant excitation of the B 2 B3u −X 2 B2g transition is followed by internal conversion to the
ground state vibrational manifold, which is in competition with the radiative decay evaluated to proceed at 1011 s−1
[22]. The vibrationally excited ions on the X 2 B2g surface then absorb a second photon of the same frequency as the
first to populate highly excited levels in the upper B 2 B3u state which again internally convert to leave the ions with
nearly 5 eV of internal energy. This is then sufficient for fragmentation to take place (loss of a chlorine atom) and
the C6 H4 Cl+ ion is detected. Ion-electron coincidence measurements of 1,4-dichlorobenzene cation indicate that this
fragmentation rate is in the 104 to 105 s−1 range [24]. The resulting spectrum is seen in Fig. 11.
As in the case of 2,4-hexadiyne cation, there is no evidence of hot band transitions in the region of the origin band
indicative of a successful collision relaxation to below 30 K. Furthermore the bands are much sharper than observed
earlier in the emission spectrum [22] because of the low vibrational temperature. An analysis can be made leading to
the frequencies of many of the modes in the excited B 2 B3u electronic state [23].
Thus having established that not only the rotational but also the vibrational degrees of freedom of larger organic
cations can be efficiently cooled to low temperatures, 20−30 K, characteristic of the diffuse interstellar clouds, the
measurement of unknown electronic spectra of astrophysically interesting ions can be undertaken. Among the spectra
aimed for are of the bare carbon chains, rings and fullerenes as well as their derivatives including H, N, O. Some such
experiments involving two photon excitation schemes, as illustrated for 1,4-dichlorobenzene cation, but instead using
a second colour for the dissociation process have now proven to be successful for the species such as Cn H+ .
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ABSTRACT
The gas phase spectrum of the cyclic C18 molecule recorded in the laboratory at a temperature typical of diffuse
interstellar clouds is compared with absorption features toward  Oph and HD 204827 in the 5730–5934 8 region.
For the origin band at 5928.5 8 an upper limit to the column density of 1:8 ; 1011 cm2 is inferred. The origin
band pattern in the laboratory spectrum changes on lowering the internal temperature in the 100–20 K range and
bears a striking resemblance to the observed structure of a number of DIBs at other wavelengths. This suggests that
platelike molecules or ions, comprising a couple of dozen to hundred carbon atoms, could be responsible for some
of the latter absorptions.
Subject headinggs: ISM: general — ISM: lines and bands — ISM: molecules —
stars: individual ( Oph, HD 204827)

1. INTRODUCTION

these are the longer bare chains with an odd number of carbon
atoms, C17, C19, : : : , C31, because they have electronic transitions in the 4000–8000 8 range with very large oscillator
strengths. Thus, their laboratory gas phase spectra are required.
This led to the observation of the gas phase spectra of the first
larger bare carbon species, C18 and C22, but in their cyclic forms
(Boguslavskiy et al. 2005).
The cyclic C18 molecule, which shows absorptions in the visible, was obtained by laser vaporization of carbon, collisionally
cooling the synthesized molecules to temperatures typical of the
diffuse clouds (e.g., 50 K) in a supersonic expansion. The electronic spectra were detected by a resonant two laser photon ionization technique. In this, the first photon induces the transition,
whereas the second, higher energy photon ionizes the species,
and the Cþ
18 cation is detected by mass spectroscopy. A spectroscopic analysis and theoretical calculations indicate a cycliclike structure (Boguslavskiy et al. 2005). From the astrophysical
point of view, the significance is that one can compare the laboratory and DIB spectral signatures directly for the first time for a
bare carbon species of such a size, at temperatures pertinent to
the interstellar medium. The origin band near 5930 8 has a triplecomponent pattern reminiscent of structure seen in some DIBs.

It has long been recognized that gas-phase electronic absorption spectra of carbon-dominated molecular systems are of interest
in the identification of the diffuse interstellar absorption bands
(DIBs; Herbig 1995). Of particular interest have been carbon
chains, the hydrogenated rings (PAHs), and fullerenes. It has
been conjectured that carbon chains Cn of the size n ¼ 5 15
may be responsible for some DIBs (Douglas 1977). However,
only in the last few years has it proved possible to obtain the gas
phase electronic spectra of C4 and C5 in the laboratory, the comet
band system of C3 having long been known. No other such gaseous spectra of polyatomic bare carbon species are available
except of the fullerenes, C60 and C70 (Haufler et al. 1991). In
neon matrices the knowledge of the electronic transitions of bare
carbon species is more extensive, and the location of the transitions of linear carbon chains, C2nþ1 (n ¼ 2 12), C2n (n ¼ 2 4),
and a few cyclic systems, C10 , C12 , and C14 , have been identified
(Maier 1998).
The electronic spectra of C4 and C5 have transitions in the
visible region, thereby allowing a comparison with known DIBs
(Maier et al. 2002). Although no matches were found, upper limits
to the column density of these molecules in diffuse interstellar
clouds could be inferred (see also Adamkovics et al. 2006). In
this connection, C3 could be detected via its comet tail origin
band at 4050 8 (Maier et al. 2001). The general conclusion of
these studies was that the smaller carbon chains—of up to a
dozen atoms—and the related species containing hydrogen or
nitrogen atoms cannot be responsible for the stronger DIBs
(Maier et al. 2004). Further arguments were presented to explain
why larger systems remain viable candidates and indicating the
species that should be the subject of laboratory studies. Among

2. OBSERVATIONS AND DATA REDUCTION
High signal-to-noise (S/N) spectra of the reddened stars  Oph
(HD 149757) and HD 204827 were obtained on 2005 May 19 UT
with the Canada-France-Hawaii 3.6 m telescope (CFHT) and the
high-resolution bench-mounted ESPaDOnS echelle spectrograph,
fiber-fed from the telescope’s Cassegrain focus. The fiber is
continually agitated at a high frequency close to the entrance of
the spectrograph to mitigate modal noise. ESPaDOnS was used
in the ‘‘object only’’ spectroscopic mode, and thus its 40 echelle
orders and the EEV1 CCD (with 13.5 m2 pixels) provided
nearly complete wavelength coverage from 3700 to 10050 8 at
a resolution 80,000. To avoid saturation of the detector in any

1
Visiting Astronomer, Canada-France-Hawaii Telescope, operated by the
National Research Council of Canada, the Centre National de la Recherche
Scientifique of France, and the University of Hawaii.
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Fig. 1.—Comparison of the laboratory C18 gas-phase spectrum with high-S/N, high-resolution spectra of the reddened stars  Oph and HD 204827. A vertical bar in
each panel indicates the relative intensity scale for the HD 204827 spectra, and in both cases this scale is multiplied by 5 for  Oph. The positions of known diffuse
interstellar bands are indicated by tick marks. HD 204827 is a spectroscopic binary, and the weak, narrow features kk5740, 5930, and 5932.2 are photospheric lines of
the secondary star.

order, 25 ; 90 s exposures of  Oph and 4 ; 20 minute exposures
of HD 204827 were acquired in succession and combined after
processing. Nine 30 s exposures of the rapidly rotating B9 V
star  Leo (HD 87901) were obtained to allow identification
and removal of telluric lines. The usual Th/Ar comparison arc
spectra, flat-field spectra of the spectrograph’s twin tungsten
lamps, and bias exposures were acquired at the start and end of
the night.
The trimming, bias subtraction, flat-fielding, optimal extraction, and wavelength calibration of the individual spectra
was carried out with the data reduction package provided for
ESPaDOnS users, Libre-ESpRIT.2 Spectra were averaged, telluric
lines removed, and continuum levels rectified by using appropriate IRAF3 packages. The final interstellar components of the
spectra discussed here were placed on a laboratory scale by
2
The ESPaDOnS data reduction software package Libre-ESpRIT was
written by J.-F. Donati (Observatoire Midi-Pyrénées) and provided by CFHT.
3
IRAF is distributed by the National Optical Astronomy Observatory,
which is operated by the Association of Universities for Research in Astronomy
(AURA), Inc., under cooperative agreement with the National Science Foundation.

applying velocity corrections of 14.53 and 4.0 km s1 for
 Oph and HD 204827, respectively. Portions of the final spectrum for each star are shown in Figure 1 along with the laboratory
gas-phase spectrum of cyclic C18 (Boguslavskiy et al. 2005).
There are a number of known DIBs (Galazutdinov et al. 2000)
within the region, as shown by the tick marks in Figure 1.
For the origin band at 5929 8, the 3  detection limits for
interstellar C18 are derived from the relation
Wmax ¼ 3(wd)1=2 (S=N)1 ;
where the 3  limiting equivalent width, Wmax, and the FWHM
of the laboratory feature, w, are both measured in 8, the spectrograph dispersion, d , is in 8 pixel1, and S/N is the signalto-noise ratio per pixel. Here w ¼ 1:6 was adopted for the core
of the laboratory C18 band at 5929 8 and w ¼ 16 at 5749 8. For
the reduced ESPaDOnS data, d ¼ 0:0358. At 5929 8, the
spectra of  Oph and HD 204827 have S/N of 1600 and 300,
respectively, giving Wmax ¼ 0:0004 and 0.002 8. The  Oph
and HD 204827 spectra near 5729 8 have S/N levels of 2050
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and 270 pixel1 and in turn give Wmax ¼ 0:001 and 0.008 8,
respectively.
3. DISCUSSION
The aim was to compare the first gas phase laboratory spectrum of a bare carbon ring, C18, with DIB observations. Apart
from such investigations for the linear C3, C4, and C5 chains,
this has also been carried out for the fullerene C60, but no match
is apparent (Herbig 2000).
There are two interesting aspects of this laboratory and astronomical comparison for cyclic C18: determination of an upper
limit to the column density and the similarity of the band structure measured in the laboratory to observation of the DIB profiles at higher resolution and seen through single clouds.
In the determination of the upper limit to the column density,
the main uncertainty is in the oscillator strength of the electronic
transition. This can be estimated as f 102 from experimental
observations concerning the lifetime of the excited state. Taking
an equivalent width, Wmax for the detection as 0.4 m8 (x 2), the
column density in the diffuse cloud is estimated from
Nmax ¼

1:13 ; 1020 Wmax
k2 f

to be 1:84 ; 1011 cm2. This latter value is comparable to
the upper limits inferred for linear C5 toward  Ophiuchi
(2 ; 1011 cm2; Maier et al. 2002).
In a recent article discussing the possible role of carbon
chains as carriers of DIBs, and excluding the smaller ones say
up to 10 atoms, arguments were presented about which systems should be the focus of laboratory studies (Maier et al.
2004). The two primary criteria were that the species must
have electronic transitions in the DIB region, but in addition,
the oscillator strength should be in the range 1–10 to stand any
chance of corresponding to some of the stronger DIBs. The
odd-numbered linear chains in size C15 to C31 satisfy these
requirements.
The present study shows that the C18 molecule does have
electronic transitions in the DIB range and may even be large
enough to be at least partly stable to photodissociation in the
interstellar radiation field, but the oscillator strength is too low,
even though estimates favor larger species (Le Page et al. 2003).
The electronic spectrum of the cyclic C18 molecule was observed
by chance during attempts to measure the spectra of the C15 to
C31 chains. Because these could so far not be detected in the
laboratory measurements using nanosecond lasers, an additional
criterion for the sort of molecules that could be responsible for
DIBs has materialized, the lifetime of the excited electronic
state. The processes that limit this are intramolecular in nature.
Thus, if the excited state has a lifetime of picoseconds, this
would correspond to a lifetime broadened line width of around
5 8, implying that these transitions would not be related to the
narrower DIBs with FWHM of 1 8. It remains to be established
whether the lifetimes of the excited states of C15 to C31 chains
are indeed 1 ps or less.
Another interesting aspect of the study of the bare carbon C18
ring is the relation to PAH studies. These, or rather their ions,
have often been considered as possible DIB carriers (Tielens &
Snow 1995). The most recent efforts in this area, the gas phase
studies of the electronic transitions of some PAH cations, such
as those of naphthalene (Romanini et al. 1999) and anthracene
(Sukhorukov et al. 2004), have led to negative results. Howþ
ever, studies of C24Hþ
12 among other PAH in an ion trap have

Fig. 2.—Close-up of the origin band of C18. The intensity ratio of the three
peaks depends on the internal temperature. The internal temperature is reduced
on going from trace a to c in the 100–20 K range by different buffer gases in the
supersonic expansion. Inset: the geometric structure of C18 in D9h symmetry.
According to calculations, the bond lengths are equal, 1.285 8, while the bond
angles alternate between 168 and 152 .

shown that on UV irradiation, complete dehydrogenation takes
place (Ekern et al. 1998), suggesting that some bare neutral and
ionic carbon rings of this size may be prevalent in the diffuse
medium. Hence the relevance of the current study on cyclic C18.
Cyclic C18 is essentially a dehydrogenated PAH, also with
singlet ground state, but is perhaps photochemically more robust because the hydrogens have already been removed and the
4n þ 2 ring shows enhanced stability. The ionization potential
of cyclic C18 can be bracketed in the 8–10 eV range according
to the experiments (Boguslavskiy et al. 2005). Thus, depending
on the degree of ionization in diffuse clouds, cyclic Cþ
18 could
also be of interest, although it would be less stable than its neutral
counterpart. However, no laboratory spectral information on such
cations is available.
The structure of the C18 origin band (Fig. 2) is rather similar
to some of the DIBs (but at other wavelengths) such as those at
6614, 6379, and 5797 8 recorded at high resolution (e.g., Sarre
et al. 1995; Walker et al. 2000, 2001). It is tempting to speculate
that the carriers responsible have structural and size characteristics similar to C18. In order to draw inferences on this, the
peaks and profiles seen around the origin band of the spectrum recorded in the laboratory (Fig. 2) has to be explained. The
interpretation is based on the relative intensity changes on cooling the C18 molecule (Fig. 2) in the laboratory experiment
(Boguslavskiy et al. 2005). The temperature of the laboratory
spectrum shown in Fig. 2 changes from around 100 K (trace a)
to 20 K (trace c), typical of a nonpolar molecule in the diffuse
clouds. The analysis of the rotational structure in the electronic
spectrum of C3 yielded 70 K (Maier et al. 2001) and the
studies of the infrared transitions of Hþ
3 values in the 30–50 K
range (McCall et al. 2002). For polar molecules the temperatures are likely to be lower.
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Peak 1 is probably a sequence transition originating from the
lowest frequency vibration (56 cm1) in the ground electronic
state. Peaks 2 and 3 also change in intensity, and thus there is an
overlap of the 0–0 transition with another sequence band. Thus,
it is seen that at 40 K the transitions originating from low
(<100 cm1) frequency vibrational modes of molecules will
contribute to the pattern around the origin band, in addition to
the rotational profile, which itself may show splitting according
to simulations (Cossart-Magos & Leach 1990).
Simulation of the rotational profile for the observed electronic band of a cyclic C18 molecule, with the ground state
geometry shown in Figure 2, leads to slightly asymmetric
profile with FWHM 1–2 cm1 for temperatures of 20–80 K,
i.e., comparable to the observed widths of the individual peaks
in the laboratory spectrum. In fact, a similar simulation has been
carried out (Kerr et al. 1996) to reproduce the fine structure
observed in the high-resolution profile of the 5797 and 6614 8
DIBs (Sarre et al. 1995). Curiously, this fitted reasonably to a
ring of 18 atoms; the general conclusion being that the DIB
structures can be compatible with electronic transitions of ring
molecules with 14–30 carbons. Indeed, the laboratory-measured
pattern for the C18 molecule (Fig. 2) at 5930 8 resembles the
6614 8 DIB (Fig. 1 of Sarre et al. 1995) or other DIB profiles
with splittings (Walker et al. 2001).

However, the simulations described by Kerr et al. (1996)
were for a perpendicular transition, and the three peaks observed
were just the rotational profile. Changing the temperature does
not lead to the intensity changes as observed in the experiment
on C18 (Fig. 2). In the case of a parallel transition, which is the
assignment of the 5929 8 laboratory band, two of the peaks
have to be vibrational sequences, whose intensity ratios vary
with temperature.
Thus, the implication would be that the observed profiles of
DIBs with structures similar to that seen in Figure 2 could be of
platelike nonpolar molecules, with sizes C20 to C100 rings. The
subsidiary peaks surrounding the origin band under which the
rotational lines are hidden would be contributed by transitions
between the lowest frequency modes that are still sufficiently
populated at, say, 40 K.

This work was supported by the Swiss National Science Foundation (project 200020-100019) and the European Union project
‘‘Molecular Universe’’ (MRTN-CT-2004-512302) (J. P. M.),
the Canadian Natural Sciences and Engineering Research Council (G. A. H. W.), and the National Research Council of Canada
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Gas phase electronic spectra of two C5H5 radical isomers have been observed in the 440–470 nm spectral region.
The technique was a mass selective resonant two-color two-photon ionization coupled to a supersonic plasma
source. Structures, relative energies and vertical electronic transition energies of six isomers of C5H5 have been
calculated. Based on an analysis of the rotational proﬁles of the observed bands and theoretical calculations, the
spectra are assigned as the Ã 2A00 ’ X̃ 2A00 electronic transition of isomer 1 and Ã 2A2 ’ X̃ 2B1 of 6 with origin
band at 461.8 nm and 456.1 nm, respectively. Isomer 1, 1,3-vinylpropargyl, has Cs symmetry, while 6, a planar
zig-zig chain with one hydrogen on each carbon, has C2v symmetry.

I.

Introduction

Unsaturated hydrocarbons are reactive intermediates in combustion processes1 and play a role in the chemical evolution of
the interstellar medium (ISM).2–6 The near UV electronic
absorption spectrum of the Ã 2A200 ’ X̃ 2E100 system of
cyclopentadienyl radical C5H5 (with origin band at B338.1
nm) was reported in 19567 and studied subsequently.8–10
Cyclopentadienyl radical was proposed as a potential key
intermediate for the formation of polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons in the outﬂow of carbon-rich stars.11 A striking match
between a laboratory absorption band at 442.9 nm in a
benzene plasma and the strongest diﬀuse interstellar band
(DIB) around 442.9 nm has been reported.12 This initiated a
discussion whether radical fragments of aromatic rings might
be present in the diﬀuse interstellar medium.13 These authors
attributed the observed laboratory band to C5H5 or C3H5, or
their cations, based on a deuteration analysis, but an unambiguous assignment of the carrier could not be given. The
supplementary laboratory data obtained by combination of
cavity ringdown absorption and mass-selective resonant twocolor two-photon ionization (R2C2PI) techniques indicated
that a C5H5 isomer, with a planar but non linear structure is
the absorber.14 It was also pointed out that it is unlikely that
the DIB and the absorption band at 442.9 nm are related due
to diﬀerences in their proﬁles. In this paper the electronic
spectra of two other C5H5 isomers are reported, also detected
via a mass-selective R2C2PI in combination with a supersonic
discharge source. Ab initio calculations are used to help the
assignment of the observed transitions.

DOI: 10.1039/b415441j

II.

888

The neutral radicals were ionized by R2C2PI and then extracted into a two-stage acceleration setup towards a microchannel plate detector. The signal was fed into an ultrafast
oscilloscope after pre-ampliﬁcation and transferred to a computer. Gates were set on diﬀerent ion masses.
In R2C2PI spectroscopy, the ﬁrst color pump laser is tuned
over the (ro)vibrational level of the excited electronic state
while the second, ﬁxed wavelength, is used to ionize the excited
molecules. The spectrum was recorded by monitoring the ion
current as a function of the wavelength of the pump laser.
Pump photons were delivered by a tunable dye laser (bandwidth B0.1 cm1), with typically 5–10 mJ pulse1. The 212 nm
photons for the ionization (B1 mJ pulse1) came from the
frequency tripled output of a dye laser pumped by the second
harmonic of a Nd:YAG laser. Both the pump and probe lasers
were unfocused.

III.

Results

The observed R2C2PI spectrum of C5H5 (with m/z ¼ 65) is
shown in Fig. 1. The intensities of bands A0 and A1 vary in a
large way relative to the B0, B1 and B2 bands as the plasma
conditions are changed (Fig. 2). The stronger vibronic bands
A0 and A1 have been scanned with higher resolution (B0.03
cm1), but the rotational structure could not be resolved. The

Experiment

The experiment consisted of a molecular beam combined with
a linear time of ﬂight mass-analyzer.15 The plasma source used
to produce the C5H5 radical was a pulsed valve coupled to an
electric discharge. A gas mixture of 0.3% of benzene in Ar
(backing pressure 8 bar) was expanded through the ceramic
body of the source. A 100–200 ms, 500–800 V voltage pulse was
applied between the electrodes. The current was limited to
B100 mA. The emerging C5H5 radical beam entered the
ionization region through a 2 mm diameter skimmer. Ions
produced in the source were removed by an electric ﬁeld
perpendicular to the molecular beam after the skimmer and
before entering the extraction zone of the mass-spectrometer.
Phys. Chem. Chem. Phys., 2005, 7, 888–891

Fig. 1 Gas phase electronic spectrum of C5H5 in the 440–470 nm
region detected by a resonant two-color two-photon approach with
212 nm ionisation.
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Fig. 2 The intensities of bands A0 and A1 vary relative to B0 to B2 as
the plasma conditions are changed. Trace 1 was observed using C6H6/
Ar discharge at 8 bar with a voltage of B800 V (B150 mA); trace 2
with B500 V (B80 mA).

proﬁle of band A0 is shown for comparison with the computed
contours (Figs. 4–6), described in next section. The wavelengths of the maxima of the ﬁve bands seen in Fig. 1 are
given in Table 1.

IV.

Discussion

A. Theoretical calculations
Theoretical calculations were carried out using the GAUSSIAN 98 programs16 and the MOLPRO package.17 Full
geometry optimization and harmonic frequency calculations
used the hybrid density functional B3LYP method18 with
Dunning’s correlation consistent basis sets cc-pVDZ.19 Six
isomers of C5H5 with chain, three-membered, four-membered
and ﬁve-membered ring forms are predicted with the optimized
geometries as shown in Fig. 3. The cyclopentadienyl radical
was not included in our calculations because its ﬁrst electronic
transition system lies in the 325–338 nm range and there are no
other states lying below 6 eV.7 It is ruled out as carrier of the
bands in Fig. 1. The calculated energies (E) with zero point
vibrational energies correction, relative energies (DE), total
dipole moments (Dtotal), rotational constants (A, B, C) in the
ground states and the vertical transition energies for the ﬁrst
three lowest dipole-allowed electronic transition systems of the
isomers 1–6 are given in Table 2. The calculations show that
the isomers in Fig. 3 are local minima at the B3LYP/cc-pVDZ
level of theory (all possessing real harmonic frequencies20).
Isomer 1, 1,3-vinylpropargyl radical, is the most stable
structure.
Calculations of electronically excited states were carried out
using the time-dependent density functional theory (TDDFT)21 with hybrid B3LYP functional with cc-pVDZ basis
sets. The oscillator strengths (fa,b,c) and transition-types are
also given, where the subscripts a, b and c correspond to the
transition dipole moment along the a-, b-, c-axes. The a-axis is
deﬁned to be the long-axis of the molecular top for near prolate
Table 1

Fig. 3 Optimized geometries of the C5H5 isomers in the ground states
using DFT-B3LYP/cc-pVDZ level of theory.

molecules, while the c-axis is the shortest one for near oblate
molecules.
Because the TD-DFT calculated transition energies 2.95 eV
for isomer 1 and 3.02 eV for 6 are close to the observation and
1 has the right transition dipole moment direction (along the aaxis), ab initio calculations with multi-conﬁguration electron
correlation method have been carried out at the CASPT2 level
of theory22 using cc-pVDZ basis sets. The CASPT2 calculations used an active space CAS(9,7) with nine electrons in three
a0 and four a00 orbitals for isomer 1 and CAS(7,7) with seven
electrons in two a1, two b1, one b2 and two a2 for isomer 6.
Isomer 1 has a X̃ 2A00 ground state with   
(14a0 )2(5a0 )2(1a00 )2(2a00 )2(3a00 )1 electronic conﬁguration. Electron
promotion from the 2a00 to the 3a00 orbital leads to the Ã 2A00
excited state. Isomer 6 has a X̃ 2B1 ground state dominated by
two electronic conﬁgurations   (9a1)2(1b1)2(6b2)2(7b2)0 (1a2)2
(2b1)1 and   (9a1)0(1b1)2(6b2)2(7b2)2(1a2)2(2b1)1.
The 1a2 - 2b1 and 2b1 - 2a2 double electron excitations
lead to the Ã 2A2 state. The calculated vertical electronic
transition energies are summarized in Table 3.
B. Electronic transitions
The assignment of the observed electronic transitions is guided
by examination of the vertical transition energies, oscillator

Maxima of the vibronic bands observed in the gas phase electronic spectrum of C5H5 and the suggested assignment

Label

l/nm

n/cm1

Dn/cm1

A0
A1

461.77
443.50

21 649.7
22 541.6

0.0
892

B0
B1
B2

456.12
450.77
443.74

21 917.9
22 178.0
22 529.4

0.0
260
612

This journal is & The Owner Societies 2005

Assignment
Isomer 1
000 (Ã 2A00 ’ X̃ 2A00 )
1310 (a0 )
Isomer 6
000 (Ã 2A2 ’ X̃ 2B1)
910 (a1)
710 (a1)

Phys. Chem. Chem. Phys., 2005, 7, 888–891
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Table 2 Calculated energies, dipole moments and rotational constants in the ground states and the vertical transition energies for the ﬁrst three
lowest dipole-allowed electronic transitions of the C5H5 isomers using DFT and TD-DFT theories at the B3LYP/cc-pVDZ level
Isomer

1

2

3

4

5

6

E þ 193(h)
DE/kJ mol1
Dtotal/D
A/cm1
B/cm1
C/cm1
T1’X/eV
f1’X
T2’X/eV
f2’X
T3’X/eV
f3’X

0.352 660
0.0
0.347
1.2681
0.0751
0.0709
2.89
fc o 105
2.95
fa E 0.003
4.45
fa E 0.33

0.342 908
25.6
0.566
0.4669
0.1682
0.1237
3.00
fb E 104
3.12
fa o 104
3.36
fb E 0.01

0.342118
27.7
1.44
0.3135
0.2691
0.1489
2.06
fc E 7  104
2.84
fa/b E 0.0001
4.15
fc E 0.001

0.323 700
75.9
0.477
0.4360
0.1345
0.1028
2.18
fa E 0.07
3.81
fc o 105
4.38
fb E 0.02

0.308 105
116.9
0.297
0.6589
0.1135
0.0968
1.57
fa E 0.002
3.94
fa E 0.001
4.64
fb o 104

0.230 905
319.4
1.29
1.4373
0.0797
0.0755
0.71
fc E 4  104
2.56
fc E 0.001
3.02
fa E 0.003

strengths and transition dipole moment direction among the
candidate isomers.
The information on the transition dipole moment direction
of the observed bands can be decoded by analysis of their
contours even for unresolved rotational lines.23 The program
Wang24 was used to simulate the band contours and a Lorentzian proﬁle with 0.1 cm1 (fwhm) was taken for the rotational lines. The ab initio rotational constants in Table 2 were
used for the ground state. For the excited state, A0 , B0 and C0
were taken as those in the ground state and then increased
from 0.1% to 5%. Previous experiments indicate that the
rotational temperature in our molecular beam is in the range
10–17 K25,26 and therefore T ¼ 13 K was used in the computations. The simulations indicate that contours with b-type and
c-type transitions (Figs. 4 and 5) have an open subband
structure and a wider distribution compared with the experimental proﬁle of band A0, while the computed a-type contours
for isomers 1–6 have a similar pattern to that of observed band
A0 (Fig. 6). This indicates that the transition dipole moment is
along the a-axis. The computed a-type contours of isomers 1
and 6 are the most similar to the observed proﬁle. In addition,
the calculations show that only the isomers 1 and 6 have large
transition dipole moments in the observed region. These two
isomers are therefore considered as the likely carriers.
The observed spectra lie in the 2.68–2.79 eV region. The
CASPT2 calculations (Table 3) predict an Ã 2A00 ’ X̃ 2A00
electronic transition of isomer 1 at 2.55 eV and an Ã 2A2 ’ X̃ 2B1
system of isomer 6 at 2.45 eV. The strong band A0 is assigned
as the origin of the Ã 2A00 ’ X̃ 2A00 system of isomer 1 and the
weak band B0 as the one of the Ã 2A2 ’ X̃ 2B1 transition of
isomer 6 in view of their relative energy stability (320 kJ mol1
at DFT/cc-pVDZ level and 254 kJ mol1 at RCCSD(T)/ccpVDZ//DFT/cc-pVDZ level). Band A1 is then assigned to the
1310 transition implying a frequency of 892 cm1 for the n13 (a0 )
mode in the upper electronic state. The bands B1 and B2 are
assigned to the 910 and 710 vibronic transitions within the
electronic system of isomer 6. This is guided by the calculated

harmonic frequencies in the ground states.20 The deduced
vibrational frequencies are given in Table 1.
The TD-DFT calculations (Table 2) predict that the electronic transition of isomer 3 lies at 2.82 eV with a-type vibronic
bands. However, the calculated oscillator strength of the
transition is ten times smaller than those of isomers 1 and 6.
Thus the contribution of isomer 3 to the observed spectrum is
expected to be minor. The most stable isomer 1 could be
expected to have a higher concentration in our source than
that of the less stable 6. The main evidence for the assignment
of the observed spectrum to two distinct isomers is that the
intensities of bands A0 and A1 vary, in a large way relative to
the B0, B1 and B2 bands as the plasma conditions are changed.
The B-bands have been observed with a small discharge
voltage and current (B500 V and B80 mA) while the A-bands
favor large values (B800 V and B150 mA). Increasing the

Table 3 Calculated vertical transition energies (in eV) at CASPT2/
cc-pVDZ level of theory at the optimized ground state geometries for
the C5H5 isomers 1 and 6. The oscillator strengths were calculated with
CASPT2 transition energies but CASSCF transition dipole moments
Isomer
1(Cs)
CASPT2
X̃
A
fA’X

890

2

00

0.0 ( A )
2.55 (2A00 )
fa ¼ 0.004

6(C2v)
CASPT2

Experiment

2

0.0 ( B1)
2.45 (2A2)
fa ¼ 0.003

Phys. Chem. Chem. Phys., 2005, 7, 888–891

2.68
a-type

Fig. 4 Computed b-type contours (traces 1–6) for isomers 1–6 in
comparison to the experimental proﬁle (trace 0) of the A0 vibronic
band. The open sub-structure in b-type contours 1–6 is dominated by
the value of 2(A0  (B0 þ C0 )/2).
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voltage the A-bands became about 10 times more intense, but
the B-bands completely disappeared (Fig. 2). This seems
reasonable in view of the plasma chemistry in the discharge
source. Isomer 6 could be produced by CH elimination following the benzene ring opening at an early stage. A high voltage
(current) causes 6 fragment further and rearrange. Isomer 6
decomposes on increasing the discharge voltage (current) and 1
favors a large voltage (current).

V. Conclusion
The measured R2C2PI spectra are assigned as the Ã 2A00 ’ X̃ 2A00
electronic transitions of isomer 1 and Ã 2A2 ’ X̃ 2B1 of isomer
6. Isomer 1 with Cs symmetry is the most stable while 6 with
C2v symmetry lies B254 kJ mol1 to higher energy. The
observed gas phase electronic spectra of these two C5H5
radicals provide a database for their study and identiﬁcation
in chemical processes such as combustion, plasmas and interstellar space.
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Abstract
The UV electronic spectrum of NC16 N has been measured by means of a mass selective resonant two-color two-photon ionization technique. The observed bands are assigned to the dipole allowed, B1 Rþ
X1 Rþ
u
g , electronic transition. The electronic
structures of NC2n N (n ¼ 2–8) in the ground and excited states have been investigated using density functional theory. The cal1 þ
culated transition energies of the A1 Du ð1 R
X1 R þ
X1 R þ
uÞ
g and the B Ru
g systems decrease monotonically with increasing chain
size and slowly converge to the HOMO–LUMO gap of the long chain limit. The present studies imply that a long carbon nanowire
terminated with nitrogen will be semiconducting due to p-electron localization and bond-length alternation.
Ó 2004 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction
The development of a variety of experimental methods in recent years has made it possible to produce
materials with lower dimensionality than those usually
encountered in nature. The properties and electronic
structure of, for example, a 1D nanowire, may diﬀer
signiﬁcantly from that of 3D materials and show strong
quantum behavior [1]. One-dimensional carbon-based
materials like nanotubes [2], Pt-containing polyyne [3],
and hydrogen terminated polyyne [4] have become of
signiﬁcant scientiﬁc and technological interest. One of
the central questions is if the material is a semiconductor
with p-electrons around the Fermi level, and whether the
electrons are delocalized over the complete carbon
backbone. In our previous publications, the gas phase
electronic spectra of hydrogen terminated carbon nanomolecular wires such as HC2n H [4,5] and HC2nþ1 H [6]
were studied by a mass selective resonant two-color twophoton ionization (R2C2PI) technique in a supersonic
molecular beam. For the closed shell even chains HC2n H
*
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E-mail address: t.schmidt@chem.usyd.edu.au (T.W. Schmidt).
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Present address: School of Chemistry, University of Sydney 2006,
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it was found that convergence to bulk behavior was slow
and that a signiﬁcant optical band-gap of 3.3 eV persisted in chains as long as 3 nm (HC26 H).
Molecular wires likely to ﬁnd employment in technological applications are modiﬁed at their ends such
that they may bind covalently to gold electrodes or other
materials. An example is the use of the lone-pair bearing
nitrogen atom in pyridine as a molecular ‘alligator clip’
[7]. It is therefore of interest to investigate the eﬀects of
chemical substitution on the electronic structure of the
hydrogen-terminated nanowires studied previously.
In this Letter, the gas phase electronic spectrum of
the nitrogen terminated nanowire NC16 N is presented
and analyzed. The results of theoretical calculations
using time-dependent density functional theory (TDDFT) of the band gaps of the nitrogen terminated carbon nanowires are presented and discussed in terms of
the electronic structure of these species.

2. Experiment
The experimental set-up has been described in detail
elsewhere [8]. It consisted of a molecular beam combined with a linear time of ﬂight mass-analyzer. The
source used to produce NC16 N was a pulsed valve
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coupled to an electric discharge through which a gas
mixture comprising 0.5% dicyanoacetylene (NCCCCN)
in argon (backing pressure 8 bar) was expanded. A
100–200 ls pulse (600–900 V) was applied between the
electrodes resulting in a current of 100 mA. The
emerging molecular beam containing the NC16 N dicyanopolyyne entered the ionization region through a
2 mm skimmer. Ions were removed prior to the skimmer
by an electric ﬁeld. The neutral molecules were then
ionized by the R2C2PI method and the ions extracted
towards a detector. The mass resolution of the instrument was 900. The ion signal of a large number of
masses was simultaneously recorded as a function of the
wavelength.
R2C2PI spectra were recorded in the near UV range.
The excitation photons were produced by the frequency
doubled output of a dye laser (bandwidth  0.1 cm1 )
pumped by the second harmonic of a Nd:YAG laser.
The ionizing photons at 157 nm were produced by a F2
excimer laser with the energy of a few mJ/pulse. Both
lasers were unfocused. The excitation laser beam was
anti-collinear to the molecular beam while the F2 laser
beam was perpendicular to the molecular beam. The
temporal sequence of the two lasers was optimized to
maximize the R2C2PI signal, the F2 laser pulse usually
passing through the molecular beam a few ns after the
dye laser.
The bands observed in the spectrum were due to a
1 þ 10 resonance. This was conﬁrmed by the absence of
signal at the appropriate mass-to-charge ratio in the absence of either laser pulse. Transitions from 2 þ 10 resonances were not expected to be seen because the molecular
density in the source is low and the small laser power
(107 W cm2 ) did not favor multiphoton processes.

3. Results and discussion
3.1. Spectroscopy
The observed R2C2PI spectrum of NC16 N is shown
in Fig. 1. The corresponding transition of the isoelectronic HC18 H molecule is reproduced from [5] in the
bottom trace. The wavelength maxima of the observed
vibronic transitions and the suggested assignments are
given in Table 1. Because the spectrum was recorded
under the low temperature conditions of a supersonic
molecular beam, vibrational hot bands are not expected.
The band observed 209 cm1 to the blue of the origin
is attributed to the excitation of the lowest frequency rþ
g
vibration, which corresponds to a stretching vibrational
mode as suggested by ab initio calculation [9]. This value
is near identical to the lowest rþ
g vibrational frequency
of the isoelectronic HC18 H molecule (Table 1). The
observed vibronic bands of the NC16 N chain are due to
the dipole-allowed B1 Rþ
X1 R þ
u
g electronic transition.

0 00

B1Σu+ ←X1Σg+

NC16N

278

282

286

286

290

290

0 00

HC18H

294

294

B1Σu+ ←X1Σg+

298

302

wavelength (nm)
Fig. 1. Gas phase electronic spectrum of NC16 N detected by a resonant
two-color two-photon ionization technique. The corresponding spectrum of the isoelectronic HC18 H molecule is given for comparison.

X1 R þ
The oscillator strength of the B1 Rþ
u
g system
may be calculated using the formula f ¼ 23 DE  ½Re0 e00 2 ,
where DE is the vertical transition energy (in Hartree) of
the B1 Rþ
X1 R þ
u
g transition and Re0 e00 is the transition
dipole moment (in a.u.). For a single electron, by deﬁnition, the sum of all transitions yields a combined oscillator strength of unity. For an N -electron atom, the
Thomas–Reiche–Kuhn rule states that the sum of oscillator strengths for all transitions is N [10]. Static
electron correlation, which allows mixing of formal oneelectron transitions, is responsible for oscillator
strengths of individual transitions greater than unity but
not greater than N . In many electron systems, the
transition energy and transition moment values are often calculated without suﬃciently accounting for the
eﬀects of dynamic electron correlation. Also, the basis
sets implemented are designed to describe that part of
the wavefunction of highest electron density. In the
length formalism, the transition dipole moment calculation may suﬀer from the regions of the wavefunction
far from the nuclei being described poorly (yet suﬃciently well for calculation of energy). For the HC2nþ1 H
series [6] where the behavior of the oscillator strength
was seen to be of great importance to astrophysics, the
calculated f -value for a given (strong) transition was
seen to vary by nearly a factor of two between CASSCF
and MRCI levels of theory. The errors associated with
both the calculated transition energy and transition
moment values allow for calculated oscillator strengths
much greater than expected. Such calculated values,
while overestimated, indicate substantial actual oscillator strengths.
The calculated oscillator strength of the B1 Rþ
u
X1 Rþ
g transition at the TD-DFT level of theory in the
length formalism is 7. This may be compared to the
value of 9 taken from [9] (ZINDO). It has been shown
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Table 1
Observed band maxima in the B1 Rþ
u

NC16 N
HC18 H

227

X1 Rþ
g electronic transition of NC16 N and HC18 H
1

k (nm)

m (cm )

Dm (cm1 )

Assignment

T0 (observed) (eV)

T0 (calculated) (eV)

fcal:

286.4
284.5
295.9
294.1

34906(5)
35115(5)
33784(5)
33994(5)

0.0
209(5)
0.0
210(5)

000
tðrþ
gÞ
000
tðrþ
gÞ

4.33

3.717

7.1

4.18

3.480

7.4

380

wavelength (nm)

340

B1Σu+ ←X1Σg+

FEM
TD-DFT

300
260

IP
LUMO

Exp.

HOMO

220
180

λ = +1

140
4

6
8
10
12
number of carbon atoms

14

16

Fig. 2. The wavelength of the origin band in the B1 Rþ
X1 Rþ
u
g
transitions observed experimentally here and in [15], and predicted by
TD-DFT theory and the free-electron model (FEM) as function of the
length of carbon chains NC2n N (n ¼ 2–8) size.

NC2nN
(HC2n+2H)
Fig. 3. An MO description of the electronic ground states of NC2n N
and HC2nþ2 H. k is the projection of orbital angular momentum onto
the molecular axis. The Fermi level is indicated by the dotted line.

that in some cases the value calculated within the gradient (momentum) formalism is more accurate [7]. In
this case, the oscillator strength in the momentum formalism is 5. It has been suggested that as the formalisms should agree for an accurate wavefunction, a
reasonable value can be obtained by taking the geometric mean of the two.

3.2.1. HOMO–LUMO gap
The X1 Rþ
g ground state electronic conﬁguration of
NC16 N is dominated by the conﬁguration . . . ½18ru 2
½19rg 2 ½4pg 4 ½5pu 4 . The HOMO is 5pu and the LUMO is
5pg . Calculations of the HOMO–LUMO gap (Fig. 3)
were carried out using the GA U S S I A N 98 suite of programs [11] at the hybrid density functional (B3LYP)
level of theory [12] with Dunning’s correlation consistent basis sets cc-pVDZ [13] in the optimized ground
state geometries taken from [9]. The HOMO–LUMO
gap is seen to decrease with increasing chain length, as
expected, and the discrepancy between this value and
the observed transition energies is seen to decrease
(Fig. 4).
3.2.2. Band gaps
Calculations of vertical electronic excitation energies
(band gaps) were undertaken using TD-DFT [14]. To a

12
10

IP

8
energy (eV)

3.2. Electronic structure: size dependence of NC2n N

λ = −1

6

∆C-X
∆B-X

∆HOMO-LUMO

4
2

∆A-X

0
4

6

8
10
12
number of carbon atoms

14

16

Fig. 4. The calculated HOMO–LUMO gap and the bands gaps D
(electronic transition energies) as the function of the length of carbon
chains NC2n N (n ¼ 2–8).

1
ﬁrst approximation, the A1 R
u and A Du states of
NC16 N, arise from the same conﬁguration produced by
excitation from 5pu ðx; yÞ to 5pg ðy; xÞ. Excitation from
5pu ðx; yÞ to 5pg ðx; yÞ results in the B1 Rþ
u excited state.
The C1 Pu state corresponds to 5pu to 19rg electron
promotion. The calculated band gaps, DA–X ; DB–X and
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DC–X , are shown in Fig. 4 as a function of the size of the
carbon chains.
The band gaps DA–X and DB–X decrease with increasing chain size and should converge to DHOMO–LUMO
in the limit of long chains. However, the plots in Fig. 4
show that the convergence is very slow, as observed for
the hydrogenated chains [4]. The chain NC16 N (2 nm
in length) is still far away from exhibiting bulk properties. In contrast, the band gap DC–X converges to the IP
of the chain rather than to DHOMO–LUMO : This is probably due to the electronic state C1 Pu being Rydberg in
character as is the case for NC4 N [15].
For bare C2n chains the bonding structures in the
ground state were predicted to be of the cumulene type
[16]. The calculated bond length alternation [9] in the
ground state for the nitrogen terminated carbon chains
highlights the important role of the end-capped nitrogen
atoms. It has been pointed out that the very slow convergence to bulk is due to the slow decay of the bond
length alternation induced by the symmetry and quantum eﬀects of the terminal atoms [4]. Bond length alternation between single and triple carbon–carbon
bonds is due to p-electron localization [5]. Ab initio
calculations show that the alternation in the ground
state of HC2n H is more pronounced compared to that in
excited state; in the latter, a cumulenic-like carbon
skeleton is favored [8]. For example, the calculations for

C–C
HC6 H indicate that the ratios of rrCBC
are 1:3873 A
 ¼ 1:146

A

1:2580 A

1:2860
for the X 1 Rþ
g ground state,
1:3217
1:2474


A

A

4. Conclusion
X1 Rþ
The gas-phase B1 Rþ
u
g electronic spectrum of
NC16 N has been observed in a supersonic molecular
beam. The 000 band position and nearby vibrational
structure was observed to be extremely similar to the
isoelectronic HC18 H molecule, indicating comparable
electronic structure.
The electronic excited states of these chains were also
calculated using time-dependent density-functional theory. The slow convergence of the band gap highlighted
the important role of the end-capped nitrogen atoms
which induce localization of the p-electrons in the
ground state conﬁguration, eﬀectively the same as the
eﬀect of –CH termination. The present studies indicate
that a long carbon nanowire terminated with nitrogen
should be a semiconductor in the ground state but exhibit metallic properties in the excited electronic states
due to enhanced p-electron delocalization.
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1:2105 A

¼ 1:022 for the A1 R
u
1

Rþ
u

state and
¼ 1:059 for the B
state, respectively. The structure changes from acetylene-like in the
ground state to cumulene-like in the electronic excited
states have been experimentally demonstrated by the
observed dominant progression involving the CBC
stretch vibrational motion in the B1 Rþ
X1 Rþ
u
g transition system (see Fig. 2 of [5]). Other theoretical studies
have also revealed that the hypothetical inﬁnite polyyne
would have a structure of alternating shorter (triple) and
longer (single) bonds in the ground state, and would be a
semiconductor with orbitals of p symmetry around the
Fermi level [17]. Experimental evidence for the alternation is found in the plot of the wavelengths of the origin
bands of the B1 Rþ
X1 Rþ
u
g transitions against the
number of carbon atoms. This is not exactly linear as
predicted by the free electron model (FEM, complete
delocalization of p-electrons). The wavelength seemingly
converges to a ﬁnite value in the long chain limit due to
p-electron localization (Fig. 2). The similarity between
the NC2n N and HC2n H series (see Fig. 3 of [5]) indicates
that the dicyanopolyyne nanowires in the ground state
are semiconductors but could exhibit metallic characteristics in the excited electronic state.
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ABSTRACT
New laboratory data are presented for the previously reported molecular absorption band at 4429 8 observed in
a benzene plasma matching the strongest diffuse interstellar band (DIB) at 4428.9 8. Gas-phase absorption spectra
are presented for rotational temperatures of 15 and 200 K. The observations indicate that it is unlikely that
the laboratory band and the 4429 8 DIB are related. Eleven isomers of C5 H5(+) and C6 H5(+), both neutral and cationic, were considered as possible carriers of the laboratory band in view of the observed rotational profiles and
deuterium isotope shifts. The experimental data and theoretical calculations (CASPT3, MRCI ) indicate that the
HCCHCHCHCH radical, a planar but nonlinear chain with one hydrogen on each carbon, is the most probable
candidate causing the 4429 8 laboratory absorption.
Subject headinggs: ISM: lines and bands — ISM: molecules — line: identification — methods: laboratory —
molecular data

1. INTRODUCTION

gaseous molecule with the upper state undergoing a rapid internal conversion, or alternatively a system consisting of overlapping rotational lines. The first explanation implies that the
laboratory and astronomical spectra are identical both in wavelength and in line width, which is not the case. The second explanation leaves space for the proposition by Ball et al. that the
mismatch in line width may be due to a substantial difference
in rotational temperature of the carrier in a supersonic beam
(a few K), where collisional cooling is the main relaxation
mechanism, and in interstellar space (a few hundred K), where
radiative cooling might be very inefficient for weakly polar
species. Hence measuring the same spectrum at different temperatures will give additional information on the astrophysical
relevance of the 4429 8 molecular band. Moreover, the discussion will benefit from the identification of the carrier of the
laboratory spectrum.

Recent progress with sensitive optical spectroscopic techniques allows the detection of gas-phase spectra of molecules
that have been considered as potential carriers of diffuse interstellar bands (DIBs). The DIBs are observed as absorption
features toward reddened stars (Herbig 1975). Up to now over
200 such features have been reported (Jenniskens & Désert
1994; Tuairisg et al. 2000), varying in width and intensity. It is
a long-standing problem to explain their origin. Various forms
of matter have been proposed, but none have resulted in an
unambiguous assignment (Tielens & Snow 1995). The report
in this journal (Ball et al. 2000) of a striking match between a
laboratory band at 4429 8 measured through an expanding benzene plasma and the strongest DIB, centered at 4428.9(1.4) 8,
has attracted attention, initiating a discussion on whether radical fragments of aromatic rings might be present in the diffuse
interstellar medium (Thaddeus & McCarthy 2001).
In their thorough spectroscopic study of a hydrocarbon
plasma, Ball et al. find a strong molecular band at 4429.27(4) 8
consisting of an unresolved P-, an unresolved Q-, and an unresolved R-branch, matching in wavelength to a few parts in
104 the 4429 DIB. They conclude from partial and complete
deuteration of the precursor gas benzene that the laboratory
carrier is a hydrocarbon of the form Cn Hð5þÞ with two pairs of
equivalent hydrogen atoms plus a single hydrogen. They discuss a series of possible radicals and propose as most likely
candidates the quasi-linear benzene fragments C3 Hþ
5 and C5 H5,
for which optical data have not been reported.
While the match in wavelength between the laboratory and
astronomical spectra is striking, there is no agreement in their
line widths; the 4429 DIB feature is about 17 times wider than
the band observed in the jet. In two recent studies of the intrinsic
profile of the 4429 DIB (Snow 2002; Snow et al. 2002), the lack
of fine structure is attributed to an electronic transition of a

2. EXPERIMENT
The results of two complementary laboratory experiments
are described. The first is similar to that reported by Ball et al.
(2000); the 4429 8 band has been recorded through a benzene
plasma generated in a planar supersonic jet at rotational temperatures of 15–40 K. In the second a hollow cathode discharge
cell is used instead, resulting in a substantially higher rotational temperature of about 200 K. In both experiments, cavity
ring-down (CRD) spectroscopy is used as a sensitive detection
technique to observe signals in direct absorption (O’Keefe &
Deacon 1988). Very long absorption path lengths are obtained
by confining the light tens of microseconds in the cavity.
In the first experiment a cooled planar plasma is generated
by applying a 500 s voltage pulse (700 to 900 V ) to a 1 ms
gas pulse of a 0.3% C6 H6 /Ar (C6 D6 /Ar) mixture that is expanded through a 3 cm ; 300 m slit with a backing pressure of about 10 bars. This setup has been used in the study of
over 20 hydrocarbon radicals and cations up to now (see, e.g.,
Motylewski et al. 2000) and combines high molecular densities
with an effective adiabatic cooling. The resolution is increased

1
Current address: Laser Centre and Department of Physical Chemistry,
De Boelelaan 1083, NL-1081 HV, Amsterdam, Netherlands.
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Fig. 1.—The 4429 8 absorption band observed through a planar benzene
plasma expansion using a CRD approach. The band coincides in wavelength
with the 4429 8 DIB (taken from Jenniskens & Désert 1994 as shown in part
above), but the line widths of the laboratory and astronomical spectra differ
significantly.

compared to pinhole expansions as used by Ball et al. (2000)
because of reduced Doppler broadening parallel to the slit that
allows spectroscopy at the limit of the laser resolution. Rotational temperatures are slightly higher, typically 15–40 K.
A much warmer plasma is obtained in the second experiment
by applying a 500 s voltage pulse (1000 V) to gas mixtures
identical to those used in the jet, but in an 84 cm long hollow
cathode discharge cell, running at a pressure of a few mbar.
The spectroscopy is not Doppler-free, and with liquid nitrogen cooling, rotational temperatures are typically 150–200 K
(Kotterer et al. 1996).
3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
3.1. Comparison between the 4429 8 DIB
and Laboratory Bands
Figure 1 shows the CRD spectrum obtained through the
supersonic planar plasma. Although the signal-to-noise ratio
is good, no rotational structure is observed that could provide
structural information that is necessary to identify the carrier.
This indicates either that the separation between adjacent lines
is smaller than 0.03 cm1 or that a lifetime broadening exists.
The absorption profile is in the middle of the strong 4429 8
DIB as seen from the synthetic spectrum shown in Figure 1.
As discussed by Ball et al. (2000), there is a clear difference in
spectral width of both features, and this has to be explained
before a correlation between the laboratory and astronomical
spectra can be established. Ball et al. correctly argue that for
the proposed nearly symmetric prolate top molecules, a spectrum consisting of a P-, a Q-, and an R-branch is expected
similar to the one observed, under the explicit condition that
only the lowest K ladder in the ground state is populated. The
many subbands from the higher K ladders of the ground state
may fill out the contour at higher temperatures, causing the
observed spectrum to broaden symmetrically, as observed
recently for the nonlinear carbon chain C6 Hþ
4 (Araki et al.

Vol. 616

Fig. 2.—The 4429 8 absorption band measured in a jet and liquid nitrogen cooled hollow cathode discharge cell and compared to the 4429 8 DIB
(taken from Jenniskens & Désert 1994). At the higher temperature a clear
broadening is observed. A simulated rotational profile at 350 K, using the same
constants as in Fig. 3, is clearly different from the observed cell spectrum.

2003). Therefore the same spectrum was recorded under
warmer conditions than in the jet expansion. Decreasing the
backing pressure, increasing the benzene /mixing ratio, measuring closer to the jet, and using higher discharge voltages
generally increases the rotational temperature from 15 to 30–
40 K. Indeed, we observed a small shift in the Boltzmann maximum to higher J-values, but no broadening could be observed.
Consequently, a cell discharge was then used to obtain a much
higher temperature.
In Figure 2 the absorption spectrum recorded in a liquid
nitrogen cooled hollow cathode cell is shown. The rotational
temperature under these conditions is about 200 K. A band
broadened asymmetrically to the red is now observed ( Fig. 2,
with the jet spectrum shown as a reference). Such a broadening
is typical for a hot-band progression and quite possible at the
high ambient temperatures in the cell. Nevertheless, the spectrum does not fill up the 4429 8 DIB. In order to be sure that the
cell and jet spectra are due to the same carrier, the experiment was
repeated with fully deuterated benzene as precursor; the absorption feature shifts 123(1) cm1 to higher energy, which is identical to the shift observed in the jet study: 122.8 cm1 (Ball et al.
2000). These observations seem to indicate that the laboratory
band and the 4429 8 DIB originate from different carriers.
In order to compare the laboratory and astronomical spectra
it would be helpful to know more about the vibrational temperature (Tvib) in the cell plasma, but without the detection of
a resolved transition from a vibrationally excited level in the
ground state it is hard to determine this value. Generally,
vibrational temperatures in a cooled cell discharge vary from
a few hundred to a thousand kelvins according to similar discharge systems (Zelinger et al. 2003; Greenberg & Hargis
1990). The determination of rotational temperatures (Trot), e.g.,
+
200 K for Nþ
2 (Kotterer et al. 1996) and 500–600 K for D3O
(Araki et al. 1999) put a lower limit to Tvib. Such values are indeed
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sufficiently high to excite low-frequency vibrational modes in
molecules the size of C5H5. A broadening due to a series of hotband progressions is therefore reasonable to assume.
On the other hand, in the plasma jet expansion such bands
are not expected. It has been shown that these low rotational
temperatures at high vibrational temperatures are obtained for
small (diatomic) molecules (Bazalgette Courrèges-Lacoste
et al. 2001), but for larger species with smaller vibrational spacings, rotational and vibrational temperatures will be more similar. As a consequence, hot-band progressions are not observed.
Nevertheless, because the cooling and heating mechanisms
in space are completely different from those in the laboratory,
care has to be taken when comparing the CRD spectrum with
the 4429 8 DIB.
3.2. Comparison between the 4429 8 DIB
and the Simulated Spectrum
We have made a substantial effort to identify the carrier of
the laboratory band by combining experimental and theoretical
information. The 4429 8 absorption band has been reproduced
using the program WANG (Luckhaus & Quack 1989). It is
found that an ‘‘a-type transition’’ of a nearly prolate top with
rotational constants A 1 and B  C  0:1 cm1 reproduces
the observed spectrum under the assumption that the molecular
geometry change upon electronic excitation is small and that
differences of rotational constants in the two electronic states
are less than 1%. A simulated spectrum for 15 K is shown in
Figure 3. For B and C values larger than 0.1 cm1, a resolved
rotational profile is expected, which is not the observation.
As a consequence, molecules with less than five carbon atoms
are not considered. Furthermore, the production of molecules
with more than six carbon atoms or with a four-membered ring
is not favored in the benzene discharge. Additional information is available from the observation of deuterium isotope
shifts by Ball et al. (2000) that indicates that the carrier contains five hydrogen atoms, including two pairs of equivalent
ones. These considerations result in 11 isomers of C5 H(þ)
5 and
(
Fig.
4),
both
neutral
and
cationic,
as
the
most
probable
C6 H(þ)
5
carriers of the laboratory spectrum. Anions are not considered
since their production is not favored under the conditions used
in the CRD experiment.
We have simulated the profile with Trot ¼ 350 K ( Fig. 2).
This indicates that our cell spectrum cannot be reproduced by a
rotational profile of the origin-band alone. This is consistent
with the proposed explanation that the cell spectrum is the result
of overlap of such rotational profiles for various vibrational hotband transitions. Furthermore, the simulation at Trot ¼ 350 K
indicates the profile of the 4429 8 DIB cannot be reproduced
by a rotational profile of the origin-band alone. In the jet spectrum the intensity of the R-branch is stronger than that of P,
because the ground-state rotational constant (B þ C )=2 is larger
than in the excited state. At high temperatures the intensity difference between the R- and P-branches increases and the rotational profile becomes asymmetric, although the 4429 8 DIB
has a symmetric Lorentzian profile (Snow et al. 2002).
As vibrational frequencies in excited electronic states are
generally lower than in the ground state, the hot-band transitions are usually to the red of the origin band. This is as seen in
the cell spectrum at Tvib ¼ 200 K, where the profile extends
asymmetrically to the red. Thus it does not seem realistic that
the profile to the blue of the origin band could be filled by
hot-band transitions even at very high values of Tvib . Our
conclusion is that the laboratory band and the 4429 8 DIB are
unlikely to originate from the same carrier.

Fig. 3.—Simulated a-type rotational profile of the 4429 8 electronic transition
for a prolate molecule at 15 K compared to the laboratory absorption spectrum.

3.3. Identification of the 4429 8 Laboratory Band
Calculations of vertical excitation energies and transition
moments were carried out for various C5 H5 and C6 H5 species
( Fig. 4) using the TD-DFT (B3LYP) method with the Gaussian
program (Frisch et al. 2003). For selected molecules, higher
accuracy excitation energies (vertical and adiabatic) and rotational constants in the ground and excited states were computed with the CASSCF, CASPT3, and MRCI methods, with
the MOLPRO 2002.3 package (Werner & Knowles 2003); see
Appendix for the computational details. The cc-pVDZ basis set
was used in all calculations.
The electronic transition must fulfill four conditions for the
molecule to be regarded as a possible carrier for the laboratory
band: (1) it must have excitation energy close to the experimental value of 2.80 eV, (2) it must have a nonzero oscillator
strength, (3) the transition dipole moment must be predominantly along the a-axis (ja j 3 jb j and ja j 3 jc j), and (4) it
must have small differences of rotational constants between
the ground and excited states. At the TD-DFT stage of calculations, a vertical excitation energy around 2.8–3.1 eV is required. Conditions 1–3 are fulfilled by the neutral radical 5a N
and the cation 5b+, but they are not fulfilled by any of the
C6H5 species, either neutral or cationic ( Table 1). The TD-DFT
method was found useful because it gives vertical excitation energies with a reasonable accuracy (including dynamical correlation) at relatively low computational cost. However, this
method is not applicable for 5d and 5e because of the complicated electronic structures (x A2). CASSCF calculations for the
5d species [doublet 5d N(D) and quartet 5d N(Q) for neutral and
singlet 5d +(S ) and triplet 5d +(T ) for cation] are presented in the
Appendix. Calculated electronic structures and spectroscopic
parameters of 5d and 5e are almost the same.
In order to judge whether the carrier of the 4429 8 band
is a neutral or a cation, an additional experiment has been
carried out. In this the 4429 8 transition was searched for in
a benzene plasma with a resonant two-color two-photon ionization (R2C2PI ) approach (Ding et al. 2003), capable of
measuring the masses of the neutral radicals selectively. The
discharge systems used in the R2C2PI and CRD setups are
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Fig. 4.—Eleven possible C5 H5 and C6 H5 isomers with two pairs of equivalent hydrogen atoms and a prolate structure. The horizontal dashed line indicates the
a-axis, the vertical one the b-axis; the c-axis is perpendicular to the plane formed by a and b.

comparable, and experiments have been performed using similar conditions. A 0.4% C6 H6 /Ar mixture (backing pressure
5 bars) was discharged between two stainless steel electrodes
mounted in the ceramic body of a pinhole source. The excitation laser was scanned around 4429 8, and intense radiation from an F2 laser (157 nm) or Nd : YAG (212.5 nm) was
used for the ionization. Neutral species with an ionization potential of less than 10.7 eV are detected in this way. All species with a mass of less than 200 amu have been monitored
simultaneously.
A weak band of neutral C5 H5 was observed at 4435 8,
but no band at 4429 8 could be seen ( Fig. 5). This suggests

that the carrier of the 4429 8 laboratory band either is a
charged species, or a neutral one with an ionization potential
higher than 10.7 eV, or has a very short upper electronic state
lifetime. It is also possible that the species is destroyed by
chemical reactions before reaching the mass spectrometer because in the R2C2PI experiment the molecular beam is probed
30 cm downstream, but only 2 mm downstream in the CRD
experiment.
The profiles of the 4429 8 CRD absorption ( Fig. 1) and the
R2C2PI C5 H5 band ( Fig. 5) are similar, indicating that the
molecules probably have similar geometries. The R2C2PI band
can be reproduced by a simulation of the rotational profile based
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TABLE 1
Vertical Electronic Transitions of C5 H5 and C6 H5 Calculated Using TD-DFT Method
Neutral

Isomera
5a..............
5b..............
5c..............
6a..............
6b..............
6c..............
6d..............
6e..............
6 f .............

Cation

Transition Moment (D)

Eb
(eV )

fc

a

b

2.93
2.98d
2.22
3.86
1.57
3.94
1.35
2.72
2.34
2.93
2.38
2.70
3.15
4.16
3.05
3.07
3.35
4.02

0.000
0.003
0.073
0.000
0.002
0.001
0.002
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.041
0.000
0.001
0.000
0.028

0.000
0.514
2.948
0.000
0.097
0.065
0.260
0.000
0.000
0.008
0.002
0.002
0.000
1.547
0.001
0.271
0.000
1.353

0.000
0.016
0.000
0.000
0.576
0.272
0.557
0.000
0.019
0.000
0.000
0.001
0.001
0.483
0.000
0.184
0.000
0.081

Transition Moment (D)

c

E b
(eV )

fc

a

b

c

0.012
0.000
0.000
0.065
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.004
0.000
0.069
0.008
0.017
0.036
0.000
0.001
0.000
0.004
0.000

2.36
4.37
3.09d
3.36
5.62
5.86
4.05
5.35
1.89
5.03
2.05
4.07
1.39
1.72
2.56
2.98
1.40
1.73

0.000
0.498
0.190
0.000
0.102
0.391
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.430
0.000
0.245
0.000
0.068
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.070

0.000
5.475
4.032
0.000
1.861
4.071
0.000
0.001
0.000
4.692
0.008
3.943
0.002
3.226
0.000
0.000
0.007
3.235

0.000
0.281
0.106
0.000
1.145
1.019
0.000
0.000
0.027
0.000
0.002
0.568
0.001
0.004
0.000
0.000
0.002
0.379

0.022
0.000
0.000
0.105
0.000
0.000
0.007
0.007
0.000
0.729
0.014
0.000
0.121
0.001
0.005
0.045
0.124
0.001

Note.—B3LYP hybrid functional and the cc-pVDZ basis set were used.
a
See Fig. 4.
b
The observed adiabatic transition energy is 2.80 eV (=4429 8).
c
Oscillator strength.
d
For higher level calculations see Tables 2 and 3.

on the assumptions that the transition is a-type and that the
carrier is a nearly prolate C5H5 molecule at 7 K , a typical temperature of the molecules produced in this apparatus. Simulation at 15 K with the same molecular constants can reproduce
the profile of the 4429 8 CRD band. Thus it appears that both
the carrier of the 4429 8 CRD and the 4435 8 resonance-

Fig. 5.—Absorption spectrum recorded through a benzene plasma at mass
65 amu (C5 H5) in the 4429 8 region using a two-laser photon excitation scheme.
A 2125 8 laser was used for the ionization step. The 4435 8 band detected has
a profile similar to that of the 4429 8 band in the CRD spectrum of Fig. 1. Position of the 4429 8 band in the CRD spectrum is indicated by the arrow.

enhanced multiphoton ionization (REMPI ) band have five carbon atoms, but are different isomers.
The 5e isomer cannot convert to cyclic pentadienyl radical
as easily as 5d because additional cis-trans isomerizations are
difficult. The isomer does not decay as fast and may be one of
the possible candidates for the REMPI band. For the same
reason production of 5d should be favored and a larger abundance of this isomer could be expected immediately after the
discharge through benzene. Therefore 5d would be a better
candidate for the carrier of the CRD band.
Higher level theoretical calculations were carried out for
the 5a N, 5b+, 5d N(D), 5d N( Q), 5d +(T ), 5e N(D), 5e N( Q), and
5e+(T ) species with the CASPT3 (Werner 1996; Celani &
Werner 2000) and MRCI methods (Werner & Knowles 1988;
Knowles & Werner 1988). The 5d +(S ) and 5e+(S ) isomers were
not considered at this stage because the CASSCF results indicate too-high excitation energies of 4.6 eV for the lowest a-type
transitions (see x A1). The active space, including seven orbitals
(five -orbitals perpendicular to the molecular plane, and two
in-plane orbitals), was used with seven electrons for a neutral radical and six for a cation. The vertical and adiabatic transition energies are given in Table 2. The transitions 2 2 A2 2 B1
of 5d N(D) and 3 A1 3 B2 of 5d +(T ) (both in C2v symmetry)
have adiabatic excitation energies of 2.72 and 2.75 eV, respectively, at the CASPT3 level of theory, which are close to the
experimental value of 2.80 eV. The same transitions of 5e N(D)
are 0.02 eV lower than those of 5d N(D) (CASPT3). This is
an additional reason for the assignment of the 4429 8 CRD
band. The smallest differences between vertical and adiabatic
excitation energies predicted for 5d N(D), 5e N(D), 5d +(T ), and
5e+(T ) are consistent with the analysis of the rotational profile
and may suggest a small geometry change upon electronic excitation. We searched for a transition up to 2400 cm1 to the blue
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TABLE 2
Electronic Transition Energy Calculated at the MRCI and CASPT3 Level of Theory for the A-Type Transition

Isomer

a

Observed ............................................
5a N .....................................................

5d N(D)................................................

5d N(Q)................................................

5d +(T )................................................

5e N(D)................................................

5e N(Q)................................................

5e+(T ).................................................

5b+ ......................................................

Transition

Method

Adiabaticb
(eV)

...
A}– 2A}
...
...
22A2 – 2B1
...
...
4
B1 – 4A2
...
...
3
A1 – 3B2
...
...
22A2 – 2B1
...
...
4
B1 – 4A2
...
...
3
A1 – 3B2
...
...
1
B2 – 1A1
...
...

...
CASPT3
MRCI
MRCI+D
CASPT3
MRCI
MRCI+D
CASPT3
MRCI
MRCI+D
CASPT3
MRCI
MRCI+D
CASPT3
MRCI
MRCI+D
CASPT3
MRCI
MRCI+D
CASPT3
MRCI
MRCI+D
CASPT3
MRCI
MRCI+D

2.80
2.39
2.42
2.40
2.72
2.68
2.65
2.62
2.61
2.62
2.75
2.86
2.81
2.70
2.64
2.62
2.63
2.63
2.63
2.72
2.82
2.78
3.06
3.20
3.02

2

Vertical
(eV)

(Vertical)  (Adiabatic)
(eV)

...
2.64
2.69
2.66
2.87
2.84
2.84
2.84
2.83
2.84
2.93
3.06
2.98
2.87
2.81
2.81
2.85
2.85
2.86
2.89
2.97
2.95
3.39
3.51
3.31

...
0.25
0.27
0.26
0.15
0.16
0.19
0.22
0.22
0.22
0.18
0.20
0.17
0.17
0.17
0.21
0.22
0.22
0.23
0.17
0.15
0.17
0.33
0.31
0.29

Note.—The geometries are optimized at the CASPT3 level of theory. For computational details see Appendix.
a
See Fig. 4.
b
Adiabatic transition energies without zero vibrational level correction.

of the 4429 8 band using the CRD spectrometer. However,
no band that would correspond to vibrational excitation in the
upper electronic state was observed in this region either by us
or in the study of Ball et al. (2000). Thus the origin band
dominates the transition, and the geometry change appears to be
small.
Rotational constants in the ground and excited states were
calculated at the CASPT3 level of theory by numerical geometry optimization and are given in Table 3. The simulation of the
rotational profile of the 4429 8 band suggests that the rotational
constants change less than 1% between the two states. The calculated differences in the cases of 5d N(D), 5e N(D) and 5d N(Q),
5e N(Q) agree with the simulation within the errors, and the

values of  A in the cases of 5a N, 5b+, 5d +(T ), and 5e+(T ) are
too large.
Good agreement with the experimental data of the 4429 8
CRD band is predicted for the 2 2 A2 2 B1 transitions of
5d N(D) and 5e N(D), although it is slightly better for the first
one with all considered criteria. From the candidates discussed
we conclude that the 5dN(D) isomer, ‘‘planar W structure’’ with
five carbons in C2v symmetry ( Fig. 4), a doublet radical, is the
most likely carrier of the 4429 8 laboratory band.
This work has been supported by the Swiss National Science
Foundation ( project 200020-100019).

TABLE 3
Rotational Constants Calculated at the CASPT3 Level of Theory

Isomer a

Transition

A
(cm1)

B
(cm1)

C
(cm1)

 Ab
(%)

 Bb
(%)

Cb
(%)

5a N ...................................
5d N(D)..............................
5d N( Q) .............................
5d +(T )..............................
5e N(D)..............................
5e N( Q) .............................
5e+(T )...............................
5b+ ....................................

2
A}– 2A}
22A2 – 2B1
4
B1 – 4A2
3
A1 – 3B2
22A2 – 2B1
4
B1 – 4A2
3
A1 – 3B2
1
B2 – 1A1

1.235
1.381
1.378
1.201
1.079
1.082
0.963
0.452

0.0742
0.0792
0.0793
0.0828
0.0827
0.0827
0.0865
0.1288

0.0700
0.0749
0.0750
0.0775
0.0768
0.0768
0.0794
0.1003

16
5
4
11
4
4
13
21

1
2
3
4
2
2
6
2

0
2
3
5
2
2
4
11

Note.—For computational details see Appendix. Rotational constants A, B, and C are in the ground state.
a
See Fig. 4.
b
Differences of rotational constants between the ground and excited states.
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Abstract
The products of a CS2 -hydrocarbon discharge are elucidated through a combination of mass spectrometry and laser spectroscopy. Sulfur
containing species are identified and their structures proposed using spectroscopic considerations. The resonant 2-color 2-photon ionization
A2  ← X2  spectrum of HC6 S is presented, confirming previous non-mass selective identification. The origin band of the A2  ← X2 
transitions of HC8 S and HC10 S were measured at 14838.4(1) and 13333.7(5) cm−1 by cavity ringdown spectroscopy. The near linear relationship
of absorption wavelength and chain length characterizes these species as molecular nanowires exhibiting cumulenic bonding. From these data
HC12 S is estimated to absorb at 820 ± 5 nm.
© 2004 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
Keywords: Discharge; Optical spectroscopy; Carbon chains; Diffuse interstellar bands; Sulfur; Nanowires

1. Introduction
Sulfur-bearing conjugated carbon systems are of interest
to many fields of scientific enquiry ranging from molecular
electronics to astrophysics. As molecular electronic devices
they are invoked due to the propensity of the sulfur terminal
to bond to a gold surface [1]. Single sulfur-bearing conjugated molecules have been placed between gold electrodes
with voltages applied between them, thereby allowing the
measurement of current passing through a single molecule
[2]. The current–voltage characteristics observed depends
critically upon the electronic structure of the bridging
sulfur-bearing conjugated carbon system [3].
It is known that sulfur plays an important part in the
chemistry of the interstellar medium [4]. Sulfur-bearing carbon chains such as C3 S and C5 S have been discovered in
space by rotational spectroscopy [5–7]. Sulfur heteroatoms
terminating carbon chains cause strong polarization of the
-electron cloud and increases the oscillator strength of its
electronic transitions. As such, despite the lower abundance
of sulfur in the interstellar medium as compared to carbon,
∗ Corresponding author. Tel.: +41-61-267-38-07;
fax: +41-61-267-38-55
E-mail address: j.p.maier@unibas.ch (J.P. Maier).

1387-3806/$ – see front matter © 2004 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
doi:10.1016/j.ijms.2003.12.026

the sulfur terminated carbon chains can absorb strongly and
may be considered as candidate carriers of the diffuse interstellar bands. Confirmation as carriers of diffuse interstellar bands can only come from a direct comparison with
gas-phase optical laboratory spectra. As sulfur-bearing carbon chains such as Cn S and HCn S are radicals, they must
be produced as transient species. This is usually performed
with a sulfur-seeded hydrocarbon discharge.
Such discharges have been utilized to produce laserinduced fluorescence spectra of the transient species HC2n S
(n = 1–3) and the SCCS− anion [8–11], and pure rotational
spectra of HCn S (n = 2–8) [12,13] and Cn S (n = 4–9) [14].
Despite the importance of this discharge system for the production of sulfur-bearing species relevant to astrophysics, it
has never been studied by a mass-selective technique.
The paper is arranged as follows. The CS2 /C4 H2 discharge
is analyzed by time-of-flight (TOF) mass spectrometry. The
sulfur-bearing species are identified and structures are proposed. Mass-selective resonant 2-colour 2-photon ionization
(R2C2PI) spectroscopy is used to confirm the previous assignment of the optical spectrum of HC6 S by laser-induced
fluorescence spectroscopy [10]. The origin bands of HC8 S
and HC10 S and their deuterated analogs are presented for
the first time, measured by cavity ringdown spectroscopy
(CRDS). The results obtained by various techniques are
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combined to provide a diagnosis of the chemistry taking
place in the CS2 /C4 H2 discharge.

aged ringdown time as a function of the laser frequency,
calibrated by a wavemeter.

2. Experiment

3. Ab initio calculations

2.1. R2C2PI TOF spectroscopy

Quantum chemical calculations were performed using the
GAMESS computational package [17]. The basis set employed for all calculations was the double-zeta basis of Dunning and Hay [18]. Ground state equilibrium geometries of
HCn S (n = 2–6) were calculated at the multi-configuration
quasi-degenerate perturbation theory (MCQDPT) level of
theory [19] with a minimal self-consistent field (SCF) reference wavefunction. Single point calculations for the neutral
HCn S species and their ions were then performed by MCQDPT using SCF and multi-configuration self-consistent
field (MCSCF) reference wavefunctions. The latter calculations were performed with a complete active space comprising six orbitals with five electrons for n = 3, 5 and seven
electrons for n = 2, 4, 6. Estimates of the vertical ionization potentials (IPs) of these species were made by taking
the difference between the energy of the neutral and ionic
species at the same level of theory.

The R2C2PI TOF experimental set-up has been described
elsewhere [15]. It consisted of a molecular beam coupled
to a linear TOF mass analyzer. The source used to produce
sulfur-bearing carbon chains was a pulsed valve coupled
to an electric discharge. A gas mixture pulse of 0.5% of
butadiyne (HCCCCH) in Ar (backing pressure 8 bar) was
passed through an ice-cooled reservoir of CS2 and subsequently expanded through the ceramic body of the source.
A high voltage pulse (600–900 V) from a home-built pulse
generator was applied between the electrodes placed either
side of the ceramic spacer. The emerging beam entered
the ionization region through a 2 mm skimmer. The neutral
molecules were then ionized and the ions extracted in a
two-stage acceleration setup towards a multichannel plate
detector. The signal from the detector was fed into an oscilloscope after pre-amplification and transferred to a computer.
R2C2PI spectra were recorded in the near UV and visible range. Excitation photons in the UV range came from
the frequency doubled output of a dye laser (bandwidth ∼
0.1 cm−1 ) pumped by the second harmonic of a Nd:YAG
laser. Visible photons were produced by an excimer pumped
dye laser. The ionizing photons at 157 nm were produced
by an F2 excimer laser with the energy of a few mJ/pulse.
Photons of wavelength 193 nm were produced by an ArF
excimer laser with pulse energies of 100 mJ. The excitation
laser was anticollinear while the excimer laser was perpendicular to the molecular beam. Since the laser beams were
unfocussed, multiphoton transitions were not expected.

4. Results and discussion
4.1. Mass spectrometry
Time-of-flight mass spectra recorded at ionization wavelengths of 157 and 193 nm are presented in Fig. 1. The
57 nm spectrum exhibits many more peaks than the 193 nm
spectrum. This is a reflection of the number of species
produced in the discharge for which the IP is lower than
the photon energy. While the energy of a 193 nm photon
is quite low (6.4 eV), it is sufficient to ionize the C2n+1 H3

2.2. CRD spectroscopy
The experiment is composed of a cavity ringdown (CRD)
spectrometer sampling a supersonic planar plasma. The
plasma was generated by a discharge through a gas pulse
(−600 V, 30 Hz repetition rate) of a premixed precursor
gas passing through a 3 cm×300 m multilayer slit nozzle
(backing pressure 10 bar). For production of HC8 S (DC8 S)
a 0.5% C2 H2 (and/or C2 D2 ) with 0.1% CS2 mixture in
argon was used while for production of HC10 S (DC10 S),
C2 H2 was substituted by 0.4% C4 H2 (and/or C4 D2 ). Rotational temperatures of the order of 20–40 K were routinely
achieved. The nozzle was mounted in an optical cavity
where the expansion was intersected approximately 2 mm
downstream by the pulsed beam of a tunable dye laser
(resolution 0.15 cm−1 ). The light leaking out of the cavity
was detected with a photodiode, the resulting ringdown
event being used as input for standard ringdown analysis
[16]. The spectra were recorded by determining an aver-
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*
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Fig. 1. Typical mass spectra from a CS2 /C4 H2 discharge at two ionization
wavelengths. Peaks determined to be sulfur-bearing are marked with ‘*’
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Table 1
Selected mass peaks observed in the CS2 /C4 H2 /Ar discharge irradiated
with either 193 or 157 nm
Mass

Molecular formula

40
44
45
50
64
69
74
87
93
95
111
117
119
135
143
167

Ar
CS
HCS
HCCCCH
S2
HCCCS
HC6 H
C7 H3
HCCCCCS
H2 CCCCCSH
C9 H3
HCCCCCCCS
H2 CCCCCCCSH
C11 H3
H2 CCCCCCCCCSH
H2 CCCCCCCCCCCSH

IP

LUMO

HOMO

HOMO

IP

HC2nS

HC2n+1H

IP

LUMO
LUMO

IP

HOMO

HOMO

Sulfur-bearing carbon chains are emboldened. The formulae ascribed to
masses 95, 119, 143 and 167 are tentative and are discussed in the text.

λ = +1

λ = -1

λ = +1

λ = -1

HC2n+1S

HC2nH

Fig. 2. A cartoon description of the electronic ground states of HCn H
and HCn S. Indicated is the IP and λ, the projection of orbital angular
momentum onto the molecular axis. It is seen that the HC2n+1 S species
possess electrons occupying orbitals above the Fermi level (dotted line) of
the corresponding all-carbon -system (HC2n H). This accounts for these
species’ low IPs.

8.5 eV, as discussed below. The results of quantum chemical
calculations are presented in Fig. 3. Overall, the calculated
values seem low, yet all levels of theory are in agreement
with respect to the odd–even alternation.
The second series, 14 mass units heavier, commences at
95 a.m.u., which would correspond to a molecule of formula C5 H3 S. The addition of CH2 to the HCn S chains may
result in methyl-terminated chains. It has been shown that

8.75

calculated IP (eV)

series [20] which dominates the mass spectrum. The structure of these species has not been unambiguously identified
yet it is probable that they comprise a three-membered ring
which possesses aromatic stability in its ionic form. While
the intensity of the 193 nm radiation was two orders of
magnitude larger than that of the 157 nm beam, the large
peaks in the mass spectrum are not believed to arise from
two-photon ionization. Some of the smaller peaks (certainly
mass 40, Ar+ ) derive from ionization of molecules trapped
in long lived metastable states.
Variation of the concentration of CS2 in the discharge
made it possible to determine the sulfur containing species.
Assignments of prominent peaks to molecular formulae are
given in Table 1. On increasing the ionization photon energy
from 6.4 eV (193 nm) to 7.9 eV (157 nm), many more species
are observed. Two notable series are the HC2n+1 S (n = 1–3)
chains and another 14 mass units heavier.
The appearance of the HC2n+1 S series as strong peaks
under irradiation at 7.9 eV suggests quite low IPs. This
is predicted by ab initio calculations and may be justified
by invoking simple Hückel considerations. The terminal
sulfur atom is capable of taking part in the -bonding network. As such, after taking account of one electron for the
sigma-bond to its neighbouring carbon atom, and two electrons for a lone pair, this leaves three electrons to allocate
to the delocalized -system. Because the -system is more
than half filled for odd numbers of carbon atoms, the IP will
be low (see Fig. 2). However, since the peaks are not observed in the 193 nm mass spectrum, the IPs of these chains
must lie above 6.4 eV. This situation does not arise for the
HC2n S chains. Since HC6 S was not observed strongly in
the spectrum presented in Fig. 1, it is supposed that the
IP of this species lies above 7.9 eV. Since the excitation
spectrum of HC6 S was measured by R2C2PI spectroscopy
utilizing 193 nm as the ionizing laser, its IP must lie below

LUMO

8.50
8.25
8.00
7.75
7.50
7.25
7.00
6.75
6.50

2

3

4

5

6

number of carbon atoms
Fig. 3. The calculated vertical IPs for the HCn S (n = 2–6) carbon chains.
MCQDPT values are given as open symbols and those of MCSCF as filled
ones. The SCF (squares) and (5, 7/6) MCSCF reference wavefunctions
(triangles) both indicate odd–even alternation of IPs as justified in the text.
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methyl substitution for a hydrogen is prevalent in a hydrocarbon discharge [21]. However, in this case the pattern of
substitution seems unlikely. While the peak corresponding
to C7 H3 S could be caused by CH3 C6 S, this species should
have an IP and excitation spectrum similar to the unsubstituted species, HC6 S. As will be shown below, such a spectrum is not observed. In order to have low IPs, similar to the
HC2n+1 S series, the -system must contain an even number
of atoms (including the −S moiety). Moving one hydrogen
from the methyl group of CH3 C2n S to the sulfur terminal,
results in species of formula H2 C2n+1 SH, which will behave
in a similar way to the HC2n+1 S series with respect to IP. The
structurally similar cumulenethiones H2 Cn S (n = 4–7) have
been observed by rotational spectroscopy [12], but were not
observed by mass spectrometry of the discharge source.
In addition to the species discussed above, numerous others were observed. Those easily identifiable by their R2C2PI
spectra included CS, HCS, S2 , CCS and CS2 .
4.2. Ionization spectroscopy
The mass spectrometry detailed above was used as a tool
to tune the discharge conditions to produce desired carbon
chain species. Fig. 4 shows the origin band and one hot
band of HC6 S. The mass-selective measurement of this band
confirms the observation of this species by laser-induced
fluorescence [10]. One new band of this molecule was obtained 782.9 cm−1 to lower energies than the origin. The C=S
stretch is observed to be around 500 cm−1 in these HC2n S
species [8–10], yet as high as 863 cm−1 for CCS. Since the
C=S stretches in the ground states of similar molecules lie
much lower than the 782.9 cm−1 energy difference observed
here, the band is assigned as a hotband starting from double
excitation of a bending mode in the ground state.
The spectrum of HC6 S was obtained readily utilizing
193 nm as the ionizing wavelength. This places the IP
of HC6 S below 8.5 eV. Despite 157 nm photons being
energetic enough to ionize electronically excited HC6 S,

the intensity of this wavelength was about two orders of
magnitude weaker than that at 193 nm and in this case not
intense enough to produce observable signal. (The spectrum
of HC6 S utilizing 157 nm as the ionizing wavelength has
been subsequently observed in our laboratory.)
A search for HC8 S using R2C2PI spectroscopy was unsuccessful. Utilization of 193 nm as the ionizing wavelength
while exciting HC8 S around 677 nm produces a combined
photon energy of 8.26 eV. It is possible that the IP of HC8 S
lies above this value, yet it should lie below 8.5 eV (the upper limit for HC6 S) assuming the normal trend of IP to decrease with chain length. The non-observation is suggested
to be caused by a short lifetime (≈ps) in the upper state.
Observation of HC8 S was also unsuccessful using 157 nm,
for the reasons outlined above.
Also observed by 2-colour and 1-colour ionization spectroscopy in this discharge were the S2 , CS, CCS and C3
molecules. The E3 − ← X3 − spectrum of CCS was measured for the first time in the gas phase, following the identification of the band system in a neon matrix [22]. However,
rotational profiles were not obtained, and thus a test of the
predicted bond lengths was not possible.
Since the peak in the mass spectrum for mass 119 was
observed to be strong, it is assumed that the molecule responsible for this peak is abundant in the discharge. Were
this molecule to be a methyl-substituted version of HC6 S,
namely CH3 C6 S, then one would expect to have observed
a R2C2PI spectrum under the same conditions as that for
which HC6 S was observed. The negative result and observation of low IPs for the H3 C2n+1 S series suggests an alternative identity for this series as discussed in Section 4.1.
4.3. Cavity ringdown spectroscopy
Fig. 5 shows the measured origin bands of HC8 S and
DC8 S measured by CRDS. The origin position of HC8 S,
1.0

signal (arbitrary units)

signal (arb. units)

0.8

0

82
0

0.6
0.4

experimental

0.2
0.0
-0.2
simulated

-0.4
-0.6

00

-0.8

HCCCCCCS
589.0

589.5

618.0

618.5

-1.0

HCCCCCCCCS

14835

DCCCCCCCCS

14840

frequency (cm-1)

14855

14860

14865

frequency (cm-1)

wavelength (nm)
Fig. 4. Bands of HC6 S measured by R2C2PI spectroscopy. The
mass-selective measurement confirms the identification by LIF spectroscopy (Ref. [10]). The hotband 782.9 cm−1 to the red is assigned to
doubly excited bending in the ground state (802 )

Fig. 5. The origin band of HC8 S (left) and DC8 S (right) measured by
CRDS. The origin of HC8 S lies 80 cm−1 to the blue of the prediction
in Ref. [5], based on a linear relationship of the absorption wavelength
and chain length. Simulations were performed using the spectroscopic
constants listed in Table 2.
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13320
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13330

13340

13350

300

13360

2

frequency(cm-1)
Fig. 6. Origin bands of HC10 S (left) and DC10 S (right) measured by
CRDS. From the broadening of the bands the excited state lifetime is
estimated to be about 2.6 ps.

14838.4 cm−1 , is only 80 cm−1 to the blue of that predicted
by a linear relationship between chain length and origin
wavelength, extrapolated from the smaller species, HC2 S,
HC4 S, and HC6 S [9,10]. The slight deviation from linearity
is continued for HC10 S and its deuterated analog, DC10 S.
The broad spectra of these species are shown in Fig. 6. The
origin positions of HC10 S and DC10 S cannot be estimated
better than the laser resolution (0.15 cm−1 ) due to the severe lifetime broadening. Spectroscopic constants for HC8 S,
DC8 S, HC10 S and DC10 S are given in Table 2.
The strongly linear relationship between absorption
wavelength and chain size is a reflection of the cumulenic bonding structure in the HCn S species induced by
the carbon–sulfur double bond. The bonding pattern was
confirmed by the quantum chemical calculations described
above. This relationship is also seen in the Cn H− anions [23], where one end of the chain exhibits cumulenic
bonding which merges smoothly to acetylenic character
on moving to the terminal hydrogen. It is this acetylenic

Table 2
The origins and the effective rotational constants (in cm−1 ) of the vibronic
bands of the HC8 S and HC10 S radicals, and their deuterated analogs

HC8 S
DC8 S
HC10 S
DC10 S

135

T0

B

B

ASO

14838.4(1)
14861.9(1)
13333.7(5)
13350.8(5)

0.00958a

0.00954(2)b

0.00938(2)c
0.00551(1)d
0.00541(1)c,d

0.00935(3)b
0.00542(5)b
0.00535(5)b

0.7
0.7
2.5
2.5

Spin orbit constants are in the vicinity of 25 cm−1 . Only the change in
ASO could be determined accurately by the fitting procedure.
a Previously determined by microwave spectroscopy [12].
b Rotational constants in the excited state were extrapolated using the
rotational constant ratio B /B of HC6 S and HC4 S. Reported errors were
estimated during the fitting procedure.
c The rotational constants of the deuterated species in the ground state
were calculated according to the assumption that the structure of deuterated
species is unchanged upon isotopic substitution.
d The rotational constant of HC S in the ground state was estimated
10
under consideration of increasing chain length.

4
6
8
10
number of carbon atoms

12

Fig. 7. A plot of the origin band wavelength of the HC2n S series as a
function of the number of carbon atoms in the chain, 2n. The relationship
is remarkably linear, a reflection of the cumulenic bonding in these
systems. A quadratic fit to the points measured for n = 2–5 yields an
estimate for the absorption position of HC12 S of 820 nm.

character, induced at the hydrogen terminal, which explains
(at the Hückel level of theory) the deviation from linearity.
It has been shown that for the long carbon chains, HC2n H,
the relationship between chain length and absorption wavelength is strongly non-linear [15]. As the near-linear relationship is expected to continue, a prediction can be made
for the origin position of HC12 S. Based on the present
data (making a small correction due to non-linearity),
this species is expected to absorb at 820 ± 5 nm. (See
Fig. 7.)
The shift in origin band position upon deuterium substitution is caused by the difference in zero-point energies in the
ground and excited states. This is 23 cm−1 to higher energies for HC8 S and 17 cm−1 for HC10 S. This compares with
35 cm−1 for HC6 S and 54 cm−1 for HC4 S. The decreasing
deuterium shift upon increasing the chain size reflects the
decreasing effect that the electronic excitation has on the
vibrational modes involving motion of the hydrogen (deuterium) moiety. With this in mind, it is expected that the
origin band position of DC12 S will lie about 12 cm−1 to the
blue of the HC12 S band position.
It has been noted that the excited state lifetimes of
the HC2n S series decrease with increasing chain length.
Laser-induced fluorescence work has estimated the lifetimes
of HC4 S and HC6 S to be 30 ns and 270 ps, respectively
[9,10]. The lifetime of HC8 S is thus expected to be shorter
still. Due to lack of resolution, the lifetime could not be
estimated from the spectrum displayed in Fig. 5. The line
width used in the simulated spectra was that of the laser
resolution used, 0.15 cm−1 . If the lifetime broadening is no
more than this order of magnitude, a conservative lower
limit for the lifetime can be made of 70 ps. From spectral
simulation, the lifetime of the A2  excited state of HC10 S
is estimated to be 2.6 ps. Short excited state lifetimes have
implications for selecting the energy of the second photon
when measuring R2C2PI spectra.
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5. Conclusions
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products of CS2 /hydrocarbon discharges. The dominant
series appearing in the mass spectrum under irradiation
by 157 nm light are the HC2n+1 S series and another 14
a.m.u. higher for which the identity is suggested to be
H2 C2n+1 SH. The low IPs for the HC2n+1 S series were
predicted semi-quantitatively by quantum chemical calculations. The production of the even chains HC2n S was
confirmed by R2C2PI spectroscopy and cavity ringdown
spectroscopy. The spectrum of HC8 S was measured for the
first time and was found to lie within 80 cm−1 of the prediction according to an extrapolation from smaller members
of the same series [8–10]. The extremely broad origin band
of HC10 S was measured for the first time and confirmed the
slight deviation from linearity of the relationship between
chain size and absorption position. This measurement provided an updated estimate for the position of the HC12 S
origin band, which is expected to be found near 820 nm.
The near linear relationship between the absorption wavelength and the length of the carbon chain is indicative of
cumulenic bonding. There is no evidence for a bandgap
developing for long HCC· · · CCS chains and thus they are
expected to exhibit conducting properties if employed as
molecular wires. None of the spectra of the HC2n S chains
match those of the DIBs. The predicted position of the origin band of HC12 S does not lie nearby any DIBs and thus
these species can be ruled out as carriers thereof.
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The spectra of C8H4 and C10H5 were observed in a butadiyne/argon discharge under the same conditions as
those whereby C7H2 and C9H3 have been found to dominate the spectroscopy. It is shown that the species
C8H4 and C10H5 most likely originate from methyl substitution of a hydrogen in C7H2 and C9H3 such as not
to significantly disturb the chromophore. Assuming comparable oscillator strengths for the substituted species,
it is found that the ratio of abundances of the unsubstituted and substituted species is around 27:1. This is
discussed in relation to the chemistry of plasmas and the interstellar medium.

1. Introduction
The study of highly unsaturated hydrocarbon molecules
produced from discharge sources is partly motivated by the
search for the carriers of the diffuse interstellar bands (DIBs).1
While these are yet to be identified, many highly unsaturated
hydrocarbon species have been observed in dark interstellar
clouds by rotational spectroscopy.2 These observations allow
one to characterize the chemistry of the interstellar medium and
build models which attempt to explain relative abundances of
species found therein.
Molecules of the generic formula CnHm (m e n) are abundant
in flames and plasmas involving hydrocarbon precursors. One
type of isomer of the CnH formula has been observed in the
laboratory, the linear species. The first eight members of this
series have been confirmed to exist in space.2,3 Optical and
microwave spectra have been measured for several of these
species.4,5
The spectra of several of the HCnH series have been observed
in rare gas matrixes,6-8 and in the gas phase by resonant twocolor two-photon ionization spectroscopy (R2C2PI)9 and cavity
ringdown spectroscopy (CRDS).10 Of this class of molecules,
HC4H and HC6H have been observed in space by infrared
spectroscopy.11
A number of H2Cn carbenes have been observed by microwave spectroscopy, owing to their permanent dipole moment,12-14
with H2C3, H2C4, and H2C6 having been observed in space.15-17
Less symmetric isomers18,19 and ring-chain20 species have also
been observed.
Recently, the spectra of C2n+1H3 (n ) 3-6) molecules were
observed by R2C2PI spectroscopy.21 These species were found
to incorporate at least one ring structure. In the case of C7H3,
this was found to be a three-membered ring, whereas for C9H3,
C11H3, and C13H3, it was supposed that the ring structure was
also three-membered.21
Under the same conditions as C9H3 was observed, it was
found that the most dominant spectrum measurable in the range
650-440 nm was that of linear C7H2. While these two molecules
easily dominated the spectroscopy, a number of other species
* Author to whom correspondence should be addressed. E-mail:
j.p.maier@unibas.ch.

were observed with significantly lower signal-to-noise (S/N).
Two of these belonged to the same series as C9H3 and are
discussed elsewhere.21 The other species observed, C8H4, C10H5,
and C11H7, appear at first glance rather arbitrary. It is shown in
this paper that the most likely structures of these species are
those arising from methyl substitution of the dominant C7H2
and C9H3 isomers. This is discussed with reference to the
chemistry of plasmas and the interstellar medium.
2. Experimental Section
Spectra were obtained utilizing an apparatus which consisted
of a molecular beam combined with a linear time-of-flight (TOF)
mass analyzer (resolution of 900 at mass 200). The source, a
pulsed valve coupled to an electric discharge, was the same as
that used for detection of the C2n+1H3 species (n ) 4-6).21 A
pulse of a gas mixture of 0.5% butadiyne (HCCCCH) in Ar
(backing pressure of 5 bar) was expanded through the ceramic
body of the source which held two steel electrodes with an ≈1
mm hole separated by a ceramic spacer of 4 mm. A high voltage
pulse (600-1200 V) was applied between the electrodes. Any
resulting ions were removed after the skimmer, and before
entering the pulsed extraction zone of the TOF mass spectrometer, by an electric field perpendicular to the molecular beam.
The neutral beam was then ionized and ions were extracted into
the TOF tube. The signal from the multichannel plate detector
was fed into a fast oscilloscope after preamplification. Data
acquisition was carried out using Labview programs.
R2C2PI was used in the 650-440 nm range. Excitation
photons were delivered by a commercial OPO system (bandwidth 0.05) pumped by the third harmonic of a Nd:YAG laser.
The ionizing photons at 212 nm (5.85 eV) were produced by
sum frequency generation of the second harmonic and fundamental of the 637 nm output of a dye laser pumped by the
second harmonic of a Nd:YAG laser. The energy per pulse was
≈5 mJ for the first color and a few hundred microjoules for
the second. Both beams were anticollinear to the molecular
beam, being combined with a dichroic mirror, and aligned
optimally in time and space. The mass spectrum obtained upon
irradiation of the products of the plasma discharge source with
7.9 eV photons from an F2 excimer laser was used to optimize
the discharge conditions.

10.1021/jp0349583 CCC: $25.00 © 2003 American Chemical Society
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TABLE 1: Comparison of Features Observed in the
R2C2PI Spectra of HC7H, (CH3)C7H, C9H3, C10H5, and
C11H7 in the Gas Phase
label
HC7H
1
2
3
4
(CH3)C7H
1
2
3
4

λ (nm)

ν (cm-1)

∆ν (cm-1)

assignment
A3Σur
000
2νR

X 3Σ g

504.5
490.7
490.2
459.2

19818
20376
20393
21770

0
558
575
1952

499.1
487.2
486.8
454.3
454.0

20035
20528
20544
22012
22026

0
493
509
1977
1992

529.5
528.4

18886
18925

0
39

000
low-frequency mode

528.7
527.8

18914
18947

0
33

000
low-frequency mode

522.5

19139

0

2νβ
210
A3A1 r X 3A1
000
2νR
2νβ
νC≡C
νC≡C

C 9H 3

Figure 1. Comparison of resonant two-color two-photon ionization
spectra of C7H2 and C8H4. Analogous features are listed in Table 1.

3. Results and Discussion
3.1. Overview of Vibronic Structure. Figure 1 compares
the electronic excitation spectra of C7H2 and C8H4. The spectrum
of C7H2 exhibits sequence or hot-band structure near the origin
(band 1) which is repeated throughout the spectrum for each
vibronic band. C7H2 is linear (HC7H) with the electronic
3 transition arising from A3Σu r X Σg excitation. This spectrum
8,10
has been discussed previously.
The origin band of C8H4
appears nearby that of C7H2, and exhibits similar vibronic
structure. Bands 2 and 3 lie 493 cm-1 and 509 cm-1 to the
blue of the origin band. The analogous bands in C7H2 are
assigned to the excitation of double quanta of bending modes
and are located 558 cm-1 and 575 cm-1 to the blue of the
origin.8 Band 4 is split into two features, respectively, located
at 1992 cm-1 and 1977 cm-1. This feature in the HC7H spectrum
is located 1952 cm-1 to the blue of the origin.
Figure 2 compares the origin regions of C9H3 and C10H5. No
other bands were observed for C10H5. It is striking that these
spectra appear so close spectrally, both possessing a lowfrequency progression. In C10H5 this progression is reduced from
39 cm-1 to 33 cm-1. The positions of the origin bands of these
electronic transitions are extremely close in energy. The relevant
band positions may be found in Table 1. Only one band was
observed for C11H7, and is listed in Table 1.
3.2. Structural Considerations. Without clear rotational
resolution the structure of C8H4 may be deduced by a number
of electronic and vibrational considerations. The most symmetric
structure, the cumulene H2C8H2, can be ruled out immediately
since it is expected to absorb in the deep ultraviolet, and
possesses no acetylenic stretch. It is argued here that the
structure of the C8H4 isomer observed in the spectrum in Figure
1 is (CH3)C7H. Substituting a methyl group for one of the
terminal hydrogens in HC7H (Figure 3a) results in a molecule
with a near identical chromophore, since the π-bonding system
is left unaltered (to a first approximation). Indeed, it is expected
that such a molecule would absorb in the same region as HC7H.
As seen in Figure 1, this is so. Methyl substitution increases
the reduced mass for any bending motions and thus it is expected
that the frequencies of such modes would decrease. Again, this
is observed. Another piece of evidence consistent with the
(CH3)C7H structure is the splitting of the acetylenic stretch into
two bands. There are two strong, triple bonds in HC7H, yet only
one acetylenic stretch is observed due to the D∞h symmetry (only
the totally symmetric modes may be populated with single

C10H5
C11H7
000

quanta). Lifting this symmetry to C3V for the (CH3)C7H structure
allows both acetylenic stretching modes to be populated upon
electronic excitation. The absence of hot or sequence-band
structure in (CH3)C7H may be due to the mixing of modes upon
reduction symmetry allowing more efficient cooling.
No signature specific to a methyl substituent is observed in
the spectrum of (CH3)C7H. The extent of vibrational excitation
of the “umbrella” motion of the -CH3 group (≈1300 cm-1)
would depend on the Franck-Condon factor for this mode.
Since the methyl group does not couple strongly to the
chromophore it is probable that the potential curve for this mode
in both states is similar. The Franck-Condon factor for
excitation of the umbrella mode would thus be small. By analogy
3 with the lowest transition of HC7H, 3Σu r Σg , the symmetry
of the lowest electronic transition of (CH3)C7H is 3A1 f 3A1.
Since this represents a parallel band of a symmetric top
molecule, no structure is expected from transitions arising from
∆K * 0 (change in rotation about the molecular axis). The A
rotational constant of this species is expected to be near 5 cm-1,
but it should not change significantly upon electronic excitation.
Clear rotational structure was not observed in the spectrum of
(CH3)C7H, consistent with a parallel transition.
The structure of C9H3 was not unambiguously determined,21
yet the spectra of this species and the related C11H3 and C13H3
species pointed to a ring-chain system. The fact that this isomer
of C10H5 is seen under the same conditions as C9H3, that they
are related by addition of CH2, that they absorb at a near
identical frequency, and that they both possess a characteristic
low-frequency mode indicates that this isomer of C10H5 is likely
a methyl-substituted version of the dominant C9H3 isomer (for
example, see Figure 3b). It is clear that if this is the case then
the -CH3 group will not be found near the chromophore of the
molecule. Substitution of a further -CH3 group results in a
molecule of molecular formula C11H7. An extremely weak band
was found for this mass at 522.48 nm, only a few nm to higher
energy than C10H5. If this molecule arises from a structure
related to C9H3 and C10H5, then the second substitution must
perturb the chromophore more strongly than the first. Such a
scenario is illustrated in Figure 3b.
In the present experimental setup, over 200 masses were
monitored simultaneously. However, with 212 nm as the
ionizing wavelength, the most dominant spectra observed in the
spectral range 650-440 nm were those of C7H2 and C9H3. The
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Figure 2. Comparison of resonant two-color two-photon ionization spectra of C9H3 and C10H5. Analogous features and band origin of C11H7 are
listed in Table 1.

For C8H4 the most likely structure is (CH3)C7H. As the structure
of C9H3 is not unambiguously determined, one can only assume
that C10H5 is related by a methyl substitution is such a way as
to decrease the frequency of the low-frequency mode. The C11H7
spectrum obtained indicated only one band and was extremely
weak. It is thought that its relationship to C10H5 is similar to
the relationship of that molecule to the very strongly evident
C9H3 isomer. In benzene discharges, styrene and methylstyrene
have been observed, exhibiting spectra with near identical origin
positions.22 That such behavior has been observed before in
hydrocarbon discharges strengthens the assertions made here.
No other species other than those indicated in this text were
observed with excitation between 440 and 650 nm using 212
nm as the ionizing laser.
4. Chemical Implications
Figure 3. (a) A cartoon representation of the isomers of C7H2 and
C8H4 described in the text. (b) An example of a ring-chain isomer of
C9H3, and the resulting isomers of C10H5 and C11H7 upon methyl
substitution.

S/N of the former is conservatively estimated to be 1700, while
that of the latter was found to be 700. Also observed under
these conditions are C9H2, C11H3, and C13H3 with S/N 10, 12,
and 6, respectively. The facts that C8H4 and C10H5 are observed
under these conditions and that they have spectra similar to those
of the dominant species, C7H2 and C9H3, strongly suggests that
they are related molecules. That they are related by an extra 14
mass units suggests methyl substitution in place of a hydrogen.

Because the transition positions move by less than 5 nm upon
methyl substitution, it may be safe to assume that the oscillator
strengths of the species HC7H and (CH3)C7H are similar. Given
equal oscillator strengths and the fact that the spectra of HC7H
and (CH3)C7H were recorded simultaneously, one may estimate
that the ratio of abundances of the species is 27:1 in favor of
HC7H. Performing the same calculation for C9H3 and C10H5,
their ratio of abundance is also found to be 27:1 in favor of the
unsubstituted species. If this is taken as a general rule, then
one expects to experimentally observe the methyl-substituted
carbon chain (or ring-chain) only if the “parent” molecule is
observed with a S/N above 30 or so. Since C10H5 is observed
with S/N of about 6, it is perhaps fortunate to have observed
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C11H7 at all. Indeed, this spectrum was only reproduced with
great difficulty.
The methyl polyynes CH3(C≡C)4H and CH3(C≡C)5H have
been observed by microwave spectroscopy of the products of a
mixed methylacetylene/butadiyne discharge.23 The shorter member CH3(C≡C)3H has also been observed in the laboratory by
microwave spectroscopy.24 The choice of methylacetylene as a
precursor suggests the importance of the methyl radical in the
growth of these species. In space, the CH3 radical is a
fundamental intermediate in the growth of larger hydrocarbons
and is closely related to the interstellar chemistry of methane.25
The methyl substituent is also seen in carbonaceous grains in
the interstellar medium by infrared absorption.26 Indeed, the
methyl radical and ion are integral to models of highly
unsaturated hydrocarbon chemistry.2,27 The importance of
methyl substitution in the hydrocarbon chemistry of a discharge
source in the laboratory and the interstellar medium reinforces
the link between the two.
Methyl-substituted chains are observed in the interstellar
medium due to their permanent dipole moment. The acetylenic
derivatives CH3C2H and CH3C4H have been observed in
translucent molecular clouds2 and in the atmospheres of moons
and planets.28 It is difficult to estimate how their abundances
compare to the “parent” unsubstituted chains in the interstellar
medium due to their absence of dipole moment. It is known
that acetylene and butadiyne are components of the atmosphere
of Titan,29,30 and due to their size and simplicity are expected
to be found in the interstellar medium. Indeed, the polyynes
C4H2 and C6H2 have been detected in the protoplanetary nebula
CRL 618.11 In the atmosphere of Titan, the ratio of acetylene
to methylacetylene is estimated to be 240:1.31 The relative
abundances of these species depend on the proportions of
various elements in the medium, as well as chemical factors.
In the source used in the present experiments, it is clear that
where one species is strongly observed, the methyl-substituted
species may be detected also.
5. Concluding Remarks
The observation of methy-substituted species from a butadiyne
discharge provides a benchmark for those modeling such
systems. The observation of molecules with similar or equal
transition moments simultaneously provides a way of comparing
the relative abundances of those species. In this paper, it was
shown that the ratios of C9H3/C10H5 and HC7H/(CH3)C7H were
both about 27:1. Any model of the chemistry involved in a
butadiyne/Ar discharge must either support these observations
or provide an alternative explanation. Because the level of
unsaturation of hydrocarbons found in plasma discharges and
the interstellar medium is similar, it is expected that the present
work should have implications for astrochemical models.
Acknowledgment. This work has been supported by the
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3 ⫺
The B 3 ⌺ ⫺
u ←X ⌺ g transitions of HC13H and HC19H have been measured in the gas phase,
3 ⫺
exhibiting broad, Lorentzian shaped bands. More extensive A 3 ⌺ ⫺
u ←X ⌺ g spectra have been
observed for HC2n⫹1 H (n⫽3 – 6) than before with many new vibronic bands identified. The spectra
were obtained by means of a mass selective resonant two-color two-photon ionization technique
coupled to a supersonic plasma source. The electronic structures of this series of molecules (n
⫽2 – 9) in both the ground and excited states have been investigated using DFT, MP2, and
state-averaged CASSCF theories. The three lowest dipole allowed electronic transition systems are
3 ⫺
3 ⫺
3
3 ⫺
3 ⫺
A 3⌺ ⫺
u ←X ⌺ g , B ⌺ u ←X ⌺ g , and C ⌸ u ←X ⌺ g , located, for the smaller members of the
3 ⫺
series, in the visible, UV and VUV range, respectively. The A 3 ⌺ ⫺
u ←X ⌺ g system is found to be
⫺
⫺
of medium intensity and the B 3 ⌺ u ←X 3 ⌺ g transition is predicted to be very strong. This is a result
of configuration mixing in the excited states. The oscillator strength of the lowest energy transition
3 ⫺
is not strongly dependent on the length of the chain, but that of the B 3 ⌺ ⫺
u ←X ⌺ g system increases
3
monotonically with size. The C ⌸ u state is Rydberg in character. The astrophysical implications are
considered and an upper limit of the column densities of these carbon chains in diffuse clouds has
been estimated as 1013 cm⫺2 , based on calculated oscillator strengths. © 2003 American Institute
of Physics. 关DOI: 10.1063/1.1578476兴

I. INTRODUCTION

synthesized in macroscopic quantities. They can only be detected in low temperature matrices or under supersonic molecular beam conditions. The electronic spectra of the
3 ⫺
A 3⌺ ⫺
u ←X ⌺ g transitions of HC2n⫹1 H (n⫽2 – 7) have
been observed in neon gas matrices.17 The origin and strong
 CwC stretching vibronic bands 共for n⫽3 – 6) were subsequently observed by gas-phase cavity-ring-down 共CRD兲
spectroscopy.18 High quality ab initio calculations on electronic states for small members (HC5 H to HC9 H) of this
series have been carried out at the MRCI level of theory.19–21
In addition to the first dipole-allowed electronic transitions,
3 ⫺
A 3⌺ ⫺
u ←X ⌺ g , which have been measured, the calculations predict that there is a much stronger electronic transi3 ⫺
tion, B 3 ⌺ ⫺
u ←X ⌺ g in the VUV at 170 nm 共7.31 eV兲 for
HC5 H 共Ref. 19兲 moving into the far UV at 210 nm 共5.91 eV兲
3 ⫺
for HC9 H. 21 The prediction by that the B 3 ⌺ ⫺
u ←X ⌺ g system carries the oscillator strength, expected 共albeit naı̈vely兲
3 ⫺
for A 3 ⌺ ⫺
u ←X ⌺ g , implies that it is this system which is of
astrophysical interest in relation to the carriers of the DIBs.
3 ⫺
In this paper the observation of the B 3 ⌺ ⫺
u ←X ⌺ g transition of HC13H and HC19H in the UV region in the gas
phase is reported. Ab initio calculations extending from small
to large members of this series (HC5 H to HC19H) have been
carried out in order to guide the assignment. Geometry
optimizations, harmonic frequencies, electronic vertical
transition energies and oscillator strengths were investigated
by ab initio calculations at the DFT-B3LYP, MP2, and
CASSCF levels of theory.
In addition to the B 3 ⌺ ⫺
u state data, some new gas-phase
3 ⫺
vibronic bands of the A 3 ⌺ ⫺
transitions of
u ←X ⌺ g
HC2n⫹1 H (n⫽3 – 6), which were not observed in previous

Unsaturated hydrocarbon chains are important intermediates in combustion processes,1 plasma chemistry2 and play
an important role in the chemistry of the interstellar medium
共ISM兲.3,4 Following the unsuccessful attempts to detect C4
and C5 in diffuse interstellar clouds, arguments were presented for much longer carbon chains to be of relevance as
carriers of the diffuse interstellar bands 共DIBs兲.5 This proposal assumes that the oscillator strengths of low-lying electronic transitions of these chains increase in proportion to the
chain length. While this is the case for the lowest electronic
transitions of some classes of carbon chain, for others the
transition of interest must be chosen carefully, as this article
shows.
Bare carbon clusters, C2 共Ref. 6兲 and C3 , 7 have been
detected in diffuse interstellar clouds by their optical absorption spectra. Carbon chains such as the Cn H (n⫽2 – 8) radicals have been detected in dark interstellar molecular clouds
and in envelopes of evolved stars by radioastronomy.8 –10
Small members (n⫽1, 2) of the HC2n H series have also
been detected in the atmosphere of planets11 and moons.12,13
The odd chains, HC2n⫹1 H, are believed to exist in the ISM
because their C2n⫹1 H (n⫽0 – 3) counterparts have been detected. The existence of highly unsaturated and reactive species is an essential characteristic of the ISM chemistry.
Recently the gas phase electronic spectra of even
polyyne HC2n H (n⫽8 – 13) and l-C2n⫹1 H (n⫽1 – 4) radicals have been studied in a molecular beam by a mass selective resonant two-color two-photon ionization 共R2C2PI兲
spectroscopic technique.14 –16 Compared to the even HC2n H
chains, the odd series is more reactive and cannot be
0021-9606/2003/119(2)/814/6/$20.00
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neon matrix or CRD experiments, have been observed using
the R2C2PI technique.

Linear carbon chains

TABLE I. Calculated vertical excitation energies 共eV兲 for the HC2n⫹1 H
(n⫽2 – 9) at the CASSCF level. MRCI values from Refs. 19–21 are given
in parentheses.
State

HC5 H

HC7 H

HC9 H

HC11H

3

0.0
3.47 共2.76兲
9.34 共7.31兲
6.95 共7.70兲

0.0
3.07 共2.55兲
7.81 共6.66兲
8.22 共8.41兲

0.0
2.74 共2.38兲
6.80 共5.91兲
8.43 共8.38兲

0.0
2.45
6.09
8.78

State

HC13H

HC15H

HC17H

HC19H

0.0
2.28
5.74
9.10

0.0
2.13
5.37
9.48

0.0
2.04
5.20
9.75

0.0
1.96
5.06
9.93

II. EXPERIMENT

The experimental set-up has been described.14 It consisted of a molecular beam combined with a linear time of
flight mass-analyzer 共TOF兲. A gas mixture pulse of 0.3% of
acetylene or diacetylene in Ar 共backing pressure 8 bar兲 was
expanded through the ceramic body of the source comprising
two steel electrodes to which a discharge voltage was applied. The emerging beam containing HC2n⫹1 H chains entered the ionization region through a 2 mm skimmer. The
neutral molecules were then ionized by the R2C2PI method
and the ions extracted in a two-stage acceleration setup towards an multichannel plate 共MCP兲 detector.
R2C2PI spectra were recorded in the UV 共282–350 nm兲
and visible 共410–740 nm兲 ranges. Excitation photons were
delivered by the frequency doubled output of a dye laser
共bandwidth ⬃0.1 cm⫺1 ) pumped by a Nd:YAG laser or a
commercial OPO system 共bandwidth 0.05 cm⫺1 ). The ionizing photons of wavelength 157 nm 共or 193 nm兲 were delivered by an F2 共or ArF兲 excimer laser or 212 nm produced by
sum frequency generation of the second harmonic and fundamental of the 637 nm output of a dye laser pumped by the
second harmonic of a Nd:YAG laser. Both excitation and
ionizing lasers were unfocused.
III. THEORETICAL CALCULATIONS
A. Ground states

Ab initio calculations were carried out using the GAUSSsuite of programs22 at the MP2 共Ref. 23兲 and DFTB3LYP 共Ref. 24兲 levels of theory using the 6-31G* basis
set.25 These calculations show bond-length alternation for
both the MP2 and DFT-B3LYP levels of theory. In the MP2
calculations the alternation between bond-lengths is more
pronounced in comparison to the DFT-B3LYP calculations.
The harmonic frequencies in the ground states for HC2n⫹1 H
(n⫽2 – 6) were calculated using MP2/6-31G* and
DFT-B3LYP/6-31G* . 26
IAN 98
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X
A
B
C

⌺⫺
g
3 ⫺
⌺u
3 ⫺
⌺u
3
⌸u

X 3⌺ ⫺
g
A 3⌺ ⫺
u
B 3⌺ ⫺
u
C 3⌸ u

the C 3 ⌸ u excited states. The calculated ordering in energy
3
for HC5 H is reversed for the B 3 ⌺ ⫺
u and C ⌸ u states, yet
this notation is retained for clarity.
Vertical electron excitation energies were calculated at
the ground state geometry for the triplet multiplicity only.
These were obtained at the state-averaged CASSCF/6-31G*
level of theory,28,29 in the D 2h group of symmetry. The calculations implemented an active space including 10 electrons
in 12 orbitals for HC5 H to HC19H. The calculated vertical
excitation energies are listed in Table I. For the smaller mem3 ⫺
3
bers of the series, the A 3 ⌺ ⫺
u , B ⌺ u , and C ⌸ u excited
states are located in the visible, UV, and VUV spectral range,
respectively. A comparison of the calculated transition energies with available experimental data is given in Fig. 1. The
values calculated at the CASSCF level of theory are system3 ⫺
atically high by ⬃0.5 eV for the A 3 ⌺ ⫺
u ←X ⌺ g transition
⫺
⫺
and ⬃1.3 eV for B 3 ⌺ u ←X 3 ⌺ g system compared to the
available experimental values. For comparison the transition
energies for HC5 H to HC9 H calculated at the MRCI level of
theory19–21 have also been given in Fig. 1. Good qualitative
agreement between the theoretical and experimental results,
with respect to behavior with system size, have been
achieved in the present calculations 共Fig. 1兲.

B. Excited states

Ab initio calculations of the electronically excited states
were undertaken using the MOLPRO package.27 The X 3 ⌺ ⫺
g
ground states of HC2n⫹1 H are dominated by the ¯ 关 (n
⫺1)  g 兴 4 关 n  u 兴 2 electronic configuration for n⫽2,4, . . . ,8
and ¯ 关 (n⫺1)  u 兴 4 关 (n⫺1)  g 兴 2 for n⫽3,5, . . . ,9.
Two configurations dominate the excited state wave
functions. To a first approximation, the A 3 ⌺ ⫺
u state and
state
are
admixtures
of
configurations
which arise
B 3⌺ ⫺
u
from excitation from the fully occupied levels, (n⫺1)  g 共or
(n⫺1)  u ) to the semioccupied molecular orbitals 共SOMO兲,
n  u 共or (n⫺1)  g ), and excitation from the SOMO, to the
lowest unoccupied molecular orbital 共LUMO兲, n  g 共or
n  u ). Excitation from the SOMO to the second lowest unoccupied molecular orbital 共SLUMO兲,  g 共or  u ), results in

FIG. 1. The calculated and observed electronic transition energies of
the first three dipole allowed electronic transition systems as the function of
the size of carbon chains of HC2n⫹1 H (n⫽2 – 9). The values for the
neon matrix are taken from Ref. 17. The MRCI values are taken from
Refs. 19–21.
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FIG. 2. The calculated oscillator strength ( f -value兲 for the first three dipole
allowed electronic transitions as the function of the size of the carbon chains
of HC2n⫹1 H (n⫽2 – 9). The MRCI values are taken from Refs. 19–21.

3 ⫺
Both the transition energies of the A 3 ⌺ ⫺
u ←X ⌺ g and
⫺
3 ⫺
B ⌺ u ←X ⌺ g systems decrease with the chain size. The
3 ⫺
transitions have very large oscillator
B 3⌺ ⫺
u ←X ⌺ g
strengths ( f -values兲. They increase monotonically with the
size of the chains while the much smaller f -values of the
3 ⫺
A 3⌺ ⫺
u ←X ⌺ g system first increase from HC5 H to HC7 H
and then slightly decrease with the chain size 共Fig. 2兲. This
behavior may be rationalized in terms of the configurations
and wave functions generated by the Hückel theory. According to the Hückel theory, the excited configurations which
3 ⫺
lead to the A 3 ⌺ ⫺
u and B ⌺ u states have the same energy. In
addition, if these configurations alone were to represent different electronic states, then the oscillator strengths of their
respective transitions from the ground state would also be
equal. That the lowest transitions of odd-numbered alternant,
conjugated hydrocarbon systems arise through strong mixing
of two configurations was shown analytically by Dewar and
Longuet-Higgins,30 and extended to self-consistent orbitals
by Longuet-Higgins and Pople.31 At the MRCI 共Refs. 19–
21兲 and CASSCF levels, the two leading configurations are
seen to mix in approximately equal proportions, the A 3 ⌺ ⫺
u
and B 3 ⌺ ⫺
u states resulting from even and odd combinations.
Accordingly one of the transitions loses oscillator strength
while the other gains oscillator strength. At the CASSCF and
MRCI levels of theory, it is the general behavior of the
3 ⫺
HC2n⫹1 H series that the B 3 ⌺ ⫺
u ←X ⌺ g system carries the
oscillator strength, as predicted. This increases with the size
3 ⫺
of the molecule while the A 3 ⌺ ⫺
u ←X ⌺ g oscillator strength
does not.
3

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
3 À
A. The B 3 ⌺ À
u ] X ⌺ g transition system

Spectra of the second dipole-allowed electronic transi3 ⫺
tion, the B 3 ⌺ ⫺
u ←X ⌺ g system, are shown in Fig. 3. Since
experimental measurement is difficult in the far UV, just a
few of the larger chains were studied.
3 ⫺
In contrast to those of the A 3 ⌺ ⫺
u ←X ⌺ g system, these
have broad band profiles. In the case of HC13H, the spectrum
was recorded with different pulse energies, from 1 mJ up to
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3 ⫺
FIG. 3. Electronic spectra of the strong B 3 ⌺ ⫺
u ←X ⌺ g transitions of
HC13H and HC19H measured by the resonant 2-color 2-photon ionization
共R2C2PI兲 technique.

5 mJ. No significant power broadening was observed. Thus
the line shape is intrinsic and Lorentzian in nature. The full
width at half maximum 共FWHM兲 is about 160 cm⫺1 , indicating a ⬃60 fs lifetime for the excited state. Predissociation
can be excluded because mass-selective detection is used and
no fragment peaks were observed at the same wavelength for
species of mass ⬍158. Internal conversion is responsible for
this electronic relaxation and is efficient due to the number
of high-lying electronic states and number of vibrational degrees of freedom. After excitation into the B 3 ⌺ ⫺
u state, the
energy is converted into vibrational energy in the ground
state on a subpicosecond time scale. Experimental evidence
for this was observed: the ion signal did not change when the
delay between the excitation and ionization laser was varied
from a few nanoseconds up to 10 s and one color signal
could not be detected although the energy of two UV photons is higher than the IP of HC13H (⬍8.15 eV). Unlike in
the one-color scheme, the two color signal was detected because the Franck–Condon factor for the ionization step
(ប  ⫽7.9 eV) becomes favorable upon crossing to the
ground state.
3 ⫺
The transition energies of the B 3 ⌺ ⫺
u ←X ⌺ g system
decrease and the oscillator strengths increase with the chain
size. It can be predicted that for larger members of this se3 ⫺
ries, the spectra of the B 3 ⌺ ⫺
u ←X ⌺ g system will be located in the visible region. The large predicted oscillator
3 ⫺
strength of the B 3 ⌺ ⫺
u ←X ⌺ g transition suggests that they
may be observable by absorption spectroscopy. If it is assumed that the theoretical values are on the order of 1.3 eV
too high, then an extrapolation to long chains reveals that
this transition of the HC2n⫹1 H may enter the visible region
near HC25H. Of particular interest is the prediction that the
3 ⫺
spectra of the B 3 ⌺ ⫺
u ←X ⌺ g transition is extrapolated to
near the 4428 Å DIB between HC29H and HC31H. Recently
high-quality spectra of the 4428 Å DIB have been reported.33
The intrinsic profile of this DIB is Lorentzian, with an average FWHM being 17.25 Å (⬃90 cm⫺1 ). 33 The central
wavelength and depth and FWHM of the 4428 Å DIB are
invariant with the color excess. These points imply that a
molecular carrier in the gas phase is responsible. The upper
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state lifetime is estimated as 10⫺13 s. This means that the
molecule must have very rapid internal conversion for relaxation from this upper state. There is a similarity of the profile
3 ⫺
of the B 3 ⌺ ⫺
u ←X ⌺ g transition of long polyyne chains to
that of the 4428 Å DIB. Thus the laboratory study of the
3 ⫺
B 3⌺ ⫺
u ←X ⌺ g transitions of the HC2n⫹1 H chains which
fall in this wavelength range is desirable.

B. Importance of configuration interaction
in excited states of open shell -systems
19–21

As demonstrated for small odd polyynes
and confirmed in the present study for larger systems, configuration
interaction is of the utmost importance in describing the lowest dipole allowed transitions and has a profound effect upon
the calculated oscillator strengths of these transitions. This
effect was predicted for odd-numbered, alternant, radical
conjugated systems,30 such as those studied in the present
paper. For other systems where the first two excited configurations are not, in general, degenerate, the effect is of second
order.
The behavior of the oscillator strengths seen in the odd
polyynes is also seen in a variety of other open shell
-systems. The oscillator strengths of linear C4 were investigated in detail.34 Linear C4 possesses only six  electrons
and therefore has a 3 ⌺ ⫺
g ground state, similar to the molecules presented here. A node was found on the transition
3 ⫺
moment surface of the lowest 3 ⌺ ⫺
u ← ⌺ g transition near the
equilibrium geometry, highlighting the difficulty of predicting small oscillator strengths. Upon distortion of the geom3 ⫺
etry, the oscillator strength of the higher energy 3 ⌺ ⫺
u ← ⌺g
transition was seen to be robust. It may be concluded, therefore, that only the strong calculated oscillator strength may
be taken as a reliable prediction of spectral intensity. The
strong configuration mixing is also seen in C6 , which is of a
similar electronic configuration to C4 . 35 Removal of one
electron from this system leaves the cation in a doublet state.
It has been shown that the C⫹
6 system possesses analogous
transitions to the neutral species with similar behavior with
respect to their oscillator strengths.36 The odd, bare carbon
chains, C2n⫹1 , do not exhibit this effect, since they are
closed shell.
The monohydrogenated even chains, C2n H, have doublet
ground states with an unpaired electron 共hole兲 residing in the
 system. A study of C6 H 共Ref. 37兲 showed that the two
relevant electronically excited configurations do not strongly
mix. The resulting transitions 共2→3 and 3→4兲 are
computed to be at 2.556 eV and 3.43 eV, both possessing
medium oscillator strengths. The difference between this system and the bare carbon chains is the size of the HOMO–
LUMO gap. A widening of the HOMO–LUMO gap is a
signature of the bond-length alternation induced by the hydrogen end group. The HC6 H⫹ cation behaves in a similar
way to C6 H. 37 Of the odd monohydrogenated chains C5 H, 38
which has a ground state configuration ¯3 1 , configuration
mixing is exhibited for states resulting from the 2→3
and 3→4 electron promotions. This is not strong, though,
which may be a reflection of the differing bond length alter-
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nation pattern between the monohydrogenated and dihydrogenated series.
It may be seen that the systems affected by the configurational mixing are those which possess two electronically
excited  configurations of near identical orbital energy.
Those systems are the cumulenic even carbon chains and
their cations, and the odd polyyne species. Following this
logic, the HC2n⫹1 H⫹ cations should exhibit the same effect,
but this is yet to be shown.

C. Other electronic states

The positions of the electronic states 1 3 ⌬ u and 1 3 ⌺ ⫹
u
were predicted to be close to that of A 3 ⌺ ⫺
u , but these two
states are dipole forbidden for optical transition. The third
dipole allowed electronic transition is the C 3 ⌸ u ←X 3 ⌺ ⫺
g
system. The energies of the C 3 ⌸ u ←X 3 ⌺ ⫺
g system are predicted to slightly increase with the chain size and the
f -values decrease only slightly 共Fig. 2兲. This is because it is
3 ⫺
a valence to Rydberg transition while A 3 ⌺ ⫺
u ←X ⌺ g and
3 ⫺
3 ⫺
B ⌺ u ←X ⌺ g systems are valence to valence transitions.
The CASSCF calculations for HC7 H show that the matrix
element 具 C 3 ⌸ u 兩 z 2 兩 C 3 ⌸ u 典 is 60.5 (a.u.) 2 , much larger than
2
3 ⫺
6.8 (a.u.) 2 , the value of 具 X 3 ⌺ ⫺
g 兩 z 兩 X ⌺ g 典 . The wave func3
tion of 具 C ⌸ u 兩 is thus much more diffuse 共i.e., comprises a
Rydberg orbital兲. The calculations show that the C 3 ⌸ u states
of HC2n⫹1 H are of ns  Rydberg character, similar to the
C 1 ⌸ u Rydberg state of acetylene.39
3 À
D. New vibronic bands in the A 3 ⌺ À
u ] X ⌺ g system

3 ⫺
New bands were observed in the A 3 ⌺ ⫺
u ←X ⌺ g transition system measured previously in the gas phase by cavity
ringdown spectroscopy.18 While many of these are assigned
as hot-bands, several new members of acetylenic progressions were observed. In particular, the spectrum of HC7 H
was observed with a signal to noise ratio of ⬇1700, allowing
many hot-bands and bending vibrations to be identified.

1. HC7 H

The HC7 H R2C2PI spectrum has a complicated structure
共Fig. 4兲. The origin region shows a number of additional
peaks on the low energy side which are assigned to sequence
bands. This structure is repeated for all other identifiable
vibronic bands in the spectrum and thus arises from the same
structural isomer and electronic state. Bands in Fig. 4 are
labeled sequentially from the origin to higher energy. Bands
to lower energy than the origin are labeled with a prime.
Bands 2 and 3 are assigned to C–C–H bending modes
with  u 共or  g symmetries兲, which are denoted 2  ␣ and
2  ␤ . This assignment is based on neon matrix spectra of the
deuterated analogs of HC7 H. 17 Band 4 is assigned as the 4 10
transition. The  4 mode is the lowest  g vibrational mode,
with a frequency of 638 cm⫺1 . These bands and other new
observations are listed in Table II. Based on the R2C2PI
observations, an upper limit of 8.3 eV can be placed on the
ionization potential of HC7 H.
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due to excessive background with 157 nm or 193 nm. An
upper limit of 8.0 eV may thus be placed on the IP of this
species.
3. HC11H

FIG. 4. The electronic spectrum of HC7 H, HC9 H, HC11H, and HC13H
detected by the resonant 2-color 2-photon ionization 共R2C2PI兲 technique. The peaks marked * are from fragments of photodissociation of C9 H3
共Ref. 32兲.

The R2C2PI spectrum of HC11H is shown in Fig. 4.
There is a vibrational progression to higher energy of three
quanta. Each band is twinned with a smaller counterpart
90 cm⫺1 to the red. This structure was not observed in the
origin region, and thus its assignment is not clearly a hotband.
Bands 5 and 7 have not been observed before and are
assigned to the 3 n0 progression. The observed position of
band 3, 3 10 , 共579.04 nm兲 differs by nearly 1 nm from that
observed by CRD spectroscopy 关579.907共10兲 nm兴.18 The IP
of HC11H is expected to be lower than that of HC9 H, but it
likely to be greater than 7.9 eV 共157 nm兲.
4. HC13H

2. HC9 H

The R2C2PI spectrum of HC9 H is shown in Fig. 4. Only
three bands were observed. Of these band 3 has been observed for the first time in the gas phase and is assigned to
the 3 20 transition, corresponding to acetylenic stretching motion. The observed bands are listed in Table II. This spectrum
was only observed using 212 nm as the ionizing wavelength

TABLE II. Maxima of selected vibronic bands observed in the electronic
spectrum of HC9 H, HC11H, HC13H, and HC19H in gas phase.
Label
HC7 H
1
2
3
4
8
9
10
11
¯
HC9 H
1
2
3
HC11H
1
3
5
7
HC13H
1
3
5

 共nm兲

 (cm⫺1 )

⌬ (cm⫺1 )

504.45
490.65
490.23
488.71
459.19
447.92
447.42
446.20
421.45

19818.2
20375.8
20393.2
20456.5
21770.4
22325.9
22349.3
22412.8
23727.6

0.0
558
575
638
1952
2508
2531
2595
3909

581.75
521.77
473.15

17185.4
19160.4
21127.1

0.0
1975
3942

653.67
579.03
519.91
471.88

15293.4
17265.3
19229.5
21185.9

0.0
1972
3936
5893

718.36
629.70
562.68

13916.7
15874.5
17767.3

0.0
1958
3851

281.82

35473

0.0

339.20

29481

0.0

HC19H

Assignment
3 ⫺
A 3⌺ ⫺
u ←X ⌺ g
0 00
2␣
2␤
4 10
2 10
2 10 ⫹2  ␣
2 10 ⫹2  ␤
2 10 4 10
2 20
3 ⫺
A 3⌺ ⫺
←X
⌺g
u
0
00
3 10
3 20
3 ⫺
←X
⌺g
A 3⌺ ⫺
u
0 00
3 10
3 20
3 30
3 ⫺
A 3⌺ ⫺
←X
⌺g
u
0 00
4 10
4 20
3 ⫺
B 3⌺ ⫺
←X
⌺g
u
0
00
3 ⫺
B 3⌺ ⫺
u ←X ⌺ g
0
00

The R2C2PI spectrum of HC13H is similar to that of
HC11H and is shown in Fig. 4. There is a stretching progression consisting of twin peaks, as above. The spacing in this
case is 65 cm⫺1 , the lower energy peak assumed to be a
hot-band. Band 5 is observed for the first time in the gas
phase and is assigned to 4 20 , the acetylenic stretch. An upper
limit of 8.15 eV may be placed on the IP of HC13H since its
3 ⫺
A 3⌺ ⫺
u ←X ⌺ g spectrum could be measured using 193 nm
as the ionizing wavelength. Most likely, though, it is below
the 8.0 eV limit determined for HC9 H.
V. ASTRONOMICAL IMPLICATIONS

The visible electronic spectra in the gas-phase provide a
database for an astronomical search. However, the observed
electronic spectra do not precisely match any known DIBs.40
This does not necessarily mean that these species do not
exist in the ISM. An upper limit of the column density can be
estimated for the molecules in diffuse clouds. The oscillator
3 ⫺
strengths of the 0–0 band of the observed A 3 ⌺ ⫺
u ←X ⌺ g
electronic transitions have been calculated to be in the range
0.02–0.001. Assuming an equivalent width of 1 mÅ 共sensitivity limit of DIB’s detection兲,41 the upper limit of column
densities of HC2n⫹1 H in such diffuse clouds would be
1013 cm⫺2 . Since the column density of l-C3 H is determined
as 5⫻1012 cm⫺2 in a dark cloud 共TMC-1兲 and ⬍8.7
⫻1011 cm⫺2 in diffuse clouds42 and those of l-C5 H and
l-C7 H in TMC-1 have been reported as ⬃5.8⫻1012 cm⫺2
and ⬍1.5⫻1011 cm⫺2 , respectively,8,43,44 and if one assumes
that the l-C2n⫹1 H chains are produced by photodissociation
of HC2n⫹1 H, the estimated upper limit of column densities
of HC2n⫹1 H (n⫽3 – 6) seem to be reasonable.
The similarity between the band profile of the
3 ⫺
B 3⌺ ⫺
u ←X ⌺ g transition and that of 4428 Å DIB band
3 ⫺
shows that the B 3 ⌺ ⫺
u ←X ⌺ g transitions of the long odd
polyyne chains fit the constraints imposed by the profile of
some broad strong DIBs. The larger members of the odd
polyyne chains may be considered candidates as carriers of
some of the broad and strong DIBs.
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